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Interest in the use of agent-based modeling (ABM) for studying biomass supply systems has increased because of its flexible and cost-efficient nature. While ABM has been
around for a long time, recent developments in computing technology and modeling software have enabled more capable and complex models. This powerful dynamic simulation
tool permits studying complex systems that feature interaction elements.
Simulation-based study can be used to support decision-making and increase understanding of the supply-system mechanisms involved with the various sources of biomass and
the various technologies for utilizing it. While the modern use of biomass is often considered carbon-neutral and pressure to limit greenhouse-gas emissions has led the European
Union to encourage this use, activities related to biomass supply systems may still cause
greenhouse-gas emissions, so it is important to plan the system well and take dynamic
elements into account. There are several complicating factors: supply systems are often
considered complex systems, and biomass, with its variations in supply and demand, low
energy-density, and high impact of transportation on usage costs, is a challenging study
subject of a highly dynamic nature.
Accordingly, the possibilities and challenges of using ABM for studying biomass supply
systems were assessed. The current use of simulation, especially ABM, was evaluated by
means of bibliographic analysis with regard to three distinct modeling methods. Practical use of ABM in biomass supply chain study was examined with three models, which
differed in geographical scale and level of abstraction: a model focusing on effects of
policy changes, one centered on applying Big Data for simulation purposes, and a model
integrating simulations with Geographical Information System data and ABM.
ABM was found to display the method-related problem of disparate terminology and reporting methods. There have been advances toward greater commonality in term use and
efforts to standardize reporting, but uniform practice must be achieved before awareness
and interest can grow. Also, while ABM proved to be good at handling large datasets and
was able to generate huge result sets, their careful analysis is required if the conclusions
are to be correct. Toward this end, however, some solutions involving design of experiments have been offered as a tool to select scenarios that better reveal the causes and
consequences of the relevant events.

ABM’s good handling of data and its cost-efficient, flexible, and fast scenario analysis
prove it to be highly suitable as a biomass supply system research tool. Models’ credibility and usefulness in this field is especially important because academic research uses
simulation methods as a form of prototyping that may be used to focus study on certain
scenarios, producing more precise results in line with real-life applications.
Keywords: Dynamic simulation, simulation, decision-making, forest biomass, individualbased model
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1 Introduction
1.1

The motivation for the research

Biomass has aroused interest as a substitute for fossil fuels in various energy-related sectors. This is due to biomass being considered as sustainable and renewable energy source
and with correct use carbon-neutral. Biomass shows great versatility in its potential applications to produce electricity, heat, and biofuels for the transportation sector. Studies have
concluded that biomass offers the potential to be a large contributor to the future energy
supply (Field et al., 2008; Wasajja and Daniel Chowdhury, 2017; Demirbas et al., 2009).
Although biomass holds potential to mitigate environmental problems linked with fossil
fuels, there remain challenges, among them environmental ones. The net effect of the
biomass depends on what biomass is used, the technology that is used to convert it, and
whether the usage of the biomass is sustainable. Also, policy changes generate challenges,
as seen with Directive (EU) 2015/1513 of the European Parliament, intended to reduce
indirect land-use change (iLUC). Land use, land-use change, and forestry (LULUCF)
regulation takes carbon stocks into consideration when addressing greenhouse-gas emissions. Biomass presents economic challenges too. Because of the low energy-density,
logistics factors have a great impact on the costs associated with biomass, stemming from
the resultant need for large storage areas and the high transportation costs (Ranta et al.,
2002; Sikanen et al., 2016; Rentizelas et al., 2009).
Supply systems are often considered to be complex systems, because multiple elements
operate in interaction with the environment and each other (Rentizelas et al., 2009). Furthermore, complex systems are frequently nonlinear, with feedback loops, adaptation issues, and uncertain elements. A biomass supply system has hot-chain aspects in addition:
sometimes, two entities have to be in the same place at the same time, lest one have to
wait for the other, wasting time and causing unnecessary costs.
With its numerous, very different applications and means of utilization, biomass is challenging to study. Since there are many possible way to utilize biomass, each with unique
challenges, one must use a study method that is flexible, cost-effective, permits working
with multiple scenarios, and can take into account uncertainty. There are several types of
computational modeling methods available that meet these criteria, but most have limitations when applied to multiple objects interacting in a spatial environment with temporal
variations. Agent-based modeling (ABM) and related simulation have been described
as forming a flexible dynamic simulation method that may be used in combination with
data from geographic information systems (GIS) to handle spatial variation (Becker et al.,
2006; Borshchev and Filippov, 2004). That said, ABM requires an expert to generate the
model, and the computing requirements are greater than with some other modeling and
simulation methods, such as discrete-event simulation (DES).
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ABM has many applications, among them studies of market behavior, migration of people, flock behavior, health care, traffic systems, and (of course) supply systems (Sayama,
2015; Borshchev, 2013; Abdou et al., 2012). ABM is a young modeling method, although
the first publications that can be described as reporting on it were published relatively
early, by Schelling (1971). Today, there are many publications addressing ABM in the
study of biomass supply systems (Luo et al., 2016; Moncada et al., 2015; Singh et al.,
2014).
Modeling with ABM can be done by pure coding, but there is a wide range of software
and toolkits available to aid in the process (Macal and North, 2010; Allan, 2010). Considering ABM a novel approach is justified because current models have the capacity to
include more agents, and more complicated models have been developed recently. These
have increased the interest in dynamic simulation methods. Researchers’ awareness of
the potential of ABM is indicated by eight articles published between 2016 and 2018
that report on using ABM to study biomass supply systems, as revealed by a database of
peer-reviewed literature, Scopus (Yazan et al., 2018; Mertens et al., 2018; Moncada et al.,
2017b,a; Zhang et al., 2016; Luo et al., 2016; Delval et al., 2016; Mertens et al., 2016).
The increase in publications may be explained by the greater availability of modeling
software and tools today and/or by increased computation power.
Dynamic modeling is a powerful tool that may be used to support decision-making and
increase understanding of the mechanisms involved in biomass supply systems. The opportunity to visualize the whole system grants unique insight into system behavior, and,
because system changes may be implemented while a simulation run is in progress, effects can be seen quickly. The work reported upon in this thesis was motivated by a desire
to examine various ABM use cases for biomass supply system studies and evaluate the
advantages provided by ABM features. The features of interest are data-handling, multiscenario capabilities, scalability in terms of the study region, and use in combination with
GIS. Also, challenges encountered in applying ABM for biomass supply system study are
addressed and discussed.

1.2

Biomass supply systems

Due to the great variety in types of biomass available and the breadth of technology to
utilize it for energy purposes, the European Union has encouraged its use (McCormick
and Kåberger, 2007; An et al., 2011). It is important to remember, though, that biomass
use may be unsustainable, as in its traditional non-commercial use with very low efficiency (Goldemberg and Coelho, 2004). With modern use of biomass, the usage itself
may be considered carbon-neutral, but other activities involved (e.g., transportation, storage, and processing) may cause greenhouse-gas emissions (Jäppinen et al., 2014). With
a well-planned system and sustainable use, biomass mitigates global warming and generates direct and indirect jobs in areas such as provision of energy security (Ragwitz et al.,
2009).
In light of ABM, challenges of biomass supply systems are presented and how future
policies and technology advantages makes simulation study methods more attracting then
conventional study methods.

1.2 Biomass supply systems
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1.2.1 Complexity
Supply-system networks are considered complex systems on account of the many interactions, with multiple operators – of several types – in the network. The network has
to adapt to internal and external changes at short notice, and effects ripple through the
entire network. This illustrates the highly dynamic nature of the network. These points
are noted also by Surana et al. (2005), in terms of supply-system networks’ similarity to
complex adaptive systems.
The complexity of a biomass supply system is evident from Figure 1.1, where production, logistics, and supply-systems management are presented (Marques et al., 2012).
Marques et al. (2012) identified more than 100 information types in this context during a
brainstorming meeting. These were grouped into 22 relatively independent information
entities, given such names as Harvesting Unit, Forest Operation, Transformation Center,
Wood Yard, Forest Product, Supply Plan, and Forest Inventory.

Figure 1.1: Architecture framework of the wood supply system process. The main process
types are forest production (1), wood logistics (2), and plant supply (3) (Marques et al.,
2012).
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In addition there are external factors affecting the system. One external factor is the
weather. Demand varies widely with weather conditions. This is especially problematic
in cold areas such as the Nordic region, where demand peaks in wintertime. Supply too is
affected by the weather: in the long term, crop and forest growth rates are influenced by
climate, and shorter-term effects of the weather on supply include matters of road access
(heavy machinery may cause damage to the roads if the conditions are not suitable for it).
1.2.2 New policies and technologies
Biomass supply systems are experiencing change as new policies and technologies are
implemented and higher demand is generated, in both new and existing locations. One example of new policies and machinery in Finland involves permitting high-capacity transport (HCT) trucks’ use for transporting materials (Venäläinen and Korpilahti, 2015). An
example of new technology in forest biomass supply systems is the Kesla C 860 H hybrid
wood chipper (Laitila et al., 2015). These are only a couple of examples, from a dozen
technologies that have already been demonstrated in Europe (Alakangas et al., 2015).
These new technologies change the behavior of the system, so studies and research have
to be done before they are introduced to the supply system. Studying only new equipment
does not show how it affects material flows downstream or information flow upstream.

1.3

Agent-based modeling and simulation

Terminology in field of simulation is challenging, especially with ABM that have terminology still developing. Commonly used terms in this thesis are defined and processes
behind terms are explained in section 1.3.1. Also characteristics of ABM are presented
and explained.
1.3.1

Definition of model, simulation and ABM

A model, in this context, is computer representation from a real-life system or event. One
approach is to think of a model as a digital prototype that lives in the computer. The entire
model needs to be validated and verified before it is used to conduct studies. The term
“modeling,” which refers to developing the model, covers creating the model and doing
all the verification and validation work. Finally, “simulation” denotes using the model.
It may seem that all modeling and simulation are naturally separate tasks, but debugging
and updating the model is carried out by modeling and simulating in parallel. Sometimes,
the term “agent-based modeling and simulation” is used in discussion of ABM.

1.3 Agent-based modeling and simulation
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Defining agent-based modeling precisely is challenging since the modeling assumptions
are wide open (Sayama, 2015). Sayama (2015) sum up ABM in one sentence thus:
“Agent-based models are computational simulations models that involve many discrete
agents.” Challenges of describing ABM were part of a panel discussion (Siebers et al.,
2010) in which it was noted that, by the strict definition of its attributes, true ABM does
not exist in operations research (OR). Instead, OR uses a combination of DES and ABM.
Agents are defining difference as ABM uses active entities, that have particular attributes
and interact with each other and the environment (Abdou et al., 2012; Bandini et al., 2009)
and DES use more passive entities that move through system and instigate and respond to
the events (Schriber et al., 2014). Agents allow data stored inside them making possible
to carry information or use large data set to generate multiple agents with own unique
properties.

1.3.2 Characteristics of agent-based model
Simulation-based study methods differ in their properties, with certain characteristics specific to each simulation method. The traits of ABM are its stochastic, dynamic, and discrete system model. A visual presentation of the various system models’ characterization
is given in Figure 1.2, where ABM is in the bottom right (Leemis and Park, 2006).

Figure 1.2: A diagram of the characterization of a system model, via a typology (Leemis
and Park, 2006). Agent-based modeling is at the bottom right.
In an approach with a stochastic character, the model may use probability distributions as
values, allowing the model to include randomness. Among the situations for which this is
advised are various delay-linked events (such as loading and unloading times, travel time,
and servicing time) but also events connected with entities’ arrival schedules – the results
may be more realistic if arrival events’ intervals are randomized. Including stochastic
events in the model makes it more realistic since these events are not constant in real life,
and stochastic values may be used if there are no experimental data available for base assumptions. Use of stochastic values does make the model more complicated and renders
it more difficult to have repeatability in the model. For good probability distributions, the
work must use large datasets from real-world measurements with solid statistical analysis.
In some cases, this is not possible and the distribution has to be estimated with reasonable
accuracy. In these cases, sensitivity analysis can be conducted to resolve the effect of the
distribution on the system.
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Being of a dynamic character means that the model takes the time-varying behavior of
the system into consideration. The model has to have an internal clock, because it needs
to keep track of the time and know what state it is in at particular times. This allows the
model to simulate changes in system state, thereby enabling animation of system behavior
and obtaining results for different points from the simulation times. In dynamic simulations, the past affects the future.
Characterizing an approach as discrete in nature refers to how time variance is handled
in the model. A discrete-time method uses time steps and prompt events base on these
time steps. There are two ways of behaving with regard to time steps: synchronously and
asynchronously. The former means that events happen only at discrete time steps, and in
asynchronous behavior the various events may occur at arbitrary moments, exactly when
they are supposed to occur (Borshchev, 2013). Natively, ABM uses asynchronous time,
and this is recommended since it lets events happen when they should, making the model
appear more continuous. In some cases wherein all events need to take place at the same
time, synchronous time steps can be used.

1.3.3 Validation and verification
Validation and verification are conducted to determine how well a model is working.
Validation determines whether the model is a reasonably accurate representation of its
real-word counterpart (the system or process), and verification ascertains whether the
programming of the model is implemented correctly (Xiang et al., 2005; Carson, 1986).
There has been considerable discussion of the validation process for ABM, since it is a
complicated task and increasing the model complicity may lead to a decline in the validity of the model (Robinson, 2008). Accuracy in stochastic modeling may be tested via
sensitivity analysis (Sargent, 2009). Performing multiple runs with the same initial values
allows the modeler to see how large an effect stochastics plays in the model. Lorscheid
et al. (2012) recommends using coefficient of variation to determine the number of needed
repetitions but with a large model this increased work and computing load leading need
of lowering repetitions. It is better to run some repetitions than using one result set to do
analyze. The same can be done with initial values, by changing one value and carrying out
sensitivity analysis. Thus, the modeler may detect whether one value has a huge impact
on the results, and illogical result sets from sensitivity analysis can reveal problems with
the model. Another validity-test method is to compare simulation results with data from
real-world experiments, but this is in some cases challenging or even impossible. After
all, simulation studies may well be done for a system that does not actually exist.

1.3 Agent-based modeling and simulation
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1.3.4 Use of agents
ABM focuses on agents that have their own parameters and are able to interact with each
other and with the environment, making judgments on how to act on the basis of the situation. Since all agents have their own parameters, each agent may be unique, but in some
situations several agents have unifying features. These agents constitute a population or
collection such as a truck fleet or the demand points. Although some properties are the
same, there may be unique values within the population, such as different truck payloads
or demand-point locations, respectively. This population or collection of agents creates
the possibility of having numerous agents and easily controlling them as a group.
In addition to individual-specific parameters, an agent may have unique functions, states,
events, or triggers for events. Forming individual agents and creating behavior is a
bottom-up approach. At the bottom are the individual agents and the actions that they
take. Through interactions with others and the environment, the subsystem is generated,
and, in turn, interactions with subsystems generate the system that is studied (Sayama,
2015). In contrast to a top-down approach, such as that in DES, a system overview is describable but details are omitted or subsystems are refined until the desired level of detail
is achieved (Varga, 2001; Zeigler et al., 2000).
There are many interactions in a biomass supply system – involving, for instance, the
available supply and the transport machinery delivering feedstock to the demand point.
These interactions can be described because all operators in the system may be regarded
as agents in the model. Since there are large amounts of information exchange in the
system, agents have to communicate with each other and react to the situation at hand.
There are also environment changes that affect the system.
Modeling of the biomass supply system proceeds from aim of study and study boundaries to the understanding of the system that is embodied by the model. Determining the
factors and what results the model should be provided with before development of that
model begins is called conceptual modeling (Robinson, 2008). This process is carried
out multiple times in the course of development of the model, as shown in Figure 1.3.
Creating the model begins with the general idea to be actualized, and the scope, level
of detail, and representations of the model are reviewed and change as understanding of
the system and model becomes established. As it is not possible to model everything, so
simplifications and abstractions have to be made. Simplification changes complex logic
more simpler (ex. generating feedstock at one time when in reality it should accumulate
over time) and abstraction is level of detailing (low abstraction have maximum detailing
and high abstraction minimal detailing).
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Figure 1.3: The conceptual model in the simulation project life cycle (Robinson, 2008).

1.4

The focus of the thesis

Various biomass supply system studies have been conducted by means of a simulationbased study method, such as DES (Lee et al., 2002; Mobini et al., 2011; Zamora-Cristales
et al., 2014; Windisch et al., 2015; Eliasson et al., 2017) or ABM (Krishnan, 2016; Zhang
et al., 2016). As ABM gains popularity, it is important to look at the specific challenges
and possibilities it brings with regard to a biomass supply system in particular. New technology advantages offered by improved modeling software and computer performances
allow the use of new methods and also combinations of information sources, such as modeling from an online dataset alongside real-time data.
The main research question of this theses is how ABM can be used in the biomass supply
system studies and what benefits it offers? To answer this question, current use and future
prospects of ABM in the area of biomass supply system studies are explored. While it is
clear that ABM has been used for studying supply systems, exactly how and why this is
done today is less obvious. To determine this, bibliometric analysis was conducted, for
Publication I. In that analysis, several scientific articles published before 2017 that report
on either ABM or DES were addressed, besides GIS and life-cycle assessment (LCA)
publications. The publication also discusses studies that have combined various methods
and what terminology has been used in the papers reporting on these.
Use of ABM for supporting decision-making is commonplace, and the flexibility of the
agents makes it possible to study the effects at several spatial scales and operation levels.
Publications II and III study if ABM can be used to to study the effects of policy on different spatial and operator scales. Publication II addresses various effects of a new policy
in Southeast Finland, which allows larger-payload trucks to operate in the region. This
policy’s particular effects on local operators were examined in Publication III, through a
model focused on a combined heat and power (CHP) plant yard and applied to studying
how the higher-payload trucks and the equipment used in the yard influence the trucks’
flow.

1.4 The focus of the thesis
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Information and data are available in larger and larger quantities, and ABM is a datacentered study method. The quantity and precision of the data depend on the abstraction
and structure of the model. The modeler may leave establishment of some values for the
user of the model. To demonstrate how big data and GIS may improve ABM studies,
Publication IV shows how a large body of data may be used for regional studies, and
Publication V presents a data-preprocessing method for a multi-year simulation model.
Because studying a complex system such as a biomass supply system network with such
a flexible and complex method as ABM leads to models that have numerous agents,
functions, and events, guaranteeing that the study method is scientific necessitates transparency and repeatability. This may be challenging. The discussion in the thesis addresses
the need for complexity, and the problem of excessive complexity is reviewed in light of
today’s large-scale availability of data. This discussion takes note of the terminology issue
and of the importance of consistent, uniform terminology both for, initially, identifying
studies that use a given method and also for understanding and applying one’s own contribution to advance the field of computational modeling as a scientific study method. Also
considered is the notion of validation, along with the importance of it.
ABM is well suited to supply-system studies, and it offers valuable information for
decision-making that is impossible or at least extremely challenging to acquire by
using traditional study methods. Publications III and IV show that ABM may be used
for systems that are in the planning phase, and Publication II demonstrates its use to
study changes in an existing system. In both cases, all analyses were done without
affecting operative actions, and multiple scenarios were processed, to produce extensive
knowledge of the various effects that could arise from the numerous possibilities of the
decisions.
The discussion here is focused more on the modeling than on the results of the simulations
to bring up challenges of using ABM. The purpose of this thesis is to show different
methods for studying biomass supply systems and to discuss the challenges and solutions
in agent-based modeling. Special attention is devoted to combined use: the advantages
of GIS use are considered, and the possibility of using LCA is discussed. The benefits
of using ABM as study method for biomass supply system are shown in the publications,
and additional contributions for future researches is discussed.
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2 Materials and Methods
2.1

Bibliometric analysis of three modeling methods (Publication I)

Bibliometric analysis was conducted for ascertaining how three computation methods
have been combined. These methods were GIS-based ones, LCA, and either DES or
ABM as discrete-time simulations (DTS). The analysis was conducted by means of headwords (see Table 2.1) that characterize the biomass, supply system, and methods. These
headwords were then compiled into search queries to find articles published before 2018,
for all methods. Two scientific databases were searched, the Thomson Reuters Web of
Science (WoS) and Elsevier’s Scopus. Any article returned for two methods was reviewed, for seeing how the methods were combined and what challenges and advantages
their combination represented.
Table 2.1: Headwords of the queries.

The searches were for headwords in the keywords, abstract, or title that matched the query
conditions. To address the possibility of authors using a different term or only a subclass
when describing a study, headwords were constructed in three classes, as shown in Table 2.1. The headwords in a given class were combined via the “OR” Boolean operator.
For inclusion in the search results, one or more headword needed to be found. The classes
were combined with the “AND” Boolean operator, to guarantee having at least one headword found for each class. Also, the search queries used an asterisk so that alternative
suffixes would be included in the search results. Because the search engine adds the
“AND” operator if space is left between words, exact phrases were supplied in quotation
marks.
The search queries were constructed on the basis of the databases’ instructions, and then
the searches were carried out. In total, six queries, three for each database, were constructed for the searches. The articles found were listed and compared, for identification
of those referencing two or more methods. Analysis of the papers focused on how the
combining was done and what challenges rise from using multiple modeling methods.
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Agent-based models for testing the effects of policies

Policies are set to guide decisions and effects on a system so as to achieve the desired
mode of action. For Publication II, the effect of a policy that allows HCT trucks to operate
along predetermined routes in Finland (Venäläinen and Korpilahti, 2015) was studied at
regional scale via ABM construction using a routing network of HCT corridors and the
road network with an HCT terminal option for the supply system. Publication III reports
on testing the effects of the same policy from a power plant operator’s perspective by
means of ABM that uses dynamic layout and changeable yard equipment.
2.2.1

Region scale (Publication II)

To test the effect of HCT trucks’ use in road-based roundwood transport, the agent-based
simulation model SimPulp was developed. The model focuses on impacts to the costs and
transportation distances of replacing part of a standard truck fleet with HCT vehicles. The
case study was conducted for the part of Finland where pulpwood use is the most intensive. The HCT vehicles were assumed to face limitations in accessing roadside storage
areas and to have to rely on transshipment terminals, to which regular trucks bring wood
from roadside storage.
The transshipment terminal locations considered and the proposed HCT corridors are
shown in Figure 2.1. In all, 14 HCT terminals were positioned at highway intersections
on the basis of visual examination of the routes of the regular trucks to the supply points
as revealed by GIS data. In the model, the demand for the wood was generated by seven
pulp mills in the area. Supply was generated by 491 centroids of a 5 × 5 km grid that
represents roadside storage. Annual supply was estimated based on pulpwood harvest in
Finnish municipalities, and amounts were allocated to the various supply points on the
basis of GIS analysis. Supply from outside of the study area was generated at the transit
points.

Figure 2.1: The network of trunk roads in pulpwood transportation, pulp mills, potential
HCT terminal locations, HCT corridors, and transit points between the study area (in
gray) and the surrounding area.

2.2 Agent-based models for testing the effects of policies
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The model judges supply at the start of the day in light of annual supply allocated from
the given supply point and the distribution of the relevant wood types. When a supply
point has generated enough for one truckload, that point offers the wood type in question
to the demand points. Ordering of the offering is determined on the basis of unit costs
for the relevant route, and offers are made both for following direct routes to the demand
point and for going via the terminal route. The demand point accepts a direct offer if it
has room in on-site storage, and the “via terminal” option is accepted if there is room for
the wood at the terminal. The sizes of the on-site and terminal storage areas are determined by annual demand. If the accepted route is via a terminal, a standard-type truck is
reserved to transport the wood to the terminal, where the wood is stored until the demand
point accepts it from the terminal and an HCT truck is available to transport it to that
demand point. At the start of the day, the terminal offers wood before supply points to the
demand point, to keep the circulation of stored material high. This allows terminals to be
used as off-site storage. Trucks are simulated only when they are at work; i.e., journeys to
the truck park, maintenance time, and driving needed for driver change are omitted from
the simulation.
The costs of the transportation are estimated with equations that were fitted on the basis
of HCT trials between October 2014 and September 2017 by Metsäteho. Costs have two
parts: distance base costs as how long distance truck drives and time based costs as how
long time trucks spend for transportation. The effect of the costs of terminal operations
is tested with e0/ton, e0.50/ton, and e1.00/ton. The costs of each transportation journey
are recorded at the demand point and added up at the end of the run. The route that a
vehicle takes is recorded to gather information on the road usage. Other information of
interest is the usage of the terminal and any unfulfilled demand that arises on account of
the stochastic nature of the model. To minimize the effect of stochastics, eight simulation
runs are conducted for replication, and the average of the results is used in the analysis.
In all, 82 scenarios were generated, varying in the number of terminals in use, total transportation capacity, and the proportion of HCT vehicles (see Figure 2.2). These scenarios
were qualified on the basis of accumulated shortage in the demand points: if the total
shortage amount ended up too large, the scenario was disqualified and omitted from the
considered result set.
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Figure 2.2: The configuration of the simulation scenarios (fields in white). Items with
a non-broken outline indicate qualified scenarios. Fields with a dashed outline indicate
reference scenarios with an unlimited vehicle count. H = number of HCT trucks, and R =
number of regular trucks.
2.2.2 Operator scale (Publication III)
The higher capacity of wood-chip trucks for energy production affects the number of
trucks arriving at the power plant but also the equipment at the yard. With the districtheating plants being located near urban areas, land area is valuable. That leads to power
plant yards that are smaller and more tightly packed with equipment. This limits the
amount of equipment and the room for trucks to turn, wait, or unload. The challenge increases when a new plant is being planned or when plant capacity is increased. Addressing
such issues, the study for Publication III used ABM to consider plant yard operations with
various truck fleet compositions and machinery sets in the yard space.
The environment modeled was a plant yard that was constructed from lines and points.
Lines between points were used for distances and average driving speed between points.
This layout setting lets the user change the yard structure by generating a new look to
the layout that abstracts from the details of the real structure in the presentation of the
environment, as shown in Figure 2.3. This setup allows one to study several yard layouts
with the same model, but the user must perform validation of the layout for every setup to
ensure layout being realistic and as intended. The model limits layout structure by forcing
the trucks to visit the weighing station as they are arriving but also when they depart. If
two scales are in use, the truck has to use the same one for the two weighings.

2.2 Agent-based models for testing the effects of policies
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Figure 2.3: The layout of the planned fuel-reception yard and its corresponding representation in the simulation model.
The model uses queue theory. Although such models could possibly be made with DES
as Väätäinen et al. (2005) have done, ABM was used in order to yield more flexibility for future development such as trucks making decisions based on biomass type and
quality they are carrying or include different logics for sampling. In the model, trucks
move along the path to the points and, as dictated by the operation, various events are
prompted. These events are a delay, waiting for a space, or agents unloading biomass
from trucks. The delay time hinges on the properties of the machinery or truck. Delay at
the weighing stage depends on the weighing agents’ parameters, and the time it takes to
unload trucks depends on unloading rate and the capacity of the truck. Trucks’ movement
through the power plant is presented in the flowchart in Figure 2.4. The number of trucks
arriving each day is determined by the truck-type proportions and the demand of the plant.

Figure 2.4: A simplified presentation of the process in the model. The rectangles are
actions performed by the truck agent, and the diamonds are statements for moving to the
next phase. Transparent rectangles represent the agent boundaries, and the triangles show
the movements of the fuel-entity agent.
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Simulation scenarios were selected to test the effect of the number of weighing stations,
the fleet composition, and the sampling method. The scenarios selected were various
“S” types, for certain fleet proportions; 1-W, with one weighing station; 2-W, with two
weighing stations; AS, with automatic sampling; and MS, using manual sampling. Nine
scenarios were studied, in total, and all were run eight times to limit the effect of stochasticity. Since the truck type was selected at random at the start of the trip and was of great
importance that types portions were correct in the model, this created a need to conduct
sensitivity analysis – the results were rejected if the spread between portions for the runs
was too great. The truck capacities used and their proportion in the scenarios are presented in Table 2.2. Simulation time was set to 30 days during winter season, as demand
is highest at this period.
Table 2.2: Truck capacities and the capacity proportions for arrivals.

Type 1
Type 2
Type 3
Type 4
Total number
of trucks

2.3

S1
S2
S3
Capacity (m3 loose) Proportion (%) Proportion (%) Proportion (%)
140
49
40
10
145
31
35
35
150
20
25
35
180
0
0
20
53
52
48

The online material and preparation of the data

Today, large databases are available online, and biomass-related ones have been developed for research purposes (LUKE, 2018a; Datta et al., 2017). This kind of database
offers good initial values for use in simulations. That said, databases are often created
for multiple users, so inconsistencies may arise, and the format may not be appropriate
for use in simulation. Changing the format accordingly and removing unnecessary data
are among the preparations needed in preprocessing of the data. Publications IV and
V both refer to large online database, but less processing of the data was used for the
former, since the abstraction and region level allowed this. Publication V presents a datapreprocessing method that may be used to reduce the amount of abstraction and enable
multi-year studies. That publication also considers moisture-prediction models and examines how, with a fairly limited number of experimental results, these may be used in
the dynamic simulation modeling.

2.3 The online material and preparation of the data
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2.3.1 Large quantities of data in modeling (Publication IV)
For Publication IV, a biomass-availability database covering 37 European countries and
several biomass types was used (Datta et al., 2017) to supply availability information for
the simulation model. The simulation model, which was used to study eight demand locations, around Europe, uses feedstock-availability and cost values from the database, assigning all demand points their own supply corresponding to the demand point’s location.
Excessive memory needs to import all regions in the simulation run were circumvented
by restricts the model’s applicability to one region. The values input by the user does not
change base on region. Although it is possible to use the values for multiple demand-point
locations, this has to be acknowledged as leading to an understandable deficiency in the
results.
A case study was chosen for Publication IV, to demonstrate the model concept and capacity. Eight demand-point locations were selected, all over the European region (see
Figure 2.5), and input values, that are same for all locations, were taken from literature
that focuses on studies internal to Finland. The model cannot load all countries’ databases,
since these are prohibitively large, so availability data for only countries with demand locations were imported to the model.

Figure 2.5: Demand-point locations.
The model uses two datasets, denoted as “Primary forest biomass” and “Forest residues,”
as sources for the feedstock types used. The model employs feedstock-availability estimations for base potential in the year 2020. Primary forest biomass includes stem and crown
biomass from felling and thinning, and Forest residues includes residual matter such as
brushwood and similar materials. Base potential can be defined as sustainable technical
potential, since it takes into account sustainability standards (Datta et al., 2017).
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The input values, used for all demand-point locations, are applied for the costs of transporting and processing the feedstock. The database includes harvesting and forwarding
costs, but contract costs are not covered. Also, the user needs to specify feedstock properties such as energy value and density. Alongside feedstock provided in line with the
database, long-distance transportation offers secondary supply options, with their own
properties, which are indicated via arrival tables and costs.
Supply is accumulated from supply points in terms of fuel agents that represent batch
of feedstock, and “trucks” agents are summoned to transport fuel agents to the demand
point. The comminution of the feedstock is handled at the demand point. Cost information is gathered at fuel agent level, providing the possibility of adding the costs of each
operation at the moment the operation is completed. A demand point has a storage area
where feedstock is kept before use. Consumption of feedstock is calculated on an hourly
basis with the level of demand set by the user. If there is not feedstock to consume, reserve fuel is used. Properties of reserved fuel are based on wood pellets. If terminal use
is enabled, trucks may transport fuel agents to terminal, if the storage at demand point is
full. There terminal trucks convey fuel agents to the demand point. If the feedstock is
taken to a terminal, it is comminuted there, so that it is ready for use at short notice.
In the model, the trucks operate between 8am and 5pm. When a trip is started before 5pm,
the truck completes the delivery, from which it returns empty. When there are fuel loads
to be collected in the morning, a supply point is selected at random for the trucks, with
feedstock availability at the various points being considered as a factor. The truck agent
selects the shortest route to the supply point as indicated by routing information. Loading
time and the lower speeds on forest roads are factored in by adding a two-hour wait at the
supply point.
The feedstock used, the cost of feedstock procurement, and the cost of any reserve fuel
used are recorded, and at the end of the simulation these are all exported to a spreadsheet
for further analysis. Ten replications are performed for each simulation run for a given
demand point, after which simulation for the next demand point is automatically started.
In the case study reported upon in Publication IV, eight demand locations were studied,
so 80 simulation runs were conducted in all.
2.3.2 Selection and preprocessing of data for modeling (Publication V)
Publication V examines ways to prepare data for a regional biomass supply system simulation model. Data preparation was performed to achieve a multi-year simulation model
that encompasses variations in supply points, weather conditions, and changes in biomass
quality. To validate the method, supply points for a 2 km × 2 km grid of the 120 km
diameter supply area were generated, and availability of biomass was obtained from the
Biomass Atlas database (LUKE, 2018a). This led to a total of 3,883 supply points. Since
there are fewer supply points annually available in reality, 200 random points were selected for each year, and a correction factor was applied to the resulting availabilities, as
indicated by Equation 2.1.

Vmsp,i =

Nsp
Vsp,i
nsp

(2.1)
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In the equation above, Vmsp,i is the feedstock amount at supply point i in the model and
Vsp,i is the feedstock amount at supply point i in the initial data. Nsp is the total number
of supply points (3,883 for Publication V), and nsp is the number of supply point used in
the model (200 for Publication V). With this correction, annual supply will be close to
databases annual value, although variation will exist, since the supply points are selected
at random. To make the repetition of the simulation run possible, the random number
generator seed was made possible to be set as an input value.
Data from the database is given as static annual availability and having temporal variation data have to be allocated temporally. Statistical values of harvesting may be used to
achieve monthly allocation. Publication IV uses Finland statistical values (LUKE, 2018b)
to set the probability of harvesting month for supply points. Harvesting day can be reasonably assumed to be uniformly distributed, although this assumption leaves out the lower
working amount of weekends. To test varying of monthly available feedstock and compare it, 30 generations of supply points were created with different random number seed.
Changes in the quality of the biomass were taken into account by estimating the drying
of biomass in roadside storage. The estimation possibilities are numerous (Routa et al.,
2015; Liang et al., 1996; Erber et al., 2012; Heiskanen et al., 2014; Sikanen et al., 2012;
Kanzian et al., 2016). Publication V introduces Routa et al. (2015)’s prediction model
(see Equation 2.2, just below) and Heiskanen et al. (2014)’s prediction model (see Equation 2.3).

DMC = Coe f (evaporation − precipitation) + const

(2.2)

Here, DMC is daily moisture change; Coe f is the net evaporation coefficient, a factor
based on storage and wood type; and const is a constant referring to the storage and wood
type.
wi+1 = wi + aΣP/(wi − weq + b) + cΣE(wi − weq )

(2.3)

where wi is the dry-basis moisture content at time i and wi+1 is the value for time i + 1.
weq is the equilibrium moisture content. P is prescription and E is evaporation between
times i and i + 1. a, b, and c are storage- and wood-type-specific constants, respectively.
Since net evaporation is a factor in these models, one must obtain figures for this rate of
evaporation from biomass. Among the possibilities are measured evaporation and use of
the Penman–Monteith equation (Equation 2.4) (Monteith, 1981; Allen et al., 1998).

λE =

a
∆(Rn − G) + ρa c p es −e
ra

∆ + γ(1 + rras )

(2.4)

Since the Penman–Monteith equation is complicated, it has been simplified by many
(Linacre, 1977; Salama et al., 2015; Gallego-Elvira et al., 2012), and for Publication V
simplification performed by Linacre (1977) (see Equation 2.5) was tested as one possibility for estimating the evaporation. Using such a simplified equation enables one to apply
drying estimates without needing as large a number of measurement results as initial values.
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700Tm /(100 − A) + 15(T − Td )
(2.5)
80 − T
Because drying estimations use weather data, this source material has to be acquired. One
way to obtain said data is to use values from a weather station near the simulation area.
Another possibility is to use open weather data such as the data offered by the Finnish
Meteorological Institute (FMI) (FMI, 2011). There are data for specific years, making
it possible to apply different weather data for every simulation year. If the simulation is
performed for years in the past, correct data for the years in question may be used. Naturally, for simulation of the future, this is not possible. Using random weather data from
random years may alleviate this problem, but weather effects still should be examined
via sensitivity analysis, to make sure that extreme conditions do not affect the results too
much.
E0 =
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3 Results and Discussion of the Publications
3.1

Synthesis of computer modeling methods (Publication I)

For Publication I, the search queries returned, in total, 498 publication on studies using
one of the three modeling methods considered, and, of these, 17 combined two methods
(see Figure 3.1). No publication that dealt with combining all three methods was found.
The distribution of publications between the two databases was even: Scopus returned
152 and WoS 186 unique results and there were 160 publications that were found in both
databases. Most publications addressed LCA, and ten of them combined it with GIS and
six with DTS. There were one publications addressing DTS and GIS methods combination.

Figure 3.1: A Venn diagram of the publications found.
Analysis results show a rise in LCA publications, which started in 2009 and is still in
progress. All modeling methods have gained popularity, although most have done so
more slowly than LCA (see Figure 3.2). Among LCA’s advantages are its standards for
consolidating the procedure, methods, and reporting (Finkbeiner et al., 2006). The publications’ extensive distribution over 140 journals indicates that interest in modeling is
growing in several research fields.
For LCA, there are standards for how the analysis should be concluded and reported
upon. This allows transparent and comparable reporting. A lack of this poses problems for ABM: Different modelers use different terms. This may result in not finding
relevant publications or not understanding the method used in a particular model. Automated systems for generating keywords for databases help to avoid this problem, but
sometimes the system generates keywords that do not describe a study correctly. This
occurred with Zhang et al. (2016)’s study that used multi-agent simulation without LCA:
the WoS system added “LCA” via its KeyWords Plus automation. In contrast, with the
study by Kishita et al. (2017), WoS added “LCA” for KeyWords Plus. The text of that
article indeed used the term “life cycle simulation,” or “LCS,” so this is a good example
of keyword generation working. Two other examples of properly functioning keyword
generation are work by Mirkouei et al. (2017) and by Chaplin-Kramer et al. (2017), who
used GIS and LCA for their publications.
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Figure 3.2: Numbers of publications found, by year of publication.
Motivations cited in the publications for combining LCA and GIS methods included
adding a spatial aspect to LCA and using GIS data to analyze feedstock availability and
transportation networks, for results that can be fed in to LCA. The scholars concluded
that the combination of LCA and GIS can benefit decision-makers by offering new information. They also pointed to the importance of taking spatial variables into account in the
LCA processes.
One of the key reasons identified for combining LCA and DTS methods was to circumvent
LCA’s linear and static properties. A combination of LCA and DTS allows conducting
dynamic LCA that may handle multi-year studies, consider the effect of different decisions on the environment, and include uncertainty in LCA-based research.
Numerous challenges to combining modeling methods were identified by publications
combining methods, for example amount of data, computing load and having coherent assumptions through different models. As all methods use different initial data, combining
models demands large datasets. As different types of databases are available, combining
methods are more viable, but also models validation against databases improves the validation process. One possibility to lower the amount of needed data is to use assumptions,
but these assumptions lower the accuracy of the model and assumptions have to be proper
for all models.
As models are combined, the computing load increase excessively. There is a possibility having the models exist in different stages or having the main model detailed while
supporting model is less detailed. In some cases the use of mathematical expressions or
stochastic distributions to substitute the secondary model would be advised. It is good to
notice that some models can be easily integrated into other methods. For example, transportation distances can be calculated by GIS and import to the LCA or DTS model for
further analyses.

3.2 Simulation of decisions on new policy (Publications II and III)
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The increased interest in mathematical computation methods has extended to LCA, GIS,
and DTS modeling methods alike. Although combining these methods generates challenges, all the methods have their specific strengths, and these can be used to improve
other methods. In some cases, combining methods would be ill-advised and other methods should be employed.

3.2

Simulation of decisions on new policy (Publications II and III)

Publication II is focused exclusively on examining the effect of introducing HCT vehicles
to a supply system. The work reported upon in Publication III considered more, different
logistics solutions for the planning yard and introduced HCT as one type of the trucks
(Type 4). Because the thesis project is focused on the effect of particular policy decisions,
focus was directed to the difference represented by HCT scenarios.

3.2.1 Effects at regional level
For Publication II, 38 scenarios were qualified, from a pool of 82 scenarios in all (see
Table 3.1). All 19 scenarios involving 5,200 t total truck capacity were disqualified, indicating that this capacity cannot meet demand. It is worth noting that the figures used for
total capacity factored in only the trucks actively working and that, hence, the capacity
needed would be higher in real life. Increasing capacity leads to lower accumulation of
unfilled demand.
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Table 3.1: Fulfilled total demand (FTD) and unfulfilled demand (UFD) for each wood
type (format: pine–spruce–hardwood) in the simulation scenarios, where * = reference
scenario with unlimited transportation capacity.

Total transportation distance was shorter for all scenarios than in the reference scenarios,
and the greatest savings were achieved with the highest proportion of HCT vehicles (as
shown in Figure 3.3). The scenario with 6,500 t total capacity featured total transportation distances that were around 3% shorter, on average, than in the 7,800 t scenarios. The
transportation costs show a smaller difference. The cost was higher at five scenarios with
14 terminals and lower in 13 scenarios than the equivalent scenario without HCT vehicles
(as Figure 3.4 indicates). The variation between replications (denoted by the error bars
in the figures) was 0.6–2.6% for these scenarios over an average of eight runs. The most
profitable scenario, 20 HCT vehicles and no terminal costs, exceeded the lowest record
from scenarios without HCT.

3.2 Simulation of decisions on new policy (Publications II and III)

(a) 6,500 t total transportation capacity
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(b) 7,800 t total transportation capacity

Figure 3.3: Transportation distances, including empty returns, by transportation mode, in
scenarios of 6,500 t total truck capacity (a) and 7,800 t total truck capacity (b) with either
0 or 14 HCT terminals. The error bars represent the range of total transportation distances
in eight-reproduction simulation runs. H = number of HCT trucks, R = number of regular
trucks, T = number of HCT terminals, and TC = terminal costs.

(a) 6,500 t total transportation capacity

(b) 7,800 t total transportation capacity

Figure 3.4: Transportation costs, by transportation mode, and their bases, based on scenarios of 6,500 t total truck capacity (a) and 7,800 t total truck capacity (b) with either 0 or
14 HCT terminals. The error bars represent the range of total costs in eight-reproduction
simulation runs. H = number of HCT trucks, R = number of regular trucks, T = number
of HCT terminals, and TC = terminal costs.
The most economical scenarios with 10 HCT vehicles routed approximately 20% of the
wood through terminals, and with 20 HCT vehicles between 34–39% of wood was routed
through terminals. Changing the costs of using terminals did not affect total volume
but did influence which terminals were used (see Figure 3.5). Terminals 11, 13, and 14
are close to intensive supply, making them attractive locations. Reducing the number of
terminals from 14 to 7 pushed the allocation of the supplied material to other terminals,
thereby decreasing differences between terminals in this regard.
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Figure 3.5: Utilization of HCT terminals in 12 HCT scenarios, where H = number of HCT
trucks, R = number of regular trucks, T = number of HCT terminals, and TC = terminal
costs.
Sensitivity analysis (see Figure 3.6) showed that the most important value affecting total
costs was the ratio between HCT vehicles and standard trucks. Scenarios with 10 or
20 HCT vehicles produced around 1.5–2.0% lower total costs than did scenarios with
30 or 40 HCT vehicles or scenarios without HCT vehicles. Sensitivity analysis for the
proportional impacts on total costs and trucks’ utilization rates indicates that 10 HCT
vehicles was not enough to yield a more profitable route than HCT terminals offer.

Figure 3.6: Impacts of changes in the truck count, terminal costs, or terminal network on
total costs and utilization rates of trucks. Here, H = number of HCT trucks, R = number
of regular trucks, T = number of HCT terminals, and TC = terminal costs.
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3.2.2 Effects at operator level
Publication III examines the effect of the equipment at the power plant yard and that of
differences in the composition of the truck fleet. Scenario 3 introduces HCT to the system
by having trucks with 180 m3 loose capacity in the fleet. Use of HCT vehicles ends up
lowering the total number of trucks arriving at the plant, and this leads to less total time
being accumulated by trucks at the plant. The higher capacity increases the unloading
time in scenario 3, but the waiting times are lower (As waiting times shown in Figure 3.7
indicate).

Figure 3.7: The total time that trucks spent in the various waiting areas. The S number denotes the truck proportion scenario, “1-W” refers to one weighing station, “2-W” denotes
two weighing stations, “AS” refers to automatic sampling, and “MS” indicates manual
sampling.
The effect of times is small at single-truck level, but the effects add up in the course of
30 days. The overall effect can be noticed from Figure 3.8: the trucks spend more than
300 additional hours in the yard with manual sampling than with automatic. The effect of
HCT vehicles lowering the total time needed is detectable in scenario 3 using less time in
total than do corresponding scenarios 1 and 2. Clearly, the higher unloading time affects
the maximum time spent in the yard, with scenario 3 always having a higher time figure
than the otherwise equivalent scenarios.
Introducing HCT vehicles to the fleet increases efficiency in the power plant yard by
lowering the number of trucks needed for transporting feedstock. This has effects on the
various functions in the yard and also reduces truck activity in the area. The latter is
important because power plants may well be in urban areas where traffic is already high.
There are other ways to alleviate the issue of truck density at the power plant, among
them using other transportation types and spacing out the arrival of the trucks. This may
be problematic in some cases, though, and adding HCT trucks to the fleet can create its
own hurdles, since the vehicles are bigger and heavier. These factors and the associated
possibilities have to be considered in case-specific studies.
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Figure 3.8: The total time that trucks spent at the plant during 30 days at winter. The
sum-total time is presented in hours (at left). The average, minimum, and maximum are
presented in minutes (at right). “S” denotes the fleet proportion scenario; “1-W” refers
to one weighing station, “2-W” to two; “AS” denotes automatic sampling; and “MS”
indicates manual sampling.

3.3

Quantities of data in ABM (Publications IV and V)

The setup for Publication IV provided the possibility of studying multiple locations by
applying the same initial values for all of them and employing multiple simulations to
address alternative scenarios for all demand-point locations. In the paper, two simulation
runs are reported upon. Results from the first of these were used to improve the configuration for the second simulation run. The resulting values for feedstock usage are presented
in Figure 3.9 (a), from which it can be seen that demand points 2 and 6 have the highest
biomass use. These locations are in Austria, and the third-highest biomass-use figure was
found for Romania’s demand point 8. High use of biomass also led to the lowest costs
for obtaining feedstock, since the reserve-fuel price was set to be high in the relevant scenarios (see panel b in the Figure 3.9). High use of biomass also necessitated high storage
capacity, over 60,000 m3 (loose) in some cases.

(a) Feedstock use

(b) Feedstock costs

Figure 3.9: The distribution of feedstock use and costs in the first simulation round.
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From the results in round 1, one can deduce that some locations need a supplementary
source of biomass to lower the need for reserve fuel. This may involve waterway- or
railway-based transportation. Another problem that could arise is storage-area limits at
demand sites. To mitigate this factor, feed-in terminals could be situated near the relevant
demand locations.
In the simulation work, there was assumed to be a feed-in terminal near the demand location, and the costs of transporting fuel from terminal to demand point were set to be
3.00 e/ton. Also, deliveries were transported by trucks with the capacity of 80 m3 of
loose material. As for thresholds for utilizing terminals, demand-point location’s storage
capacity was limited to 5,000 m3 (loose).
Two scheduled supplementary deliveries were set up, to simulate modes of long-distance
delivery such as trains or marine vessels. One arrived four times per month with 500 tons
of uncomminuted biomass, and the other arrived five times during the peak usage season
(October–March), bringing 1,000 tons of uncomminuted biomass each time. These deliveries were set to be the same for all demand locations, although some locations do not
need them since the share of biomass used was high. The cost for these deliveries was set
to be 50 EUR/ton.
With these modifications, demand locations with high reserve-fuel use ended up using
more biomass and the acquisition costs fell (see Figure 3.10). At the same time, these
costs rose for locations that had high biomass use in the first round. This is due to the
supplementary deliveries incurring acquisition costs that were higher than that for local
biomass though still lower than the costs for obtaining the reserve fuel. Use of terminals
increased the costs too but did make it possible to have only 5,000 m3 of loose storage
at the demand location. The associated increase in costs would be higher if fixed costs
(e.g., construction, servicing, and other costs for maintaining terminal operations) were
included in the analysis.

(a) Feedstock use

(b) Feedstock costs

Figure 3.10: The distribution of feedstock use and costs in the second simulation round.
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For a local-scale study, the data have to be more precise than the input values for a regionlevel study. For this purpose, data may be preprocessed, as was done for Publication V to
generate supply and moisture estimates as input to a multi-year simulation model. This
enables one to consider annual supply variations while maintaining statistical validity (see
Figure 3.11). Since the supply points are selected randomly and every supply point has a
geographical location defined for it, the total transportation distance too varies annually.

(a) Number of harvesting-ready supply points

(b) Variation in feedstock availability

Figure 3.11: The number of harvesting-ready supply points each month, with the line
showing the statistical value (a), and variations in the feedstock available over 30 generations.
Compared to Eriksson et al. (2017) method to generate random points inside the circle,
the data processing method presented at Publication V takes into account local variables,
such as limiting factors of the supply area (e.g. water bodies or urban areas) or harvesting
times allocation due weather variables.
In addition to supply data, data for biomass quality were prepared. Using moistureprediction models developed by Routa et al. (2015) and Heiskanen et al. (2014), it is
possible to take account changes in quality. Moisture-prediction models use weather data
such as precipitation and evaporation figures. Since measurements for evaporation cannot
always be acquired, estimation connected with this was performed by means of Equation 2.5. This approach makes it possible to apply estimations without heavy use of initial
data, but it decreases accuracy (see Figure 3.12). Although the evaporation estimation did
generate negative values for wintertime, it is reasonable to use 0 in place of these values,
since at low temperatures evaporation can be assumed to be negligible.
By using evaporation rates from Equation 2.5, one can estimate day-to-day changes in
moisture content. Depending on the estimation approach used, various values can be obtained for estimation. Routa et al. (2015)’s estimation equation uses a coefficient and constant, and Heiskanen et al. (2014)’s approach requires factors a, b, and c. These values are
determined by the type of biomass, storage, and other factors, and one must obtain them
by means of either measurements or the literature. Oftentimes, using only estimations for
factors in the model is acceptable as case specific values are hard to come by. However,
the choice of estimation influences their effectiveness and effects model accuracy. During
selection of the estimations, it is good to keep in mind that storages at simulation model
are representations and every storage has its characteristics. Other factors too affect estimations, and it can be seen that, for instance, Heiskanen et al. (2014)’s approach is more
suitable for estimates related to long-term storage than Routa et al. (2015)’s that may end
up negative values with longer storing times (as Figure 3.13 indicates).
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Figure 3.12: Estimated evaporation (Linacre, 1977; Heiskanen et al., 2014) and measured
(SYKE, 2011) evaporation.
Routa et al. (2015) estimation model does show more daily variation that have higher
importance in short storing times. As these estimations are made for theoretical storages,
real moisture data cannot be used in comparison and there for fits to reality cannot be determine. Although, Raitila et al. (2015) compared both moisture content estimations with
measured validation results from three validation storages and founded both estimation
methods rendering good results with variation 0.4 to 3.2 %-unit for Routa et al. (2015)
estimation and 0.2 to 2.8 %-unit for Heiskanen et al. (2014) estimation.

Figure 3.13: Estimates of moisture content, using 2011 weather data from the Mikkeli
weather station and starting moisture of 45%. (Eq. 2.2: Coef=0.062, Const= 0.036;
Eq. 2.3: a=0.0008, b=5, c=0.002)
The quantity of data needed for the simulation model depends on its level of abstraction.
For Publications IV and V, the datasets for supply were similar in size, and in both studies
the source of the data was a static biomass database. In a local-scale study, however, the
data have to be preprocessed more, for the input data to be precise enough to support local
variations. It is advisable to use actual measurements or enterprise data if possible, but
this may be impossible in some cases. In that event, the data have to be estimated and
preprocessed, to offer the best representation of the real-world situation.
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4 Discussion
4.1

Increasing interest and awareness for ABM

Publication I conducted a bibliometric analysis of three computational modeling methods
and of how these have been combined. It was found that interest in modeling methods
has indeed increased and can be expected to continue growing. Awareness of simulationbased study methods and interest in them have been low, and a need to increase them has
been identified in the simulation community (Siebers et al., 2010). Raising awareness of
the potential use of ABM in teaching is of great importance since this should enable users
to grow in number and encourage well-publicized cases of ABM’s use.
Siebers et al. (2010) conducted panel discussion where they noted that ABM lacks toolcentered training material analogous to the textbook on Arena (DES software) produced
by Kelton David et al. (2003). Manuals and other books have come out for training in
modeling with ABM (Borshchev, 2013; Komosinski, 2005), thereby rendering learning
to use the simulation tools easier. This is a step in the right direction, but, as was noted in
the aforementioned panel discussion (Siebers et al., 2010), there are also problems of not
having clear validation rules. As discussed in Publication I, reporting on ABM is complicated and guidelines would make it easier while also assisting in bringing about greater
transparency of the work done.
Publication I shows that ABM has attracted at least some researchers, since it was considered the most novel method of the three methods considered in the publication. Furthermore, since the search was performed over titles, abstracts, and keywords, there is
a high possibility that results representing multiple combinations of GIS and DTS were
overlooked (since, for instance, using route networks is often not mentioned in abstracts).
The GIS and LCA methods have the benefit of being static analysis methods. This entails
both not needing as much computing power compared to dynamic simulations and having clear mathematical formulations at their base. In contrast, the dynamic element means
that not all events can be explained readily via mathematical formulae, which renders the
reporting of model and analyses of results challenging.

4.2

ABM as a research tool

ABM is a flexible tool that has multiple uses, as Publications I–V attest. Publication III
shows how ABM can be used to study supply systems at the operator level, Publication
II considers the geographical perspective, and Publication IV addresses the spatial element extended to European level. As Publication V illustrates, ABM can handle diverse
types of data and process them as needed. Indeed, ABM has already been used for many
studies, in numerous fields. Considering the biomass supply system operators as agents,
makes it possible to study all elements of the supply system and how that system adapts
to changes. This all can be done for an existing system or for a system that is under
planning. In the case considered in Publication II, a supply system for pulpwood already
existed, and it was modeled for comparison purposes. Other cases were modeled on the
basis of a planned system that was expected to achieve savings on account of the relevant
new policy allowing higher-capacity trucks to be part of the system.
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Väätäinen et al. (2018) discussed simulations with regard to the many ways in which they
can handle data, in different forms, such as results from formulae or variables. There are
technical challenges in the use of Big Data – e.g., mathematical optimization, memory
use, and software adaptivity (Reed and Dongarra, 2015). Challenges have been identified
also in the use of light detection and ranging (LiDAR) for remote sensing in large-area
studies, arising from the large quantity of data (Singh et al., 2016), and for Publication IV
we were limited to loading data only from the study country so as to keep the magnitude
of the data processable. Reed and Dongarra (2015) concluded that high-quality data and
high-end computing are important for future research. At present, using Big Data for
ABM leads to assumptions and generalization of data. Experiment-based measurements
and enterprise data are more accurate but harder to come by. The work for Publication V
preprocessed the data to eliminate the need for more specific data, but this resulted in the
model’s accuracy being lower. Publication III did use stochastic arrivals for trucks, since
the study was done for a planning-phase plant. Väätäinen et al. (2005) used enterprise data
to improve the material for an existing system, and this is recommendable if said data are
available. For Publication IV, in turn, database material was used for the availability and
roadside costs of biomass, while other values were taken from the literature. Since the
study was a demonstration of the possibility of using a Big Data dataset in ABM, values
were taken from Finnish measurements. The validity of the initial values was fairly low,
but the model and logic were valid. Hence, the capabilities of the model even when using
invalid values were proven.
Publications II and III examine the effect of new policy. In both cases, cost or time savings could be obtained by introducing HCT vehicles to the system, since fuller loading
of trucks improves the efficiency of transportation. It is worth noting that Publication II
does not take into account the costs associated with road maintenance and Publication III
assumes that the plant yard is suitable for HCT vehicles, in terms of load-bearing capacity etc. These examples illustrate how a single policy change affects multiple point in the
supply system, changing the dynamic behavior of the system. In awareness of this, Publication II presents logic customized specifically for HCT, leading to a more complicated
logistics system for supply. The results described in Publication III, in turn, shows that
HCT enables a smaller number of truck arrivals, thereby reducing the waiting times, but
this would also cascade to a lower number of trucks driving in the area.
4.2.1

Data handling and incorporating other methods

ABM have good data handling properties, but it is important to understand how the used
source data were compiled, since there are many methods of calculating availability, productivity, and other values that a database may offer. The work of Datta et al. (2017)
presents multiple availability levels, with distinct names. Using details for the wrong sort
of availability would lead to the wrong conclusion – for instance, as Publication IV notes,
the costs not including the contract costs that usually would be covered in figures for
roadside costs. To guarantee validity of the data and appropriate understanding of which
data have been used, and how, transparency of the input data is important.
Publications II, IV, and V relied on GIS analysis for initial data. A powerful tool for handling geographical data, GIS sources represent good optimization potential. When used
in combination with ABM, GIS enables having a spatial distribution of agents, including
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the route network in the model, distributing biomass availability spatially, and considering
various other options. For Publication II, two road networks were included in the model,
and the available feedstock was distributed in light of GIS data. Also, the HCT terminals
and demand points’ locations were set in line with the coordinate system. Publication IV
presents the use of GIS analysis to address the availability of feedstock near particular
demand points that are set in accordance with coordinates supplied by the user. Publication V shows how data from GIS analysis may be used to generate more precise values
informing multi-year simulation for a plant producing energy from biomass. The use of
GIS enables researchers to take spatial variation into consideration, just as ABM takes
into account temporal variation.
4.2.2 Level of details
As ABM models are constructed started from individual agents, level of details are set at
start of the creating of the model and selecting needed interactions and parameters. Since
agents can have their own parameters, it is possible for interactions to be influenced by
properties of all agents engaged in the interaction. For example, chipper productivity indicates how quickly a truck may be loaded and truck capacity dictates how much biomass
may be loaded. Also, biomass type and moisture content may affect chipper productivity.
For Publication III, the unloading times used for the trucks were based on the type of
truck, truck capacity, and unloading rate, where the last of these was determined by the
properties of the unloading area. Since unloading was an key part of the system, it was
important to model this with low abstraction.
In contrast, for Publication II, it was assumed that forest trucks would unload their cargo
onto the ground and HCT trucks would pick it up accordingly. This interaction, which
is not as important for the system, was modeled with high abstraction. If the assumption
had been different (e.g., assuming a regular truck unloading directly to an HCT truck),
abstracting less in modeling of the interaction would have been important. The level of
abstraction for interactions needs to be selected case-specifically. In this, the idea is not
to get the interaction to mimic the real-world interaction as closely as possible but, rather,
to get the modeled interaction to resulting same way as the real-world interaction in the
manner best suiting the aim of the model.
Just as the abstraction level for interactions is case-specific, so is the level of abstraction
for the model itself. Applying less abstraction in model usually tends to make the model
more complicated. Since complexity of the model is not the goal, the abstraction level
has to match the study area/case considered. In the work described in Publication IV, the
supply of biomass was scaled to the grid of supply points, and we did not use the method
of determining supply points annually that is presented in Publication V. This level of
abstraction allowed us to conduct studies for multiple demand points and compare them
with each other at European scale. In contrast, focusing on more local scale (smaller
regions) and longer spans of time should drive the use more details.
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4.2.3 Advantages and disadvantages of ABM
A simulation-based study method is similar to a digital prototype in how it is constructed
digitally and used for testing. This is good to keep in mind throughout the development
and use of the model: the prototype is not the final version, and it has limitations. The
model may be developed to find something that cannot be found with other study methods, and its user can test how the system changes by altering various interactions. With
the scenario-focused study method described here, one looks more at values that lead to
a more beneficial state of the system, whereas a more traditional method would involve
using data to improve the system and then, on the basis of the results, determining how
much improvement actually resulted. When ABM is behind an academic paper, often
the author has generated more scenarios than reported upon, and the best options were
chosen for further consideration from among all of those generated. This leads to skewed
reporting in that the work presents fewer scenarios and only the better ones, since there is
no point in reporting on the worst scenarios. In Publication II, total of 82 scenarios were
done by simulation and only 38 scenarios were qualified. Possibility to limit all scenarios
involving 5200 t total truck capacity was an option, but to show the importance of the
total truck capacity these were reported in the paper.
For some studies, simulation may enable considerable time savings, since a span of many
years can be considered in just seconds. With Publications II and IV, the studies were
done on the scale of months while the simulation unit was a year. Further emphasizing
the time savings, these studies included multiple, quite different scenarios, each of which
would have required a year-long experimental study. One downside to simulation is that it
cannot incorporate perfectly detailed logic, leading to greater abstraction and a “big picture” view of the system. The simulation may account for small details via a probability
distribution or other abstractions, but it cannot get as realistic as a demonstration study
can. With regard to contracts, though, simulation offers a study method that does not affect real-world operations as the latter might, and it is easy to change case configurations
in a simulation setting, as was done for Publication III. Also, as noted above, simulation
enables carrying out studies with not-yet-existing systems, as was done in the work described in Publication IV.
With ABM, one can study interactions in the supply system in a manner that includes
properties for all participants. These interactions are an important part of the supply system, since a bottleneck in one action cascades further in the system. In the ABM framework, the interactions are usually between two agents that exchange information with
each other; one example is a delay of a roadside chipper leading to a chip-truck delay.
This unique property of ABM allows more individual decision making than other simulation methods. Human behavior based on available information is possible to simulate
with ABM, a behavior that has not been successfully simulated with DES (Siebers et al.,
2010). However, Knight et al. (2012) did develop DES model that included agent-based
decision making. There are multiple cases where DES can be used for studies even though
ABM seems the best solution, and the other way around (Brailsford, 2014). Siebers et al.
(2010) panel discussion and Brailsford (2014) response shows how DES and ADM may
be used for similar problems. Choice of used methods is often based on personal preference and available tools. As Brailsford (2014) concludes, ”Whether DES or ABS is better
suited for these sorts of problem remains a mood point.”
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As a model’s abstraction is reduced, the computing burden becomes heavier. This leads
to limits in how detailed a model may be developed for a large-scale study. For instance,
if the work presented in Publication II were to be expanded to nationwide scale, the computation requirements would rise, necessitating greater abstraction. In addition, other
variables affect this balance. Computers’ calculation power is rising, and, more importantly, modeling software is being refined further, opening the doors to creating more
complicated models without using as much computing power. Although only a couple of
year elapsed between the publications in the dissertation project, the modeling software
was updated multiple times in the meantime, and performance has gotten better. Also,
online simulation tools have been made available that allow the use of an off-site server
for simulations and let one share simulation models with others easily.
During the development of the model, ABM focuses on building up from individual actions to the fully operative system (Macal and North, 2005). This allows developer focusing on logic of the individual and integrate it to the system. For modeler this allows
focusing in one part of the system at a time, and does not require keeping in mind complete understanding of the entire system all the time. Building up from individual agents
allows also to having unique properties for same type of agents and having this affect the
system. Different capacity of trucks may have to select their driving route based on route
limitations or biomass needs to be delivered to different locations, based on their quality.
Individual decision making of the agents allow adapting human behavior in the model.
Publications in this thesis do not use this advantage. Incorporating these to the model is
challenging but for future development of studying biomass supply systems with ABM
these should be taken into account.

4.3

Validation and credibility

Validation, referring to the model being sufficiently accurate for the purpose at hand (Carson, 1986), is often required for the simulation model. This is important sometimes, as
it was for Publications II and III, when the results’ accuracy affects the credibility of the
model. On the other hand, it can be less vital. For Publication IV, validity was less important, because the study was designed for presenting a method of using Big Data with
ABM and comparing the results at a high level of abstraction, although the credibility
of the model was still important. The difference between credibility and validity can be
characterized as involving a shift in perspective from the modeler’s to the client’s. For
a model to possess credibility, the client has to believe the model is sufficiently accurate
(Robinson, 2008). While a model may have been tested against the real world and determined to be valid (Robinson, 1999) by an accepted method, that may not make the model
credible for the client. For the model to achieve credibility, it needs to be more transparently presented, so that the client understands how the solutions are produced. Client
involvement in designing and modeling offers way to make model more credible and this
practice is recommended.
The model’s validity is important when one is studying policy or possible efficiency improvements to the system, since accuracy of the results is important for the decisions.
Relatively academically oriented studies, in which the concern lies more with showing
how given methods affect the system in general, do not need as much validity – the model
has to be credible but need not always be accurate. Having lower validity allow the use of
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lower quality data and focusing on developing the method. Publishing developed method
may be challenging due to publisher demanding validation of the model. This is understandable, as the journal wants high-quality papers, but as the developed method will be
used by others, possible validation problems will come present and corrected leading the
field of modeling development. Publication IV developed a method to use large dataset
for European region study. Due limitations of the initial values, the results are not valid.
However, the method and logic of the model are working as intended and results did have
corresponding changes for different input values. It is reasonable to assume that with
proper initial values the model would generate valid result sets, but giving limitations of
initial values this cannot be shown in the paper. The purpose of the model determines the
necessary level of validity and amount of credibility to the client.
Robinson (2008) notes that a 100% accurate model cannot be made and discusses the level
of complexity needed for a valid model (see Figure 4.1). The reader is reminded that an
overly complex model does not provide great gains in accuracy, and excessive detail may
lead to a decline in accuracy (Robinson, 2008). An appropriate level of detail for the
model is important. With too little detail, one may end up needing more assumptions
and limiting the model’s utility (Davies et al., 2003; Pritsker, 1986), while complexity
is another factor. The work for Publication III used dynamic layout for the plant yard,
and this made the model more complex than using a static layout. Using dynamic layout
enables use of the model for various yard configurations, though, and study is not limited
to only one size of yard. The model for Publication II was first used to study an existing
system with quite a simple setup: transport wood from the forest to the plant with the
given schedule and availability. The model’s complexity did increase when HCT was
introduced to the system: the model needed to determine whether HCT should be used
and which terminal should be used. There is a “happy medium”: the model should not
be constructed to be simple purely for simplicity’s sake, but over-complexity too should
be avoided. As biomass supply systems develop further and as new policies’ introduction
and new machinery make the systems more complex, modelers need to take this balance
into account, so that they develop useful models but, at the same time, address the more
challenging validation and reporting involved.

Figure 4.1: Simulation model complexity and accuracy (Robinson, 2008).
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Simulation is often used in operations research and for industrial applications. This renders accuracy of the results important – the subject under study is a real system that the
client wants to improve. Again, in much academic research, on the other hand, the results’ accuracy is less important, since the model may be used to showcase a method or
to highlight a mechanism in the system that is otherwise hard to demonstrate. In this kind
of modeling, it is more important to have a credible model, showing that the model works
as intended and that the results are comparable within the system represented. Validation
of the model is one way to make a model credible, but performing validation may be
rendered challenging by complexity of the model or by lack of data for comparison of
results.

4.4

The issue of complex scenarios and results

Beside entailing complexity of the model, simulation-based studies generate large and
complex result sets. This is visible with Publication II: 82 scenarios were generated, and
there were eight replications for every scenario. The result set included costs, transportation distances, routes, and other information. Even though not all was reported, since
some scenarios were disqualified, this is a large amount of material. For Publications III
and IV, there were smaller result sets, since the studies’ boundaries were more restricted.
Sanchez and Lucas (2002) have discussed this problem, noting that the statistical design
of experiments (DOE) may be beneficial for simulation studies. For experimental studies, DOE is used to limit the number of parameters, or factors, in the experiment. While
simulation studies are cost-efficient and may produce multiple scenarios with little work,
a model with 100 Boolean factors still involves 2100 (1030 ) possible combinations, which
is too many even for a simulation-based study. Additionally, there may be non-Boolean
factors in the simulation model: numeric items or multi-option decisions. One approach
is presented in Publication V; preprocessing data for the model, with generation of random initial parameters for a supply network that entails numerous combinations.
To overcome this problem, fewer runs may be carried out, with a lower-resolution design
such as a grid layout or a random set of factors (Sanchez and Lucas, 2002), as seen with
Publication V, for which we selected annual supply points at random from the list. Changing the seed for the random number generator produced a different set of supply locations
as a random set of factors. When one is selecting scenarios, it is important to have a
good design, so as to capture potential chaotic behavior or unexpected interactions. With
Publication II, sensitivity analysis revealed a cost increase connected with increasing the
proportion of HCT vehicles in the fleet. It can be assumed that as HCT utilization drops,
on the other hand, and regular trucks’ utilization increases, the lower number of standard
trucks would not be able to satisfy the terminals and the HCT system hence would not
yield the greatest possible benefit.
The stability of the experiment variance was not studied in the Publication II-IV as the
models have high computational demands and multiple variables that would need to be
studied, leading to impractical number of runs. Lorscheid et al. (2012) note that experimental variance needs to be interpreted with respect of the model and the number of runs
needed to achieve stable results may not be affordable. Publications II-IV make repeatable runs to see how values change between runs with same initial values. Although this
is better than using only one result set for reporting, it is worth noting that statistical anal-
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ysis to find stable coefficient of variance was not conducted. Due to this reason, it cannot
be exactly stated how stable the results are only how big variance there was between runs.
As randomness has great part in the simulation studies and it generates experimental variance, or so called noise, true accuracy of the model cannot be found without knowing the
level of noise.

4.5

Future work

It must be reiterated that, since computational modeling method are relatively new, the
terminology is still evolving, and the use of keywords varies between authors accordingly. The problem is even greater for reporting related to the models, and the terms used
differ with the author. This hinders sharing of models and of knowledge more generally.
This problem arises even in sharing of models inclusive of source code. The scientific
literature databases examined for Publication I mitigate this problem by generating keywords automatically. This makes publications easier to find but does sometimes lead to
inappropriate keywords. The system is good but needs to be developed further. The matters highlights the importance of the author using good, descriptive keywords.
The model’s transparency in the reporting makes it more credible. Because validation of
the model may be problematic, it is important to increase transparency and credibility.
The ABM approach tends to generate complex models, which makes reporting on them
challenging. Simple models are easier to report upon, but they may not be sufficient for
representing a complex system. Grimm et al. (2006) developed ODD (Overview, Design
concepts, and Details) protocol for reporting on ABM and issued a revised version in
2010 (Grimm et al., 2010). Revised version of ODD was used in Publication II and III,
but Publication IV was reported without standard. This was due limited length of paper
that ODD would have exceeded. As ODD needs to be self explanatory it often leads
repetition as system descriptions have to be explained in context of the study and in the
context of the model. Use of ODD or other standard is usually recommended but in some
cases the model is simple enough to be described without standard. Standardized reporting for a simple model may be justified by having a common reporting format. Improving
the reporting and standardizing it should help to improve the models’ transparency and
sharing of information. Having a standard reporting method also makes teaching of the
reporting more uniform and increases the commonality of practice, giving new modelers
more easily understandable literature to study. To raise awareness of efforts to standardize
the reporting and to increase interest in it, one should apply standards and explicitly cite
the standards followed.

4.5 Future work
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Modeling may focus in specific action in the supply system, but larger models take into
multiple actions account. This leads the model to include several different logics to represent actions and need to explain every logic with high details. Publication V presents
a method to allocate supply for the simulation model, enabling the possibility to refer
to this paper in future models using the same method. This allows the report to focus
on reporting results. The downside is breaking reporting to multiple different sources,
leading discontinuity of the report. Some methods, that may be used for biomass supply
system simulation models, have been published (e.g. moisture forecast (Sikanen et al.,
2013; Routa et al., 2015), forest production chain (Ziesak et al., 2004)) and more should
be developed in the future to allow incorporating different methods to larger models with
ease.
In this thesis, GIS was used with two models, and data preprocessing was applied to data
generated from GIS analysis. This approach provides spatial information to the dynamic
model. This relationship allows the simulation study of spatial and temporal variation.
Because of the carbon-neutral nature of biomass itself, studies often neglect associated
emissions. Since other activities in the supply system produce emissions, it would be
beneficial to incorporate LCA into studies involving biomass. Indeed, work combining
LCA with ABM was found in the bibliometric analysis presented in Publication I (Davis
et al., 2009; Bichraoui-Draper et al., 2015). Reviews have noted ABM’s dynamic nature
lending dynamic aspects to study of this type. Also, the implications for uncertainty analysis were found to be important. Since these and other advantages of combining ABM
with LCA are clear, further work on frameworks and on methods for this should be done.
In addition, including GIS in the combination allows research into biomass-related emissions to encompass both spatial and temporal aspects. These aspects are important in
studies of land-use changes, biomass transportation, energy production, conversion systems, and other activities including biomass.
Since ABM is considered a novel study method, generating awareness of it and increasing
interest in ABM is important. This would enable more instances of application of ABM
and encourage software development, thereby contributing to better modeling tools. One
important part of generating awareness is training in ABM and in use of the relevant software. The rarity of academic training in modeling and simulation impose limits to new
researchers’ use of ABM as a tool, and complexities in software discourage independent
learning. That said, software developers have been publishing more software-centered literature lately, with Borshchev (2013) and Railsback and Grimm (2011) being examples,
and tutorials are available for most software, lowering the threshold to learning its use.
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5 Conclusions
As the publications show, ABM is a flexible tool with many applications. Publication I
verifies an increase in interest in applying modeling methods in biomass supply system
studies, ABM among them. Still discussion of validation and credibility of ABM models is needed, to guarantee appropriate use of the models and creation of a foundation
to consolidate reporting for industry and academic use of ABM. This encourages greater
awareness of simulation studies but also provides room for different ways to publish results.
Publications II–IV present biomass supply systems’ examination with ABM and simulation of several distinct scenarios. All of the studies involved systems that were not yet implemented, with Publication II taking an existing system as a base scenario. Agent-based
modeling gives the possibility of simulating possible future scenarios and comparing the
results, thereby yielding insight into potential reactions to actions taken today. For this
to be as valuable as possible, multiple scenarios, with different initial values, need to be
run. The problem of the multitude of combinations of initial factors can be reduced by using DOE methodology to select suitable initial values. Scenario selection is an important
phase of simulation-based study, because the number of scenarios is limited by time and
computation power yet enough scenarios still have to be included to capture the chaotic
behavior of the system.
A biomass supply system encompasses multiple operations and interactions that are
amenable to study with ABM. Publication V shows how ABM may be initialized for
spatially and temporally scattered supply. Publication III demonstrates how activities at
operator level may be examined by means of simulation studies, and Publication II and
Publication IV examine how the supply system, from origin source to demand point, may
be studied at different geographical levels. The ABM approach’s good data-handling,
cost-efficiency, flexibility, and rapid scenario analysis prove this method to be well suited
to utilization as a biomass supply system research tool as it offers multiple advantages
compared to the traditional study methods.
Biomass supply systems involve many interactions and elements of information exchange
that can be modeled with ABM. As systems become more complicated, the models too
tend to get more complex, and this complicates their creation, use, and reporting. Consistent and coherent reporting on ABM studies is necessary to enable more appropriate
sharing of information and a more solid base for joint projects and studies.
The good data-handling of ABM enables the possibility of combining GIS and ABM to
include spatial variation in a dynamic simulation study. Since GIS can be directed to
many purposes, it may be used in many ways to accompany ABM. For Publications II
and IV, road-network and feedstock-availability data were used to make transportation
distances and spatially accurate input available in the model. There is also the possibility
of including LCA, to integrate environment and emission analyses, and this has indeed
been done in a few studies, pointed out in Publication I. Although challenging, adding a
temporal aspect to the LCA would be beneficial for future studies.
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5 Conclusions

Introducing new policies and machinery to a biomass supply system affects the system,
and studying these effects is not always viable or possible at all with traditional study
methods. Supply systems’ complex nature is well suited to being studied with ABM, and
more information about system changes can be gained from a comprehensive study of
scenarios.
The publications of this thesis show that using ABM as part of the set of tools for study
of biomass supply systems enables:
• Studies at different geographical and operation scales, with the possibility of studying both existing and not-yet-existing systems without disturbing the existing system.
• Inclusion of a large quantity of data and application of good data-handling capabilities.
• Use of GIS data for estimating biomass availability and for including the road network for obtaining realistic transport distances.
• Generation of multiple scenarios, for studying multiple effects in the system costefficiently.
The discussion here has identified the following challenges and development opportunities for ABM:
• Since ABM is a novel study method, the terminology and methods are still developing.
• Validation and reporting results are less than standardized and are somewhat cumbersome.
• The modeling software is complicated and not attractive to new users.
• Interest and awareness are rising, but further work remains for the future.
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ABSTRACT
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As computing power increases, more complex computational models are utilized for biomass supply system studies. The paper describes three commonly used modeling methods in this context, geographic information systems,
life-cycle assessment, and discrete-time simulation and presents bibliometric analysis of work using these three
study methods. Of the 498 publications identified in searches of the Scopus and Web of Science databases, 17
reported on combinations of methods: 10 on life-cycle assessment and geographic information systems, six on joint
use of life-cycle assessment and discrete-time simulation, and one on use of geographic information systems jointly
with discrete-time simulation. While no articles dealt directly with simultaneous use of all three methods, several
acknowledged the potential of this. The authors discuss numerous challenges identified in the review that arise in
combining methods, among them computational load, the increasing number of assumptions, guaranteeing coherence between the models used, and the large quantities of data required. Discussion of issues such as the
complexity of reporting and the need for standard procedures and terms becomes more critical as repositories bring
together research materials, including entire models, from various sources. Efforts to mitigate many of modeling’s
challenges have involved phase-specific modeling and use of such methods as expressions or uncertainty analysis
in place of a complex secondary model. The authors conclude that combining modeling methods offer considerable
potential for taking more variables into account; improving the results; and benefiting researchers, decision–makers, and operation managers by producing more reliable information.

1. Introduction
Continuing advances in computing power have made it possible to
develop larger-scale and more complex computational models that may
be utilized in biomass supply chain analyses. These models enable
studies that expenses or practical constraints to operations might render
impossible to conduct in the real world [1]. Thanks to greater computing power, multiple modeling methods can be applied in combination to study biomass supply systems. Which of the many available
modeling methods are employed in a given case depends on the study

⁎

subject, the tools at hand, and the researchers’ expertise. To examine
the landscape, bibliometric analysis was conducted to reveal the latest
developments in modeling methods’ usage. This involved a review of
articles reporting on joint use of two or more modeling methods in
biomass supply chain analysis.
Researcher interest in modeling as an approach to studying bioenergy systems is evident from the rising number of papers presenting
reviews in this field [2–6]. The categorization of modeling methods,
which are typically referred to as mathematical models in this domain,
varies from one review to the next. These models, described as sets of
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equations that characterize real-world phenomena [7], were divided
into three classes by De Meyer et al. (2014) [2] and by Ghaderi et al.
(2016) [6]: the mathematical programming, multi-criteria decisionmaking, and heuristic approaches. Meanwhile, Sharma et al. (2013) [4]
considered four classes of mathematical model: deterministic, stochastic, hybrid, and IT-driven, where they clarified the last of these
consists of models that use application software to coordinate and integrate phases in the supply chain on a real-time basis. Wang et al.
(2015) [5], in turn, did not enumerate a typology of mathematical
models, only distinguishing among models based on geographic information systems (GIS), life-cycle assessment (LCA), crop-growth
models, joint use of process models and reaction kinetics, and mathematical models that have been developed specifically to analyze and
optimize complex biomass supply systems. Finally, Awudu and Zhang
(2012) [3] took a simpler approach by splitting models into only two
classes: analytical methods and simulation methods.
In Awudu and Zhang’s terms, analytical methods include linear
programming, mixed integer linear programming, integer stochastic
programming, and other methods that involve “mathematical programming.” Mathematical programming optimizes the given system by
minimizing or maximizing the values resulting from certain decisions in
line with set constraints and objective functions [8]. Since these
methods, which many scholars have concluded are popular [2–6], are
employed for optimization purposes, they can be seen as a suitable for
extended use involving other methods, such as GIS-based methods [2].
Since mathematical programming and combined uses involving it have
been extensively reviewed already, these are excluded from consideration here. This paper focuses instead on three methods that are
used particularly often in biomass supply system studies – the GIS, LCA,
and discrete-time simulation (DTS) approaches, where the last of these
encompasses such tools as discrete-event simulation (DES) and agentbased modeling and simulation (ABM). Together, these can cover the
spatial, temporal, and environmental aspects of the system under study.
Biomass supply chains display spatial variation with regard to, for
instance, the distribution of feedstock-generation locations, the location
of the various operations, and long transport distances. Through GIS
tools, researchers can assess the effects of these variables on the system.
Environmental factors too are important, since, while biomass is generally considered carbon-neutral and its use is often promoted for environmental reasons, the reality may be more complicated. This can be
addressed by LCA. Finally, DTS can cover temporal challenges in the
system, such as hot-chain issues, supply-and-demand problems, and
changes in feedstock availability. Each of the three approaches addresses particular important facets of the system. Since these overlap

little, applying multiple methods can yield more comprehensive results,
giving practitioners and academics more information and, thereby,
greater opportunities to understand system mechanics and the consequences of change in the system.
While particular modeling methods have been presented and reviewed in numerous publications, reviews that consider combinations of
methods are far scarcer. Combining different models brings both challenges and advantages, which we attempt to highlight through a systematic review of work that has involved this combined use. We thereby
point to possible solutions that address the challenges and confer the
benefits, offering orientation for future research. With constantly evolving and increasingly critical bioenergy systems, this study of combining
the three modeling methods could be of timely assistance in identifying
the potential pitfalls of existing energy systems. Furthermore, a marriage
of these approaches may aid in further optimizing the systems from the
technical, economic, and environmental perspective alike.
With this strong motivation to investigate past and current trends in
combined-method modeling in the context of bioenergy and to present
meaningful conclusion to inform future research, we set out to understand the issues of the biomass supply chain and the three modeling
methods and conduct bibliometric analysis accordingly, by using
headwords to find publications in the Scopus and Web of Science (WoS)
databases, these being the largest and best-known scientific databases.
We introduce the biomass context and our research methods below.
After this, we analyze the findings and review the publications discussing use of two or more modeling methods to study the biomass
supply chain. Discussion of bibliometric results and reviews is followed
by suggestions for future actions.
1.1. The biomass supply chain
The typical supply chain system is a complicated logistics system
composed of multiple activities [9,10]. The activities in the supply
system are discrete processes that are distributed in space. A biomass
supply system differs from traditional supply systems in that biomass is
collected over vast territories, supply and demand both fluctuate, and
the feedstock has to be treated before use [11]. The complexity of the
supply chain is evident in nonlinearity and multi-scale behavior, the
structure of the system spans several levels, and the system evolves and
organizes itself through its functions and structures [12].
Biomass supply system may be divided into specific activities that
are needed if biomass is to reach the end-use point from the point of
origin. These activities, conceptualized in terms of the main groups
shown in Fig. 1 [10,13], are highly interconnected, and decision

Fig. 1. A graphical depiction of the main activities in the biomass supply chain.
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upstream in the chain affect various activities downstream [10]. Since
the various activities change in accordance with the end product required, the raw material available, and the structure of the chain, it can
be challenging or even impossible to find the optimal solution.
Because the biomass supply chain is a wide web, such tools as GIS
are utilized to study the spatial distribution of the biomass supply. This
is important since logistics costs in biomass supply tend to be high
[14–16]. With several sources of material and numerous applications
being available for biomass processing, the supply system is even more
spatially dispersed, creating greater reason to use GIS in studying biomass supply systems [17–19]. In contrast, DTS models focus on the
temporal aspect of a biomass supply system. This is important for examining the effect of interconnections and the timeliness of the various
logistics elements. Finally, LCA has found popularity as interest has
grown in the environmental impact associated with biomass supply,
since, for example, biomass used to substitute fossil fuels can have a
negative impact. Though biomass is less harmful, on account of its
sustainability and the fact that is use reduces gaseous emissions of
pollutants [10], dedicating land to biomass may be ecologically harmful
and in some scenarios might even compromise food security [20]. Also,
transporting biomass feedstock to processing facilities could lead, in
some cases, to higher total greenhouse-gas (GHG) emissions than produced by conventional use of fossil fuels [21].

problem (VRP) [29], presented in the 1950s, to be widely applied before the processing capacity of standard computers reached a level satisfactory for this. Also, development from command-line programs to
applications based on a graphical user interface (GUI) and, later, enhanced cartography obviously increased the attractiveness of GIS in
biomass supply studies. Modern GIS applications support several standards for data transfer between external systems, and this compatibility
has increased the opportunities for them to be used in parallel or together with other computer-driven study frameworks [21].
1.3. Discrete-time simulation
Dynamic simulations take into account temporal variation, in various ways. System dynamics and ordinary differential equations (ODE)
are examples of modeling methods that operate in continuous time,
whereas discrete-time simulation uses time steps, with a change in the
system represented as occurring only set points in time. The DES and
ABM approaches are widely used DTS methods in logistics studies
[30,31]. It is worth noting that simulation methods, DTS among them,
do not by nature include optimization; rather, results from simulation
scenarios are compared in pursuit of near-optimal results [30]. Optimization may be part of a comparison phase that involves mathematical
programming or heuristic methods.
DES describe the behavior of the complex system under study by
considering events in sequential order. In this, the entities are passive
objects that travel through blocks in a flowchart [32]. In DES, the
system can be thought of as a network of queues and servers [33].
Researchers have improved on DES methods ever since the 1960s, when
it was first presented for general-purpose system simulation [34]. ABM
is more novel discrete-time simulation method then DES. The novelty of
ABM has led to problems with terminology: the literature lacks universally accepted definitions that identify the fundamental concept of
ABM and its assumptions [35]. While the first publications referring to
a study method that could be classified as ABM were published relatively early, in 1971 [36], the method has developed vastly since then
and can still be considered young.
ABM is suited well to describing activities of individuals and how
they interact with each other. With regard to biomass, a supply-system
agent might be a truck, harvester, biomass processor, or user of biomass. Some have suggested that ABM method is a suitable replacement
for DES, even though DES has a large user base and may be better for
some study settings [37]. For instance, because individuals make decisions both independently and in interaction with each other, ABM
demands more computing power than DES does. In addition, the
models tend to take longer to develop in ABM, rendering it a less attractive choice of study method in certain quarters [33].
In both methods of DTS, a modeling expert must create the model,
and the modeler should be an expert in the subject under study too, so
that the model logic is guaranteed to be valid [38]. This cannot always
be achieved, so the model may have to be validated by a separate individual who is an expert in the field being modeled. The two main
methods, DES and ABM, possess similarities, with it having been said
that all ABM models are a combination of DES and ABM in operations
research [37].

1.2. Geographic information systems
A GIS is a system for the production, management, analysis, and
presentation of information that can be localized in a spatial environment. These systems are able to synthesize data from many geospatial
information sources for visualization or analysis, as needed (Visual
representation by GAO (2012) [22] as Fig. 2). The first computer-driven
systems of this nature were implemented in the 1960s [23], and since
then GIS infrastructure development has been closely connected with
the development of computing hardware and software [24]. The 1990s
saw the introduction of GIS in research into biomass supply and
transportation, where the methods were brought to bear primarily for
ascertaining the economic costs of biomass supply logistics [19,25,26].
Later, the scope of such studies was extended such that aspects additional to monetary economy – e.g., land-use changes and environmental
impacts of biomass-handling – were taken into account [27].
One key technological advance in the GIS sphere has been the development of route calculation features, which are important in a logistics context. It was clearly impossible for such algorithms as
Dijkstra’s shortest path [28] and other work on the vehicle routing

1.4. Life-cycle assessment
Life-cycle assessment is a technique developed to assess and address
the possible impacts of products or services on the environment. It can
be used to identify any opportunities to improve the environmental
performance of a product or service at any phase in its life cycle, and it
can be used also as a tool for decision-makers’ use in strategic planning,
decision-making, and product design aimed at improving the environmental performance of said product or service. One way of employing
LCA is as a marketing tool, for any product or services, such that consumers can make an informed decision about their choice of product.

Fig. 2. A visual representation of incorporating data with GIS approach [22].
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Fig. 3. The phases of LCA, including the individual steps and outputs.

To mitigate this effect, the queries were constructed to include several
known general terms for the main class and also subclasses.
To find as many publications as possible addressing biomass supply
chain analysis with computational methods, the queries featured three
parts, referring to biomass, referring to the supply chain, and referring
to the method. For each of these three elements, we used a list of
headwords (see Table 1) that were composited with the Boolean operator OR. These three parts were combined with the Boolean operator
AND. The headwords feature some use of parentheses, asterisks for
wildcard matches, and quotation marks. Quotation marks were used to
limit the results to matches for the exact multi-word search phrase rather than permit inclusion of spurious matches based on a single word.
The use of asterisks was confined to the end of a word, to allow for
several suffixes to be included in the search.
WoS and Scopus differ in their syntax for search queries; hence, we
needed to build two versions of the query for each of the lists (the full
set of queries is presented in the supplementary materials). The queries
have brackets so that the search sequence works as intended: it is

LCA is a systematic process that begins with defining the system’s
boundaries in accordance with the goal of the project. In the second
phase an inventory is taken of the process input and outputs that fall
within the boundaries delineated. During the impact-assessment phase,
the data collected in the inventory phase are correlated with the respective environmental implications that may exist. Finally, in the interpretation phase, the results from assessment of impact are interpreted
and discussed, conclusions are formed, and recommendations are made
on the basis of the goal set in the first phase. The four major phases of
LCA and the steps defined for it are presented graphically in Fig. 3 [39].
LCA has been used for estimating consumer products’ environmental impact ever since the 1960s, and the International Organization
for Standardization (ISO) has been involved in LCA since 1994 [40,41].
In the context of energy-system analyses, LCA is considered to be
among the best methods for identifying environment impacts and opportunities for improvement, although several issues have been acknowledged as strongly influencing the results [42,43]. Recently,
bioenergy has come under scrutiny for its environmental performance
in comparison to other green energy sources even though bioenergy
does offer clear benefits over traditional fossil fuels such as coal. Accordingly, governments around the world apply various environmental
policies that have motivated bioenergy organizations to assess the environmental benefit of their products on dimensions such as reduction
of GHG emissions [42].

Table 1
Headwords of the queries.

2. Materials and methods
In our survey of publications that refer to using computation-based
methods for biomass supply chain analysis, we queried the Thomson
Reuters bibliographic database WoS and Elsevier’s Scopus database because the two differ substantially in coverage while both being commonly used for bibliometric analysis [44]. To obtain the most useful
result sets, we constructed queries specific to each database and for each
of the three modeling methods in turn. Hence, the queries yielded six
distinct sets of publications for analysis, with hits from the publication
title, keywords, and/or abstract. Sometimes authors use different terms
for a given concept or refer to a keyword subclass alone, with the result
that their paper might not be found by a query for only the more commonplace term or one relying on main classes alone, such as “biomass.”
148

Description of biomass

Description of Supply
chain

Description of method

Biomass
Bioenergy

“Supply chain”
“Supply system”

Biofuel
Bioethanol
Biodiesel
Biogas
“Energy wood*”
“Forest fuel”
“Wood chip*”
Woodchip*
“Wood waste”
“Pellet*”
“Energy Crop*”
“Sugarcane”
“Agricultural waste”
“Municipal solid waste”

“Supply network”

GIS
“Geographical information
system”
GIS
“Spatial analysis”
“Spatial statistic”
LCA
“Life cycle assessment”
LCA
“Life cycle analysis”
“Lifecycle assessment”
DTS
“Agent-based”
“Discrete-event”
“Multi-agent simulation”
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important for the OR operator to be processed before the AND operator.
While the queries do not include document-type restrictions, we included only articles in the results considered, and, to have a better basis
for comparison, only those articles published in 2018 or earlier were
selected for analysis. The analysis included all the results listed from the
queries. Articles addressing use of multiple methods together were
found by comparing titles and authors in the list.

As noted above, some of the results were yielded via a set of keywords that the Scopus and WoS service generated themselves rather
than author-supplied keywords. As was visible upon later inspection,
the auto-generated keywords did not always accurately describe the
paper. Also, it is possible that some publications on modeling-based
methods or even on combinations thereof were not found, on account of
the terms used diverging from the headwords we specified.

3. Results

4. Discussion

Of the 498 publications returned via the search queries, Scopus
included 312 and WoS included 364 (160 publications were found in
both databases). The modeling method for which the most publications
were found was LCA, with 335 records. Modeling based on GIS had the
second-highest number of hits, with 98 records, of which 10 publications were also on the LCA list and one was on the DTS list. The
modeling method for which the fewest publications were found was
DTS, with 44 publications, one of which dealt with GIS also and 6 dealt
with LCA. No publications on using all three modeling methods were
found. The publication counts and their breakdown by modeling
method and between the databases are shown in the Venn diagram
provided as Fig. 4.
The oldest publications found [45], from 2000, was unique to the
Scopus GIS list. The oldest publications for LCA [46] dated from 2004,
and by the next year three further articles dealing with LCA were
published. The earliest DTS article found [47] was published in 2006.
As for articles on use of modeling methods in combination, the earliest
one found [48] was from 2009 and addressed joint use of DTS and LCA.
The distribution of articles reflects the recent increase in popularity of
computational modeling methods, with LCA proving to be the most
frequently used modeling method in studies of biomass supply chains as
of 2018 (see Fig. 5). The breakdown of the publications found features
only one article, if any, per year on a combination of methods, apart
from 2017 and 2018. For 2017 there were four distinct publications in
which a combination of methods was reported upon, and there were six
in 2018. Later, upon closer examination, it was noted that three of the
publications from 2017 and five from 2018 had been added to the results on the basis of automatically generated keywords.
The papers found were scattered over 140 journals, although
Journal of Cleaner Production articles accounted for the largest number
of them, 68 publications in all, with LCA publications accounting for
the vast majority of these, 54 articles. This journal also ran two of the
modeling-method-combining publications [25,49]. Most publications
on GIS modeling came from the journal Biomass and Bioenergy, with 15
of the 98 GIS publications found. Finally, the largest number of DTSbased publications came from Applied Energy, at six publications. That
said, there were 24 LCA articles and 10 GIS publications in that journal,
making DTS the least commonly used modeling method in work presented in Applied Energy.

4.1. Approaches combining LCA and GIS
The searches yielded 10 publications with headwords for LCA and
GIS in the abstract, title, and/or keyword list. Six of these pieces were
found on account of WoS and Scopus adding auto-generated keywords
for the papers in question. Some of articles did reported upon a combination of GIS and DTS, rendering these added keywords justified but
some cases did not.
That said, Marzullo et al. (2018) [50] studied water ecotoxicity
footprints via LCA and GIS. While this 2018 work did involve a combination of the two methods, a keyword denoting biomass was automatically added and supply chains were not considered in this work.
One publication not to refer to GIS was a paper by Chaplin-Kramer
et al. (2017) [51], who referred instead to spatial modeling. For this
article, they applied it to account for the heterogeneous usage of land
and thereby manage the problem that using average values for a region
in LCA leads to inaccuracies in determination of the environment effects
of the land-use change arising from increased demand. The authors’
method supplements certain values from the life-cycle inventory and
replaces others, to get the LCA to encompass spatial analysis. They
called this method “Land Use Change Improved” LCA, or LUCI -LCA.
The results from their case study illustrate considerable differences
between conventional LCA and LUCI-LCA, thereby demonstrating the
importance of taking into account spatial variation. Their conclusions
stress the import of considering spatial elements when conducting landuse change studies and that the results for ecosystem impact must be
translated into decision-ready information through predictive, systemscale, robust modeling.
Mirkouei et al. (2017) [52] too did not use any headwords for GIS
section in their title, abstract, or keywords, even though GIS was used
to analyze transport distances and the spatial distribution of forest
biomass. They focused largely on multi-criteria decision-making, using
the results as input to LCA involving mobile and stationary refineries in
the bio-refinery supply chain. In the background to their work, these
authors referred to various quantitative assessment methods, among
them GIS, simulation with cost calculations, and operative research.
The paper concludes with benefits for decision-makers, a proposed
framework, and ideas for further research (including multiyear analysis) along with benefits to society from such work.

Fig. 4. A Venn diagram of the publications found.
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Fig. 5. The articles found, by year of publication.

Spain, involved wood chips produced from eucalyptus stems as the fuel.
Three levels of feedstock availability were defined via GIS analysis, which
was used also to determine transportation distances. The output values were
fed in to LCA to ascertain the GHG emissions of the hypothetical power
plant for each of several supply-chain operations. The paper concludes with
description of a method that may be used on a smaller scale with more
specific data and that demonstrates additional advantages in informing relative spatial and temporal decisions on scale of local demand. The paper
also notes a need to consider competing demand points in this kind of study.
It was evident that most studies that combined GIS and LCA have
used GIS data in feedstock availability and transportation network
analysis and taken these results as input to LCA. An exception to this is
the study conducted by Chaplin-Kramer et al. (2017) [51] that improved on joint use of LCA with GIS, to estimate land-use-change-related emissions with higher spatial resolution. This method integrates
the two models more than do the others, which only chain methods and
translate results between them. Either way, when complicated methods
are used and multiple scenarios are analyzed, reporting the results in an
easily understandable way grows more challenging.
The authors often note that the information produced by these study
methods aids decisions-makers by providing them with new information (e.g., Chaplin-Kramer et al. [51] and Mirkouei et al. [52]). The
value of simulation and the need for taking into account temporal
variation were mentioned too. The requirements cited for future research includes taking into account multiple demand points, performing multiyear analysis, and accounting for the possibility of other
supply sources – such as transportation by railway or waterway. All of
these can be incorporated into the study by means of DTS.
Since GIS is a powerful spatial optimization tool that provides the opportunity to include the transportation network in analysis in terms of actual driving distances and real-world locations of the entities under study, it
has much to add to LCA studies that are location-specific. Especially in small
regional studies, in which spatial variation has a greater impact, GIS improve the results and makes them specific to the region. While tying the
result to the given region limits applicability, such specificity is important in
decision-making. Articles bring up concern about static results, since the
biomass supply chain is highly dynamic, so sensitivity analysis should be
conducted to mitigate this. A range of results, with different initial values,
can imitate dynamic changes in the system.

Three publications from 2018 did have the LCA keyword added.
Furubayashi and Nakata (2018) [53] used GIS to determine transportation
paths for estimating emissions from biomass co-firing, but the estimations
were from an energy-consumption expressions and no LCA was described
in the publication. Santibañez-Aguilar et al. (2018) [54] employed GIS
methods to determine viable facility locations for use in the relevant
supply chain on the basis of residual biomass. Again, LCA was not used.
Finally, Kesharwani et al.’s study (2018) [55], for which keywords for LCA
and GIS were generated automatically at database level, did involve employing LCA to study total emissions of the supply chain, but the method
as presented does not actually use it (GIS is not mentioned, though the
locations of the facilities are in latitude and longitude).
Singlitico et al.’s (2018) paper [56] featured GIS- and LCA-related
headwords, but LCA was mentioned only as the next stage in the research. The authors conducted GIS analysis to estimate waste and residue potential in Ireland, but LCA had not yet been implemented.
The oldest paper to be found with regard to LCA and GIS method was
by Jäppinen et al. [57]. They analyzed the small-diameter energy wood
supply chain in Finland, comparing three distinct supply methods. The
authors used GIS material to examine the feedstock availability and
transportation network, and LCA was conducted on the basis of the results
from GIS analysis – transportation distances and road types were taken as
input values for estimation of the GHG emissions of the scenarios studied.
Using GIS solves the problem of using average values in small-scale analysis. The authors found that significant GHG reductions in biomass supply
could be achieved in regions with poor road networks could be achieved
by serving outlying parts of the supply area around a given demand point
with transportation by rail from areas near a train loading station in another supply area. This shows the importance of spatial analyses when
LCA is being carried out for a biomass supply chain at local scale.
Jäppinen et al. performed another study combining LCA and GIS
methods [58]. As with the one described above, GIS was used to analyze feedstock availability and transport networks. This study examined
three possible locations for a bio-refinery, with two separate scenarios.
This led to larger numbers of results, which were reported via diagrams
and vast swaths of numbers accompanied by copious explanation in the
body text and in the figure caption and axis labels. The concluding
section of the paper emphasizes the need to take into account feedstock
combinations that allow for train or marine transportation options.
The newest paper found for which LCA and GIS headwords were supplied by the authors was published in 2017 by Sánchez-García et al. [25],
who used GIS analysis to find the optimal location for a hypothetical power
plant and applied LCA to estimate GHG emissions. The case study, set in

4.2. Approaches combining LCA and DTS
Our search queries found six publications with an LCA and a DTS
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headword in the abstract, title, and/or keyword list. For three of these
articles, the LCA keyword was added by WoS or Scopus. One of the
publications was by Zhang et al. (2016) [59], study in which a multiagent simulation was used to study various scenarios for the biomass
supply chain. The study did not use LCA, so it is unclear to us why WoS
added the corresponding automatically generated keyword. Yazan et al.
(2017) [60] used ABM to study production of biogas from manure.
While these authors noted the importance of GHG emissions, their description of results refers to neither emissions nor LCA. The last article
with an added keyword was piece by Kishita et al. (2017) [49] on using
DES to study the effect of the feed-in tariff applied to Japan for the
adoption of woody biomass. Since the paper explicitly mentions lifecycle simulation (LCS) and the study did involve LCA, adding the
keyword was justified.
Kishita et al. (2017) [49] study used DES for analyzing long-term
(20-year) effects, with temporal uncertainties included, for a woodybiomass-fueled power generation plant. They used LCA to study CO2
emissions, and the ISO 14044 standard was used to specify as the
analysis unit the amount of wood consumed per year. The authors listed
the advantages and disadvantages of the method. They cited the advantages of providing a narrative storyline via quantitative analysis,
aiding in decision-making, and being able to be developed for all ways
of converting biomass for energy use. Disadvantages cited were the use
of annual averages in the model, omission of the ripple effect of the
actions, and utilization of CO2 emissions alone as indicative of environment aspect. The author noted the importance of the scenario
selection also. Since the storyline is created on the basis of the set of
scenarios chosen and they are compared only with each other, welljustified selection of scenarios is important.
Although these authors of Kishita et al. (2017) [49] did not include
an LCA-linked headword in their abstract, title, or keyword list, their
work did combine DTS and LCA study methods. The case studied was
clearly explained, but that was less true of the combination of methods.
For LCS, the authors referenced another study, done by Umeda et al.
(2000) [61], and the source of LCA data was identified as one database
providing initial values for the simulation. Still, the study shows that
DES and LCA can be applied jointly in scenario-based analysis of the
biomass supply chain wherein economic and environmental sustainability are determined.
The earliest article returned from the queries for DTS and LCA
combined was published in 2009, on a study conducted by Davis et al.
(2009) [48]. They took advantage of similarities between LCA and ABM
to integrate LCA into ABM. The paper presents, as proof of principle, a
study case investigating bioelectricity production in the Netherlands.
Before presenting their proof of principle, the authors go through advantages of integrating LCA into the approach and address the limitations to such integration. The method expands the LCA matrix to provide corresponding values for input that agents use from a database or
other agents in the model. Because this expansion makes the matrix
larger, inversion of the matrix is computationally expensive. To circumvent this problem, Davis et al. (2009) [48] used an algorithm to
perform the inversion and applied simplified LCA to evaluate climate
change on the basic emissions.
The model used in the study case dealt with only two scenarios, and
the case study was presented superficially. Sensitivity analysis involved
running 100 simulations, leading to 100 results, which were examined
via bar charts. These results were only a subset of the data gathered
from the simulations, and it is noted in the paper that even this subset
may be interpreted differently. The authors pointed out, as we do, that
current LCA models are linear and ABM could provide spatial differentiation and dynamic aspects. Furthermore, the combination of ABM
and LCA could have important implications for uncertainty analysis.
Although uncertainty analysis is vital for balanced interpretation of a
study, the linear and static nature of LCA creates problems in this regard; however, ABM could provide a solution to this problem, since it is
a dynamic tool.

In a paper published by Halog and Manik (2011) [62] proposed a
framework to integrate LCA, multi-criteria decision-making, ABM, and
system dynamics into a hybrid model. Their report goes through all of
this method’s advantages and disadvantages, including the benefits
conferred by hybrid thinking. Although the framework is described in
detail, the authors did not utilize, for example, a case study, so the work
is only theoretical in nature. The paper concludes by presenting multiple endeavors (e.g., research at the energy–environment–society
nexus, novel energy-productions adaptations, and engaging the public
in efforts to understand issues of sustainability and energy) that could
be explored via the hybrid model described as the framework.
A 2015 publication featuring headwords related to LCA and DTS
was authored by Bichraoui-Draper et al. (2015) [63]. The authors referred to agent-based life-cycle analysis (AB-LCA) for their method that
uses ABM to complement LCA. Their method and case study are focused
more on LCA. The model was developed as a modular structure, so that
it would be easy to expand later. The paper examines the effect of
economic, environmental, and social factors for the adoption of
switchgrass as a biomass-based fuel. A case study of switchgrass-based
ethanol production was used alongside reference values of 1800 GJ
electricity generation from coal or natural gas with use of 10,000 L of
fuel. The model was described in line with the ODD protocol [64],
developed specifically for describing agent-based models.
The study presents vast quantities of LCA data via two matrices of
figures. This method makes it easy to see how particular attributes affect environment impacts. While the study addressed only CO2 emissions and did not consider emissions from land use, the authors conclude their paper by presenting extension possibilities – for instance,
using GIS methods to consider real-world spatial information, such as
yields and transportation distance from farm to refinery.
From the studies introduced above, it can be noted that there is
strong motivation for using an LCA– DTS combination to support decision-making. With DTS, researchers gain the ability to compare effects
between specific decisions, and LCA indicates the emissions connected
with each respective decision. By accounting for temporal variation,
DTS gives LCA a more dynamic nature.
Studies of the integration of bioenergy-related LCA and DTS have
turned out to be rare. This might be because dynamic simulation is
typically employed for decision-making on a certain process or wellbounded system while LCA is popular for considering consequences of
life-cycle of product. At the same time, it might be that, since today’s
LCA modeling is relatively simple and linear in structure, it would be
challenging to integrate ABM into LCA.
4.3. Approaches combining GIS and DTS
Kim et al. (2018) [65] wrote the only publication we found on
combining GIS and DTS. In 2018, they presented a two-phase simulation
method to allocate optimal locations for biomass storage facilities. The
first phase used a process-based model, the Agricultural Land Management Alternative with Numerical Assessment Criteria (ALMANAC), to
estimate switchgrass yields on the basis of weather and location data,
with GIS utilized to achieve this. In the second phase, ABM was applied
to take into account dynamic activities in the supply chain. This phase
too involved GIS, for estimation of transportation times.
The authors noted that challenges arose during optimization: the
computation burden increased, and assumptions were applied in order
to reduce it (e.g., considering only three actors in the transportationcost optimization and decreasing the required optimization performance when a larger number of zones was considered).
The authors concluded that their model achieved realistic locations
for biomass storage facilities that accounts for the details of crop growth
and supply-chain activities. For finding better locations for storage of
biomass, the authors proposed modeling supply-chain activities in more
detail and pointed to a need for concrete performance data, for validation of the model.
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4.4. Combinations of LCA, GIS, and DTS

4.6. Results of the bibliometric analysis

Although many combination-related publications conclude that the
third method can be used to improving modeling, no work using all
three modeling methods could be found. There are many challenges to
be overcome for including all three methods. One is that experts in all
three methods are needed for developing the model. Co-operation becomes more challenging whenever further participants are added, and
costs rise also. Combining methods also creates a need for more assumptions, and increased uncertainties in the model may compromise
the validity of the modeling. This challenge is emphasized in that the
assumptions have to be compatible across all the methods, and those
applied for each method have to be factored in before that method’s
results are taken as input to another method. To overcome this challenge, much work is needed: interest in developing LCA, GIS, and DTS
combination models must increase, and there has to be demand for such
integrated models in research and industry alike.

It is easy to see that interest in computational methods is increasing:
use of all three methods has risen lately. This development is clearest
for LCA, on which we found nine articles published in 2010 and a full
64 in 2018. There are several factors in why more studies are now
utilizing computational methods. One reason is the lower-cost and more
powerful computing resources now available to researchers. Also, the
software that is used in carrying out these studies has advanced and
become more user-friendly. While computation-based methods hold
great promise, it is particularly important, as their use increases, for the
researcher to keep the validation and verification of the method
transparent. In this regard, LCA has paved the way: standardized reporting is used in LCA, eliminating black boxes in the studies and
rendering reports more comparable throughout the field.
It is worth highlighting that our queries did not find all publications
in the field that dealt with combinations of methods. For example,
Viana et al. (2010) [66], Karttunen et al. (2013) [67], and Jäppinen
et al. [68] made joint use of GIS and DTS methods, but either these
publications were not in the databases or the search terms did not
match their details. This may well be true of work combining all three
methods also. However, because we worked with two large peer-reviewed publication databases and a good-coverage headword list,
conclusions can be drawn reliably from the results.
As the most commonly used of the three approaches, LCA has
generated solid terminology and reporting practices, for which those
using all other methods should strive. Terminology varies greatly with
all those methods. Hence, complicated search queries were required for
finding most of the publications on them, and any researcher wishing to
find publications on a particular method would face the same problem.
With novel methods such as computational modeling, some of the terms
used are unknown even to experts in the field. While automatic generation of keywords helps to some extent, sometimes a keyword picked
out was, as we indeed saw in our work, unjustified. It is authors’ responsibility to make sure their keywords represent the paper correctly.
If two modeling methods are used, it is recommendable to mention both
in the abstract and include terms referring to both in the keyword list.
This brings us back to the importance of consistent terminology. It
would make specifying keywords easier for authors and searchers alike.
Kishita et al. (2017) [49] used the term “life cycle simulation,” or
“LCS,” to denote all simulation methods. A more precise notion, agentbased life-cycle analyses (AB-LCA), was used by Bichraoui-Draper et al.
(2015) [63]. This choice of term focuses on ABM in particular, although
LCA is generally associated with life-cycle assessments rather than
analyses. Self-explanatory terms such as these two should enter standard public use for all the methods and combinations thereof. When GIS
is brought in, the word “spatial” can be added readily to that for the
other methods, as Hauscild and Potting (2006) [69] did with the term
“Spatial Differentiation in Life Cycle Impact Assessment.” Umbrella
terms may also be useful, so long as they are well-established. In this
paper, DES and ABM both were referred to as DTS methods to distinguish these from other dynamic simulation methods, such as system
dynamics or ODE simulations. Though uniform terminology in the field
would be ideal, we recognize that establishing this may take a long
time. Hence, alternative approaches to improve communications between modelers and researchers should be considered and developed.
While we did not find publications reporting on use of all three
methods in combination, incorporating an additional method into studies was often mentioned in the proposed future research directions.
Another common conclusion was that modeling can support decisionmakers. This is understandable, since modeling-based methods enable
examination of planned and hypothetical entities, thereby giving unique insight into the effects of decisions not yet made. Because all of the
methods rely heavily on scenarios and comparative analyses, there are
many aspects of the results to report. This may lead to hard-to-follow
reporting, which draws attention to the need for devoting greater effort

4.5. Combinations of methods in general
It can be noted, from publications on combined modeling methods, that
there are numerous challenges in getting two or more modeling methods to
work together. Among these are increased computational load, complicated
validation of the models, and a need for huge quantities of data.
All modeling methods use different initial data, and combining
methods demands large datasets. At the moment, various databases are
available that could be used to develop a model that combines the three
general modeling methods. Further development of these databases is
valuable for the individual methods and for combination methods but
also to improve validation of the models. There is a possibility of using
assumptions and estimates to reduce the quantities of initial data necessary, but this lowers the accuracy of the model and both increases
the importance of validation and complicates conducting it.
Computing power is available in abundance, but optimization of the
computing operations still is needed if we are to overcome inordinate
requirements when combining the models. This is achievable by improving each of the modeling methods separately and developing different methods to combine methods, finding advantages in particular
ways of combining them. Opportunities can be found for using algorithms and well-founded assumptions to lower the computational load.
With all the challenges mentioned above, sometimes combining
methods would be ill-advised. In these cases, other ways to add the
benefits of the other methods may be examined, such as using stochastic distributions to include uncertainty in the model as SantibañezAguilar et al. (2018) [54] did in their study. One example of including
emission estimation was supplied by Furubayashi and Nakata (2018)
[53], who used mathematical expressions for energy consumption.
Expressions of this kind are less demanding of computation power and
are easier to use than a complicated model would be.
There are cases wherein combining methods improves a study to such
an extent that it is highly advisable, and some integrated methods are not
as challenging as others. For example, transportation distances yielded
by GIS methods can be produced with ease and then added to DTS or
LCA models along with the other initial values. This improves the models
by giving them more localized and detailed variables. Adding DTS to a
study, in turn, enables including temporal aspects that are important in a
dynamic supply system. When combining models, one should consider
how detailed all the constituent models have to be. At least the main one
should be detailed enough to display proper accuracy, but a supporting
model that works in less detail can be reasonable in some circumstances.
Applying one method and chaining it to other modeling methods for
the next stage is, as Singlitico et al. (2018) [56] declared in their
publication, one way to combine modeling methods. This permits the
computation load to be divided, and reporting on the stages’ results
separately, in two publications, prevents excessively long reports.
Thereby, the research might more readily remain coherent.
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to establishing uniform and systematic reporting for all the individual
modeling methods and combination of them. The same thing could be
said on reporting on the models themselves, but this has been recognized, and standards and protocols have been developed accordingly. Alongside the ISO standards for LCA [70,71] that guide authors
in reporting on the models and results, ABM has the aforementioned
ODD protocol [64] for reporting on the model, although the protocol
does not address how the results should be reported. While researchers
are waiting for more sophisticated and appropriate instructions for this
reporting, it should remain as transparent and precise as possible. Describing the model by referencing previous publications should be
avoided, since access to earlier articles describing it may be limited.
One option is to describe the model in supplementary material, to keep
the paper more concise and focused on the subject of study.
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5. Conclusions
Interest in the use of mathematical computational methods has increased, and this trend only seems to be continuing. A corresponding upsurge can be seen specifically in the use of geographic information systems,
life-cycle assessment, and discrete-time simulation for modeling and in applying combination of the associated models. With growing computing
power and the need to include more detail and address more extensive
subjects of study, the models have gained complexity. These wider study
cases and the complex models employed for them must be explained clearly
when the results are published. To achieve this, a consistent manner of
reporting needs to be established. Also, for greater visibility of the relevant
publications, it should be ensured that searches find them via self-evident,
uniform methods. It would both facilitate searches and be to the authors’
benefit to have coherent terminology in place that is suitable for the various
modeling methods. Finally, our work enabled us to conclude that combining
the classes of method offers the ability to take more variables into account,
thereby improving the results of modeling-based studies. Better results
benefit researchers, decision-makers, and operation managers alike, by
putting more reliable information at their disposal.
Appendix A. Supplementary material
Supplementary data to this article can be found online at https://
doi.org/10.1016/j.apenergy.2019.03.201.
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Impacts of a High-Capacity Truck
Transportation System on the Economy and
Traffic Intensity of Pulpwood Supply in
Southeast Finland
Olli-Jussi Korpinen, Mika Aalto, Pirjo Venäläinen, Tapio Ranta
Abstract
High-capacity transportation (HCT) of roundwood is a road transport concept that is currently being demonstrated in Finland and Sweden. In Finland, HCT trucks are in most cases
unable to access roadside storages, but they are expected to bring cost savings in highway
transportation between transshipment terminals and mill yards. Evaluating the optimal solutions is challenging due to the complexity of the transportation systems. This paper presents a
dynamic simulation model, SimPulp, which was developed to generate information about the
impacts of substituting HCT for a part of the present pulpwood transportation system. A case
study in the area of the most intensive pulpwood use in Finland was conducted. The results
indicate that HCT has potential for reducing transport costs and especially the traffic intensity
of roundwood procurement in the studied area. The economic advantages of pulpwood HCT
could be more significant in a larger area or in the use of inter-terminal backhauling.
Keywords: roundwood, supply chain, logistics, high-capacity transportation (HCT), decision
support, simulation modelling, agent-based modelling (ABM)

1. Introduction
Enhancing the forest-industry logistics and transportation infrastructure was a central issue in the Strategic Programme for the Forest Sector in Finland,
which was administered by the Ministry of Employment and the Economy (2012) in 2011–2015. An important target, which is gradually being fulfilled, was
the increase in vehicles’ carrying capacity in road
transportation. In 2013, the maximum permissible
gross weight of full-trailer trucks in Finland was
raised from 60 t to 76 t with a precondition of modifications to the axles and cargo space (Government
decree 407/2013). At present, 38% of trucks used in
roundwood transportation fulfil the conditions of 68 t
and 55% of trucks the conditions of 76 t maximum
weight (Venäläinen 2017a).
The total cost savings due to the increased weight
allowance can be considered significant because road
transport represents 76% of all roundwood transportaCroat. j. for. eng. 40(2019)1

tion in Finland, and trucks are also involved in rail and
waterway transport chains (Strandström 2016). It has
been estimated that at distances longer than 100 km,
the average timber transport cost with a 76 t truck is
circa 20% less than that of a 60 t truck (Venäläinen and
Korpilahti 2015).
Currently, the Finnish Transport Safety Agency is
investigating possibilities to allow high-capacity transportation (HCT) trucks on certain parts of the Finnish
road network (Lahti and Tanttu 2016). By the end of
the year 2017, there were five trucks in timber transportation and four trucks in wood chip transportation
with a gross weight allowance higher than 76 tons
(Finnish Transport Safety Agency 2017). During the
experimental period, data from onboard recorders is
collected to analyse fuel consumption in different conditions and vehicles’ suitability for e.g. intense traffic
flow or extreme weather. Identical recorders have been
mounted on 76 t trucks to obtain comparable data from
regular vehicles (Heinonen 2016).
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Roundwood HCT has also been demonstrated
with 90 t and 74 t trucks in Sweden (Asmoarp et al.
2018), where the maximum permissible gross weight
has been recently raised to 74 t (Swedish Transport
Agency 2018). At present, the greater weight allowance applies only on designated roads, mostly in
Northern Sweden (Swedish Road Administration
2018), but in the future, the network is envisioned to
cover also other roads currently permitted for 64 t
trucks.
In Finland, most HCT trucks operate between terminals (Finnish Transport Safety Agency 2017). In
timber transportation, this means that wood transshipment from regular trucks to HCT trucks takes
place in an economically feasible location in the transportation system and the HCT truck delivers the wood
to the mill. Transshipment can be done in different
ways, e.g. directly from a regular truck onto an HCT
truck, by trailer interchange, via a storage pile or with
a mix of these methods. Also, special equipment, such
as separate loading machines or demountable truck
bodies, can be used to speed up the work (Fig. 1).
The HCT system is largely similar to intermodal
systems that include truck transportation from roadside storages to the loading point of a train or a vessel.
However, the number of potential locations for HCT
terminals in a system is usually manifold. This is due
to the extensive road network and relatively low establishment and maintenance costs of terminals in
comparison with rail or port terminals (Iikkanen and
Sirkiä 2011, Impola and Tiihonen 2011). HCT trucks
are less liable to delays than trains and vessels, which
are usually dependent on other traffic on single-track
rail lines and narrow waterway passages (e.g. sluices).
In a feasibility analysis of HCT, the comparison
with a conventional fleet should not include only the
route between terminals. Instead, the overall performance of an HCT system should be assessed. Investigating the economic advantages, losses and break-even

points of conventional and more advanced methods is
a complex matter that includes uncertainty and casespecific variables. Many of the variables are not only
location-dependent but also time-dependent because
the balance of demand and supply varies over time.
In operations research, complex supply chains are
usually studied with mathematical optimization or
simulation models (Almeder et al. 2009). For example,
backhaul systems in wood procurement have been
previously studied with linear programming (LP)
methods (e.g. Palander and Väätäinen 2005, Carlsson
and Rönnqvist 2007), which are suited for cases where
study problems and modelling elements can be generalized and aggregated to a high abstraction level. In
such cases, empirical data from the vehicles are usually sufficiently available, and thus, model parameters
are typically well known before the implementation
of the model. Simulation models’ primary purpose is
not to find the optimal state of the system, but rather
to increase understanding about causalities and interconnections for the implementation or development
of real-world systems (e.g. Biswas and Narahari 2004).
This paper deals with the modelling of an HCT
system with a holistic simulation approach. The paper
presents the design of a dynamic simulation model,
SimPulp, and a case study where the model has been
implemented. The objective of the study was to assess
the impacts of replacing a proportion of the present
truck transportation system of pulpwood with an
HCT system in Southeast Finland. The study was carried out by simulating the system in scenarios with
varying numbers of vehicles and transshipment terminal locations. Economic indicators were used for
assessing the performance of the vehicles, and transport intensity indicators were used for evaluating the
impacts on the transportation network. The paper
finishes with a discussion about the findings of the
case study and further research needs arising from the
output of SimPulp.

Fig. 1 Transshipment of pulpwood from regular trucks and terminal stock onto an HCT truck (5+5 axle full trailer, 84 t gross weight) equipped
with a demountable truck body. Photo: Esa Hirvonen
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2. Methodology
2.1 Model overview
SimPulp was designed to simulate operations in
pulpwood transportation by road in a visualized spatial environment of two road transport networks: a
regular network and an HCT corridor network. Other
transport modes than road, i.e. rail and waterway
transportation, were not modelled in detail but they
were included as factors affecting the truck transportation system.
The main principle of SimPulp is to fulfil the demand of pulp mills by delivering wood from roadside
storages and intermediate terminals. The model produces performance data about the transport fleet operating in:
Þ the existing road transportation system of pulpwood
Þ a system including HCT and transshipment terminals.
This data will, thereafter, be used for e.g. economic and environmental impact analyses.
SimPulp was developed as an agent-based simulation model (ABM), which has been documented as a
useful approach in studies of complex systems including spatially explicit geographical information (Crooks
and Castle 2012). AnyLogic 7.2.0 Professional was
used as the software for the design and development
of SimPulp.

2.2 Agents and state variables
SimPulp includes five agent types: »Main«, »Demand Point«, »Supply Point«, »Vehicle« and »HCT
Terminal«. All agent types have their own characteristics and populations (i.e. groups of individuals) in
the model. »Demand Point« includes a population of
points representing the pulp mills. The population of
»Supply Point« represents groups of roadside storages in a small area (5×5 km grid cell) and transit
points between the studied area and the surrounding
area. »Vehicle« represents timber trucks and includes
two populations representing regular and HCT trucks.
The availability of trucks is modelled with state variables indicating whether the truck is reserved for an
existing transport task or available for a new delivery.
»HCT Terminal« contains the population of terminals
required for pulpwood transshipment from regular
trucks to HCT trucks. Pulpwood as transported goods
is not represented by any agent or »entity« (specific to
discrete-event modelling approaches) but by two values with which the agents communicate: the amount
of wood (as double value) and wood type (as option
list, i.e. pine, spruce or hardwood).
Croat. j. for. eng. 40(2019)1
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»Main« is the connecting platform for the interactions between all other agents. »Main« includes a linkage with the geographical information system (GIS),
which is the environment for logistical actions of the
agent populations. The »Demand Point«, »Supply
Point« and »HCT Terminal« populations are stationary, while the geographic locations of the »Vehicles«
population change over time. The visualization of the
GIS environment includes a tiled background map
and a road network with routing options, both provided by OpenStreetMap (AnyLogic Company 2017).

2.3 Source data and experiment setup
SimPulp requires a quantity of input datasets that
initialize the model before each simulation run. The
datasets are uploaded from spreadsheet tables containing the following information:
Þ Dataset 1: Locations of demand points and their
annual demand by wood type
Þ Dataset 2: Locations of supply points and their
annual supply by wood type
Þ Dataset 3: Locations of HCT terminals
Þ Dataset 4: Daily demand distribution (daily demand per annual demand) by wood type
Þ Dataset 5: Daily supply distribution by wood
type
Þ Dataset 6: Distribution and variation of arriving
trains at demand points
Þ Dataset 7: Distribution and variation of arriving
vessels at demand points
Þ Dataset 8: Transport distances and transport
times between supply points, demand points
and HCT terminals
Þ Dataset 9: Route ranking matrix according to
supply costs from supply points.
The locations are given with WGS84 geographical
coordinates. Two separate GIS analyses are required
to produce the data for Dataset 8. Transport distances
and times are calculated for regular trucks in the first
analysis, and for HCT trucks in the second analysis.
Dataset 9 includes all routing options from supply
point to demand point, including routing via each
HCT terminal.
In addition to the datasets, scenario-specific data is
entered into SimPulp in the startup window. This data
includes the number and transport capacities of regular and HCT trucks available, and terminals (from
Dataset 3) that are selected for the simulation run.

2.4 Process overview
There are two pulpwood delivery methods: direct
delivery from »Supply Point« to »Demand Point« and
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delivery from »Supply Point« to »Demand Point« via
»HCT Terminal«. The first method involves only regular trucks. In the second method, both HCT and regular trucks participate. Regular trucks transport material between »Supply Point« and »HCT Terminal«,
and HCT trucks transport material between »HCT
Terminal« and »Demand Point«.
The main principle of operation is the following:
Þ the supply point generates wood according to a
given speed and time distribution (Dataset 2)
and always offers wood to the demand points
when a full truckload of wood becomes available. The offers are made in the order defined
by Dataset 9
Þ the demand point accepts the offer if its storage
volume has not been exceeded
Þ the supply point reserves an available truck for
loading when the demand point accepts the offer
Þ the truck returns to the same supply point, and
if the supply point does not address a new task
for the truck, the truck becomes available for all
supply points.
Fig. 2 provides an overview of the whole process.
The process is accomplished individually for each
wood type. However, the same truck population is
used for the transportation of all wood types. One
truckload can include only one wood type at a time.
Additionally, the population of »HCT Terminal« contains as many agents as there are possible transport
destinations from each terminal location to each mill.
This is because, regardless of the delivery method,
wood is routed from the supply point across to the
final destination and the truckloads routed to different
mills cannot be mixed at the same terminal location.
HCT terminals behave like demand points when
wood is offered to them and like supply points when
wood is forwarded to demand points. Accordingly, a
route including HCT is selected when the first location
accepting the offer is an HCT terminal. By default, the
demand point begins accepting offers after the storage
at the demand point drops under 1/121 of the annual
consumption (i.e. average demand of ca. three days)
of the respective wood type, and stops accepting offers
when the storage exceeds 1/52 of the annual consumption (i.e. average demand of one week). HCT terminals, serving the same demand point, reject offers if
their total storage has exceeded 1/24 of the annual
demand (i.e. average demand of ca. 1/2 months) for
the respective wood type at the respective demand
point. The terminals begin to accept wood again when
the inventory drops below the threshold.
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2.5 Generalization and system boundaries
SimPulp includes only the transportation system
between supply points, demand points and transshipment terminals for HCT transportation. Forest operations (i.e. harvest and forwarding) and mill-yard operations (e.g. transfer from buffer storage to conveyor)
are excluded from the model. SimPulp does not take
into account different variations of transshipment
methods at HCT terminals or different unloading
methods of trucks and trains at pulp mills. The following standard time consumption parameters are used:
Þ load truck at roadside or HCT terminal: 85 s/t
Þ unload truck to the conveyor at demand point:
19 min/truck
Þ unload truck to HCT terminal or buffer terminal
at demand point: 42.5 s/t
Þ unload train or vessel at demand point: 30 s/t.
The transportation fleet includes regular trucks
and HCT trucks with default payloads of 52 t and 68 t,
respectively. Individual underweight deliveries or deliveries without a trailer, which are occasional for regular
trucks in the real world (Venäläinen and Korpilahti
2015), cannot be included in SimPulp. The total haulage per truck is accumulated only from transport
tasks, i.e. wood deliveries and empty returns, and
transfers between wood supply regions or depots are
not taken into account. Accordingly, time consumption and utilization rates of trucks are based only on
the transport tasks and the time spent at supply points,
demand points and HCT terminals. Other time (i.e.
»stateAvailable« in Fig. 2) is not considered as utilization of the truck.
The geographical extent in SimPulp is not limited,
but according to the test runs in different geographical
areas, a large studied area with a plenitude of locations
(supply points, demand points and HCT terminals)
increases the computing time significantly. The resolution of the supply point grid should be adjusted according to the scale of the studied area and processing
capacity of the hardware. We used a standard desktop
PC with an eight-thread Intel processor of a 3.5 GHz
clock speed and 32 GB RAM.
The map-based visualization of the system may
look illogical if the model is applied in geographical
regions with poor coverage of OpenStreetMap road
data, for example sparsely populated areas in developing countries (Mooney 2015). This does not, however,
affect the decision-making in SimPulp because the
decisions are based on Datasets 8 and 9. Instead, GIS
data used for the analysis producing Datasets 8 and 9
should be of a high quality.
Croat. j. for. eng. 40(2019)1
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Fig. 2 Decision-making process of the agents and agent communication in the SimPulp model
Croat. j. for. eng. 40(2019)1
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Table 1 Output types used for runtime evaluation of a simulation run
Subject
Vehicles

System performance

Pulp mills

Model output

Unit

Subtype division

Presentation format

Available trucks

n

Regular, HCT

Time plot

Vehicle utilization

%

Regular, HCT

Time plot

Pulpwood at supply points available for
transport

t

Pine, spruce, hardwood

Time plot

Pulpwood at demand-point stocks

t

Pine, spruce, hardwood

Time plot

Accumulated pulpwood shortage at
demand points

t

Pine, spruce, hardwood

Time plot

Stock at demand point

t

Pine, spruce, hardwood

Time plot

Stock at HCT terminals

t

Pine, spruce, hardwood

Time plot

(Demand-point specific information)

Direct deliveries, via HCT terminal

Accumulated costs

€

HCT terminals

Pulpwood time in HCT terminal

d

Pine, spruce, hardwood

Histogram

(Terminal-specific information)

Available pulpwood in terminal

t

Pine, spruce, hardwood

Time plot

2.6 Warm-up, follow-up and initialization
of simulation run
The simulation run lasts from 1 January 2015 to 31
December 2016. The first year from 1 January 2015 to
31 December 2015 is a warm-up period where no data
is collected. The transportation system is assumed to
be in steady state by 1 January 2016 when the data
collection begins. The year 2016 is, therefore, called the
follow-up period.
Before the start of the simulation run, the user enters the number of vehicles and their transport capacities and cost function constraints to the model. The user
also enables or disables the HCT system in the experiment. If HCT system is enabled, the user also selects
which HCT terminals from Dataset 3 are used for the
experiment. After the start command, the input datasets are imported to the model and the simulation run
begins. The first decision (Fig. 2) is made at the supply
point when the accumulating supply volume at the
supply point equals or exceeds one full truckload.

2.7 Random events
The accumulation of supply at supply points is
based on annual supply volumes defined in Dataset 2
(point specific) and the daily proportions of the annual volumes defined in Dataset 5 (universal for all
supply points). A random seed is used for each simulation run, and the random generator determines the
time of the daily accumulation for each point. However, the accumulation is allowed to take place between 08:00 and 00:00 only. The arrival times of vessels
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Distance-based, time-based, terminal-based

Bar graph

and trains are also determined by the random generator. Time constraints and arrival probabilities are
given in Datasets 6 and 7. For example, vessel arrivals
can be disabled for the winter to match the conditions
of the real world.

2.8 Model output
Output data from the simulation run is collected
for runtime evaluation and post-run analysis. The data
used in runtime evaluation is presented as graphical
information, principally as time plots (Table 1). Vehicle
utilization and system performance can be monitored
at a general level, and the traffic at pulp mills and HCT
terminals can be followed up individually. Together
with the map-based presentation about trucks’ movement in the system, runtime graphics are a useful way
to validate and verify the model.
Data is exported to post-run analysis by five functions collecting data from the follow-up period. »Get
terminal costs«, »Get utilizations« and »Get total supply« have a similar purpose as the output types in
Table 1, and »Get route data« collects the number of
routes travelled between all locations in the system.
»Write to excel« sorts out the results of these functions
and exports the data to a spreadsheet file.

3. Case study
3.1 Case overview
The case study focused on pulpwood transportation in Southeast Finland. The area comprises ca. 4%
Croat. j. for. eng. 40(2019)1
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of the Finnish land area, but its seven pulp mill locations consume almost 40% of the industrial pulpwood
used in Finland (Natural Resources Institute Finland
2016). The volume of ca. 15.0 Mm³ over bark, consisting of 5.7 Mm³ of pine (Pinus sylvestris), 3.6 Mm³ of
spruce (Picea abies) and 5.6 Mm³ of hardwood (mostly
Betula pendula, Betula pubescens and Populus tremula),
corresponds to the total net weight of ca. 12.8 Mt in
transportation. The pulpwood consumption is largely
dependent on wood imports from neighbouring regions (Natural Resources Institute Finland 2015a,
2015b). Especially large amounts of hardwood are imported from Russia (Finnish Customs 2016). Roundwood exports from the studied area are mainly other
than pulpwood and, therefore, outbound deliveries
from the area were not considered in the study.

3.2 Spatial analyses
The input data with geographical references resulted from spatial analyses where QGIS Desktop

O.-J. Korpinen et al.

2.10.1 and ArcGIS 10.3.1 software were used. In the first
analysis, Dataset 8 was created by calculating driving
distances and times of the shortest routes between all
locations in the system. Two transport networks were
used: a network for regular trucks and a network for
HCT corridors. The analysis was based on the digital
road network data Digiroad (Finnish Transport Agency 2015), documentation about temporary overweight
transports (ELY Centre Pirkanmaa 2015) considered as
potential HCT corridors and location data from Datasets 1–3. Driving speeds of regular trucks were acquired from the speed limits of Digiroad (Finnish
Transport Agency 2015). For roads without speed limits, e.g. forest roads, the allowed speed of 20 km/h was
used. Considering the fact that a truck is unable to
maintain the allowed maximum speed constantly, a
driving speed of 75% of the allowed speed was applied
for regular trucks. Based on the recent experiences
about pulpwood HCT operations in the studied area,
a constant driving speed of 60 km/h was applied.

Fig. 3 The network of trunk roads in pulpwood transportation, pulp mills, potential HCT terminal locations and HCT corridors, and transit points
between the studied area (grey) and the surrounding area
Croat. j. for. eng. 40(2019)1
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Table 2 Summary of location-specific input data used in the case study
Subject

Biomass
availability

Target
Domain agent
Dataset (s) in SimPulp

2, 5, 8

Supply Point

Biomass
demand

1, 3, 8

Demand Point

Transport
networks

8

Main

Rail and
waterway
deliveries

6, 7

Demand Point

Function
in SimPulp

Represents wood supply
at roadside storages and
transit points

Data sources
Estimated pulpwood harvest volumes in
Finnish municipalities (Räsänen 2015)
Biomass of growing stock per pulpwood type as 16×16 m grid
(Natural Resources Institute Finland 2015c)
Balance of industrial pulpwood removals and forest industries’
pulpwood consumption by region in 2014
(Natural Resources Institute Finland 2015a, 2015b)
Consumption of foreign pulpwood by region in 2014
(Natural Resources Institute Finland 2015a)
Imported roundwood from Russia (Finnish Customs 2016)
Border crossings of trucks (Finnish Customs 2016)
Volumes of imported roundwood by transportation method in
2006–2015 (Strandström 2016)

Connect locations

Studied area:
pine 0.8 Mt
spruce 0.5 Mt
hardwood 0.4 Mt
Transit points:
pine 1.2 Mt
spruce 1.8 Mt
hardwood 1.2 Mt
Domestic 5.1 Mt
transnational 0.7 Mt
Pine 4.9 Mt
spruce 3.1 Mt
hardwood 4.8 Mt

Represents pulpwood
Industrial pulpwood consumption in 2015
consumption at pulp mills (Natural Resources Institute Finland 2016)
Digital road network data, Digiroad (Finnish Transport Agency 2015)
Network for overweight transports (ELY Centre Pirkanmaa 2015)

Transport volumes of pulpwood deliveries by trains and vessels to mills
Affect truck transportation
(Finnish Transport Agency 2016, 2017, Finnish Customs 2016, Strandström
and stock levels at mills
2016)

Supply points (Dataset 2) included 491 centre points
of a 5×5 km grid inside the studied area, representing
roadside storages, and 41 transit points connecting the
studied area to surrounding regions on the main road
network. Four of the transit points were border-crossing points between Finland and Russia. An additional
driving time of 80 min was assigned to the deliveries
from transit points to represent the time consumption
in neighbouring regions in Finland. For transit points
between Finland and Russia, the extra time was 160 min.
HCT terminals (Dataset 3) were positioned in 14 highway junctions attracting the majority of transport
routes without HCT. This decision was based on visual examination of regular truck routes between supply and demand points in GIS. Fig. 3 presents the locations of HCT corridors, HCT terminals (Dataset 3),
transit points and demand points (Dataset 1).
In the second analysis, Dataset 2 was accompanied
by pulpwood volumes. The estimated annual supply
in municipalities (Räsänen 2015) was allocated to the
supply point grid in the studied area. The estimated
pulpwood volume in the growing stock per wood
type (Natural Resources Institute Finland 2015c) was
used as a weighing factor for supply points located in
the same municipality, and the disaggregation was
conducted according to the method presented in previous studies about forest biomass availability and
logistics (Jäppinen et al. 2013, Korpinen et al. 2013).
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Annual totals

Pine 2.9 Mt
spruce 0.8 Mt
hardwood 3.2 Mt

The assessment of the annual supply at transit
points was based on the statistics about pulpwood removals and domestic pulpwood consumption in other
regions of Finland (Natural Resources Institute Finland
2015a, 2015b, 2016), foreign pulpwood consumption in
Southeast Finland (Natural Resources Institute Finland
2015a) and foreign trade and border traffic (Finnish
Customs 2016). The estimation of train and vessel delivery volumes to the mills (Datasets 6 and 7) was based
on information extracted from the Digitraffic database
(Finnish Transport Agency 2016), foreign trade statistics (Finnish Customs 2016), waterway statistics (Finnish
Transport Agency 2017) and a survey by Strandström
(2016). The Digitraffic database was also used for assessing the train arrival intensity at the mills (Dataset
6). Vessels (Dataset 7) were assumed to arrive between
April and November, and their arrival interval was
constant at a monthly level but random within each
month. The demand was assumed to be stable around
the year (Dataset 4). Table 2 summarizes the datasets
imported to SimPulp.

3.3 Cost data
The transportation cost data for Dataset 9 was
based on the transport distance and time matrices of
Dataset 8 and experimental cost-related data (e.g. fuel
and wearing-part consumption, driving speeds and
work shifts) that is being collected constantly from
Croat. j. for. eng. 40(2019)1
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existing HCT trucks and their comparison trucks with
regular weight. The following equations were fitted on
the verified cost data from HCT trials between October
2014 and September 2017 (Poikela 2017):
CRTf_mill=1.0816 d0.957+47.33 t

(1)

CRTe_mill=0.8127 d0.943+47.33 t

(2)

CRTf_term=1.0816 d0.957+47.65 t

(3)

CRTe_term=0.8127 d0.942+47.65 t

(4)

CRTf_mill=1.1833 d0.961+39.473 d0.0283 t d ≥ 20

(5)

CRTe_mill=0.8176 d0.944+39.473 d0.0283 t d ≥ 20

(6)

Where:
CRT 	represents transportation costs of regular
trucks
CHT 	
transportation costs of HCT trucks
f_mill 	transportation with a full load to the demand point
e_mill	return from the demand point with an
empty load
f_term and e_term transportation between the supply
point and HCT terminal with full and empty loads
d
distance, km
ttime (h)	of the trip between the origin and the destination.
Since HCT has not been used often for very short
trips in the trials, it was determined that CHT is valid
only for trips of 20 km or longer. The formulas return
the cost as euros per truck per trip.
The routes were ranked in ascending order by unit
costs (€/t) for each supply point. The unit costs were
calculated as follows:
Cdirect =
Cvia _ term =

CRTf _ mill + CRTe _ mill

CRTf _ term + CRTe _ term
52

52
+ Cterm +

(7)

CHTf _ mill + CHTe _ mill

688
			
(8)
Where:
Cdirect	the cost on the direct route from the supply
point to the demand point
Cvia_term the cost on the route via the HCT terminal
the cost of the use of the HCT terminal, €/t.
Cterm

3.4 Sensitivity analysis
The case study included uncertain issues, whose
impact on the system output was examined in a sensitivity analysis. Such issues were:
Croat. j. for. eng. 40(2019)1
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Þ the ratio of HCT trucks to regular trucks in the
system
Þ the impact of terminal costs on HCT utilization
Þ the impact of a transition to a sparser network
of HCT terminals.
The sensitivity analysis focused principally on the
economic output of the system, but attention was also
paid to the utilization rates of regular and HCT trucks.
The impact of varying terminal service costs was
studied, as there were very few references from similar pulpwood transportation systems available. In
road-to-rail transshipment, an average transshipment
cost of € 0.90/t was earlier reported (Iikkanen and
Sirkiä 2011), but without any details about how much
is based on truck drivers’ labour costs and how much
on the terminal fixed costs. The impact of truck visits
(including loading and unloading) at terminals was
included in the cost functions (Eqs. (3–6)), but the expenses from the maintenance of the terminal network
were not. The cost of using an HCT terminal (i.e. Cterm
in Eq. (8)) was estimated at € 0.50/t as the baseline
assumption. There are, however, several case-specific
factors behind the economic basis of biomass terminals, such as land value or groundwork needs (e.g.
Impola and Tiihonen 2011, Kühmaier et al. 2016, Virkkunen et al. 2016), and the cost impact on the logistics
could also be higher. On the other hand, terminal
costs can be compensated by possible benefits of HCT
that were not considered in the study, such as lower
organization costs or more efficient collection of roadside storage remainders (Venäläinen 2017b). To account for this uncertainty, two alternatives to the
baseline value, € 0.00/t and € 1.00/t, were included in
the analysis.
There are about 1300 timber trucks in Finland, and
truck transportation of 5.8 Mt in the case corresponds
with 13% of timber-truck transportation in the country
(Strandström 2016). Based on the fact that SimPulp
excludes depot time and supply area transfers, it was
assumed that a suitable transport capacity would
equal 100–150 regular trucks in the model. Three alternatives for the total transport capacity (TTC) were
selected: a) 7800 t, b) 6500 t, and c) 5200 t. The alternatives correspond to the total payload of 150, 125 and
100 regular trucks, respectively.
Since regular trucks are needed to access the roadside storages in any case, it was estimated that HCT
would be reasonable for less than 50% of the transport
tasks, and HCT truck proportion of TTC was set to
vary between 10% and 40%. Alternatives of 0, 20, 30
and 40 HCT trucks were applied to the scenarios of
7800 t TTC, and alternatives of 0, 10, 20 and 30 HCT
trucks were applied to other TTC scenarios. The
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remaining TTC was complemented with regular
trucks so that TTC was fully met (Fig. 4).
The impact of HCT terminal reduction was studied
to determine the importance of terminal network coverage. This was done by removing terminals 1, 4, 5, 7,
8, 9, and 10 (Fig. 3) from the network. The selection
was done with the same transport intensity based allocation method as the selection of the original 14-terminal network. Terminal utilization was recorded by
the total volume of wood flown through the terminal,
and the economic impact was assessed by comparing
total costs with the cost output of the corresponding
scenario with 14 terminals.

3.5 Scenario qualification
The scenarios were qualified or disqualified on the
basis of accumulated wood shortage within the followup period. Due to the random events in the model, the
follow-up period starting from a dynamic situation,
and the fact that the model is just a generalization from
the real world, a minor wood shortage was anticipated
to be acceptable. Reference scenarios with an unlimited
number of trucks were included to confirm that the unfulfilled demand in qualified scenarios was not caused
by an insufficient number of trucks. If demand fulfilment was in accordance with the reference scenario, it
was presumed that the system was sufficiently in balance to enable equitable comparison between the sce-

narios. The deviation from the reference scenario was
indicated by rates of fulfilled total demand (FTD) and
unfulfilled demand per wood type (UFD). It was determined that if the FTD of the scenario was over 0.5 percentage units smaller than the reference, or if the UFD
of any wood type deviated more than 2 percentage
units from the reference, the scenario was disqualified.
To make scenario outputs comparable, the transport distances and costs were readjusted by the difference between the targeted (i.e. 5.8 Mt) and simulated
total haulage.

4. Results and discussion
4.1 Scenario qualifications
The scenario qualification returned 38 qualified scenarios corresponding to a TTC of 6500 t or 7800 t (Table
3). All 19 scenarios of a 5200 t TTC were disqualified
based on their poor FTD and UFD ratings, indicating
that the transport capacity corresponding to 100 regular trucks is inadequate against the transportation
needs. In the qualified scenarios, the UFD principally
consisted of hardwood shortage, while all wood types
were represented in the UFD of the disqualified scenarios. The scenario of 150 regular trucks resulted in a
slightly higher FTD (99.1%) than the scenario of 125
regular trucks (98.6%). In the corresponding HCT

Fig. 4 Configuration of simulation scenarios (white fields)
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scenarios, 7800 t scenarios produced an FTD of 98.1%
and 6500 t scenarios an FTD of 97.9% on average.

O.-J. Korpinen et al.

responding scenario without HCT (Fig. 5 and 6). The
greatest savings in total distances, i.e. 12.6–14.1%,
were caused by the scenarios including the highest
proportion of HCT trucks. Direct transportation to the
mills represented at most 50% of the total distances in
these scenarios. The group of 6500 t resulted in ca. 3%
shorter transport distances on average than the TTC
of 7800 t.

The impact of terminal cost variation on the system
balance was marginal. The average FTD was 98.0% in
the scenarios with a terminal cost of € 0.50/t and 98.1%
with costs of € 0.00/t and € 1.00/t. In contrast, the increase of the HCT proportion in the fleet seemed to
decrease the average FTD slightly within the group of
6500 t. In this group, the average FTDs with 10, 20 and
30 HCT trucks were 98.2%, 97.9% and 97.7%, respectively.

In the scenario group of 14 HCT terminals, transport costs were lower in 13 scenarios and higher in 5
scenarios than the costs of the corresponding scenario
without HCT. The scenarios including 20 HCT trucks
were the most profitable when no terminal cost was
applied. When the terminal cost of € 0.50/t or € 1.00/t
was applied, the most economic HCT scenarios had

4.2 Transport distances and costs
The total transport distances were shorter in all
scenarios including 14 HCT terminals than in the cor-

Table 3 Fulfilled total demand (FTD) and unfulfilled demand (UFD) per wood type (pine–spruce–hardwood) in simulation scenarios

Regular
trucks, n

HCT
proportion of
total
transport
capacity, %

–

∞

–

150

–

–

–

€ 0.50/t (Baseline)

Terminal costs, € 0.00/t

€ 1.00/t

Total
transport
capacity, t

FTD, %

Wood type
UFD, %

FTD, %

Wood type
UFD, %

FTD, %

Wood type
UFD, %

–

∞

99.0*

0–0–3*

–

–

–

–

–

7800

99.1

0–0–3

–

–

–

–

125

–

6500

98.6

0–0–4

–

–

–

–

–

100

–

5200

96.1

5–3–4

–

–

–

–

14

∞

∞

–

∞

97.9*

0–1–6*

97.8*

1–1–6*

98.0*

1–1–5*

14

20

124

17

7808

98.1

1–1–5

98.2

0–1–5

98.1

0–1–5

14

30

111

26

7812

98.1

1–0–6

98.3

0–0–5

98.0

1–1–5

14

40

98

35

7816

97.7

1–1–6

98.4

0–1–5

98.1

1–1–5

14

10

112

10

6504

98.2

1–1–5

98.4

1–0–4

98.0

1–1–5

14

20

99

21

6508

98.0

1–1–5

97.9

1–1–6

98.5

0–0–5

14

30

86

31

6512

98.0

1–1–5

97.5

2–1–5

97.6

2–1–5

14

10

87

13

5204

95.1

6–3–5

95.6

6–3–4

94.9

7–3–6

14

20

74

26

5208

96.4

4–2–6

96.7

4–1–6

96.6

4–2–6

14

30

61

39

5212

90.4

10–9–10

91.2

9–8–10

88.0

13–12–11

HCT
terminals, n

HCT
trucks, n

–
–

7

∞

∞

–

∞

97.6*

2–1–6*

98.1*

1–1–5*

97.8*

0–1–6*

7

20

124

17

7808

98.3

0–1–5

98.1

1–1–5

98.0

1–1–5

7

30

111

26

7812

97.9

1–1–5

98.1

1–0–5

98.2

0–1–5

7

40

98

35

7816

98.2

0–1–5

98.0

1–0–6

98.4

0–0–5

7

10

112

10

6504

97.8

1–1–6

98.4

1–1–4

98.3

0–1–4

7

20

99

21

6508

98.0

1–1–5

97.6

1–1–6

97.6

2–1–6

7

30

86

31

6512

97.6

2–1–6

97.9

1–1–6

97.8

2–1–4

7

10

87

13

5204

95.6

6–2–5

95.1

7–3–6

95.5

6–2–5

7

20

74

26

5208

96.7

3–2–6

96.0

4–2–7

96.6

4–2–5

7

30

61

39

5212

88.9

9–12–13

90.3

10–9–12

86.5

13–13–15

* Reference scenario with unlimited transport capacity
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Fig. 5 Transport distances including empty returns according to
transport modes in scenarios of 7800 t total transport capacity and
0 or 14 HCT terminals. Error bars represent the range of total transport distances in 8 reproduced simulation runs

Fig. 6 Transport distances including empty returns according to
transport modes in scenarios of 6500 t total transport capacity and
0 or 14 HCT terminals. Error bars represent the range of total transport distances in 8 reproduced simulation runs

the lowest possible number of HCT trucks. Out of the
HCT scenarios producing less costs than the corresponding scenario without HCT, the TTC of 6500 t
resulted in 2% lower costs than the TTC of 7800 t on
average. With a cost level of € 0.50/t, terminal costs
represented 1.4% of the total costs with 10 HCT trucks
and 2.2% with 20 HCT trucks. With a cost level of €
1.00/t, the proportions were 2.6% and 4.3%, respectively.
The differences in total costs among all scenarios
are small, considering the variation of eight reproduced simulation runs per scenario (denoted by error
bars in Fig. 7 and 8). The smallest and the greatest records produced within the same scenario differed by
ca. 0.6–2.6% from the average of the eight runs. However, none of the records in the most profitable HCT
scenarios (i.e. scenarios of 20 HCT trucks and no terminal cost) exceeded the lowest record in the corresponding scenario without HCT (i.e. scenario of 150
or 125 regular trucks).

4.3 Utilization of HCT terminals

100

Within the most economic scenarios in each terminal cost category (Fig. 7 and 8), the proportion of wood
routed through terminals was about 20% when 10
HCT trucks were used, and 34–39% when 20 HCT
trucks were used. The change in terminal cost did not
considerably influence the total volumes routed
through terminals, but it affected terminal-specific volumes to some extent.
Fig. 9 presents the utilization of HCT terminals in
scenarios of 10 and 20 HCT trucks. The most used terminals, i.e. 11, 13 and 14, were located near the transit
points of abundant wood supply, and because of the
attractive location, the terminals were also ranked high
in the order of wood offers. The status of these terminals was nearly the same with 10 and 20 HCT trucks
in traffic. When the network was condensed to seven
terminals, the total throughput of terminals decreased
only marginally. The use of terminals 11, 13 and 14
Croat. j. for. eng. 40(2019)1
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increased by ca. 10%. The use of terminal 6 increased
by more than 100%, while the use of terminals remained the same as in the 14-terminal scenarios.

4.4 Sensitivity analysis

O.-J. Korpinen et al.

In the case of 20 HCT trucks, the exclusion of the
terminal cost brought significantly greater savings
than in the case of 10 HCT trucks. Based on the high
utilization rate of the baseline scenario, it is assumable
that the capacity of 10 HCT trucks was not enough to
benefit from the increased number of more profitable
routes via terminals. Fig. 10 presents the proportional
impacts of the sensitivity analysis on the total costs
and truck utilization rates.

The ratio of HCT trucks to regular trucks was the
most important factor affecting the total costs in the
sensitivity analysis. As the best scenarios included 10
or 20 HCT trucks, they produced about 1.5–2.0% lower total costs than the scenarios of 30 or 40 HCT trucks
or the scenarios without HCT. This impact has a strong
correlation with the changes in the utilization of HCT
trucks. While the utilization of HCT trucks was as high
as 91% in the scenario including 10 HCT trucks, the
rate dropped below 80% in the scenarios of 30 and 40
HCT trucks. In contrast, the intensified utilization of
regular trucks did not improve the economic output
of the system in these scenarios.

The results of the case study indicate that partial
replacement of the current pulpwood transport system with HCT would have a significant positive impact on traffic intensity (i.e. decreasing the total number of deliveries) and a small impact on transport
economy in the studied area. In this holistic HCT sys-

Fig. 7 Transport costs according to transport modes and their cost
bases in scenarios of 7800 t total transport capacity and 0 or 14
HCT terminals. Error bars represent the range of total costs in 8
reproduced simulation runs

Fig. 8 Transport costs according to transport modes and their cost
bases in scenarios of 6500 t total transport capacity and 0 or 14
HCT terminals. Error bars represent the range of total costs in 8
reproduced simulation runs
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Fig. 9 Utilization of HCT terminals in 12 HCT scenarios

tem study, spatial (e.g. bidirectional transport of the
same wood stack near terminals), temporal (e.g. additional loading times), and transport-modal (compul-
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sory transshipment) factors together seemed to reduce
the economic profitability found in the previous cost
analyses of individual trucks or supply chains (e.g.
Croat. j. for. eng. 40(2019)1
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Fig. 10 Impacts of changes in truck number, terminal costs and terminal network on total costs and utilization rates of trucks
Fogdestam and Löfroth 2015, Venäläinen and Korpilahti
2015, Laitila et al. 2016).
The economic performance of HCT is largely dependent on the balance between HCT trucks and regular trucks that feed the HCT terminals. It can be conservatively concluded that a substitution of ca. 10% of
the capacity by HCT trucks would cut the total cost by
ca. € 1 million (i.e. ca. 2%) in the case. In practice, the
transition to the HCT system would happen gradually
because there are several transport companies with
varying interests in fleet investments. The findings of
the case study are promising in this aspect because
positive system impacts are achieved already with a
relatively small increase in the number of HCT trucks.
The most used HCT routes in the case study were
shorter than 100 km, principally because the mills
nearest to the HCT terminals were not further away.
Extending the studied area would call for more spatial
data collection from the neighbouring regions, and
most likely, a sparser supply-point grid to keep the
runtime performance of the model at a tolerable level.
On the other hand, SimPulp could be developed with
backhauling options, i.e. a procedure for HCT trucks
to find the nearest terminal offering wood so as to
minimize the return trip distances with empty loads
from the mill for each truck.
Croat. j. for. eng. 40(2019)1
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ABSTRACT
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Power plants that use biomass for fuel can have heavy truck flow rates, especially during winter. From
the viewpoint of power plant operations, it is important that this flow of trucks is smooth; a traffic jam
can lead to a decrease in the efficiency of the plant or, at worst, to unwanted shutdowns. To study the
effects of different logistics solutions on the truck flow in the reception area of a plant, an agent-based
simulation model was created. The model mimics the movement of trucks at a fuel reception site. The
case selected for this is a power plant, planned for construction in the Helsinki area of Finland. The
model period was set as one month during winter time. The case studies the effects of a second
weighing station, automatic sampling and the income flows of different truck types. The results show
that a second weighing station alleviates potential problems with the truck flow, compared to only
having one weighing station, but a more effective way to improve fuel reception would be to decrease
the unloading time by using automatic sampling. It was found more beneficial to use high capacity
trucks for fuel reception, as fewer trucks need to enter the plant. The study shows that agent-based
modeling can be utilized as a study method in power plant fuel reception areas, where all elements
affect each other due to the dynamic nature of the logistics.
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Introduction
Woody biomass has, historically, been the most commonly
used energy source in Finland (Official Statistics of Finland
(OSF) 2016) and future scenarios accounting for Finnish
targets in international energy and climate policies indicate
that the utilization of wood-based energy sources will continue to grow (Kara 2001). Accordingly, it can be expected
that the number of power plants using woody biomass as a
fuel will also increase in the future.
Studying the different logistical solutions for the feedstock
biomass supply of new plants is reasonable because the supply
systems tend to be complex. For example, the systems include
multiple feedstock sources, and they are dependent on other
systems, such as roundwood or pulp chip transportation.
Moreover, climatic factors with significant variation should
be taken into account in comprehensive system analyses.
With dynamic simulation, a complex system can be studied
by building a model to study the effects of multiple factors
that interact with the system (Sayama 2015). This method
allows for the cost-effective study of various system designs in
different scenarios. These studies can be performed on systems that have been built or on systems that are at the design
phase, providing new information that static analyses cannot
provide about the system.
In Finland, competition for feedstock already appears
intense in the most densely populated regions with high
energy demand. For example, in Southern Finland, the average supply-demand balance of forest fuels is negative (Anttila
CONTACT Mika Aalto
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et al. 2014), despite the fact that even more biomass plants are
under construction or planned (Anttila et al. 2014). In this
region, at least three logistical challenges arise: (1) long-distance transportation by rail and waterways should be developed to reach the remote areas of oversupply profitably, (2)
the utilization of the existing truck-transport fleet should be
maximized to meet the increasing local demand for feedstock,
and (3) truck transportation should be scheduled to avoid the
commuter traffic rush hours in and near urban areas. This
study deals principally with the second challenge, as the flow
of trucks in power plant reception areas is an important
factor affecting the utilization rate of the fleet (Holzleitner
et al. 2011).
Because of the low energy density of biomass, a biomass
power plant requires greater volumes of fuel in comparison to
plants using fossil fuels, leading to a higher impact on power
plant operations and the cost of biomass in terms of logistics
(Ranta et al. 2002). In high demand seasons, the truck flow
can overflow and choke the fuel reception, leading to a sharp
decrease in the efficiency of the plant, or at worst to
unwanted shutdowns (Ranta et al. 2002). Studying different
logistical solutions in practice is inconvenient because the
specific layout depends on the location of the power plant,
and construction of the required facilities is expensive.
Studying logistics with a simulation approach removes these
problems and allows for the testing of the planned logistical
solutions before investments are made (Borshchev & Filippov
2004). Due to the complicated nature of a dynamic simulation, the creation of a simulation model requires the
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involvement of an expert with knowledge of the model and
the study subject.
Problems with increasing the flow of trucks may arise
when a new plant is planned or at an existing plant if the
total capacity of the plant is increased, as has been the case at
some combined heat and power (CHP) plants (Hakkila 2003).
Studies have been carried out into ways of improving fuel
reception at power plants by analyzing new technology
applicable to reception machinery and new concepts
(Impola 2001; Karppinen 2014). These studies could have
been improved by including the dynamic element of the
logistics, using dynamic simulation. The dynamics of these
studies are also subject to change due to the transportation
fleet shifting towards higher capacity trucks in Finland
(Venäläinen & Korpilahti 2015).
Discrete-event simulation (DES) is a commonly used method
in operational research focusing on logistics (Banks et al. 2002;
Eriksson 2016), and DES has also been widely used in studies of
biomass supply systems (Väätäinen et al. 2005; Mahmoudi et al.
2009; Asikainen 2010; Mobini et al. 2011; Karttunen et al. 2012;
Zhang et al. 2012; Zamora-Cristales et al. 2013; Windisch et al.
2015; Eriksson 2016). For example, Mobini et al. (2011) developed a holistic simulation model to analyze the impacts of
different supply chain elements on the feasibility of an entire
system and the operational reliability of a biomass power plant.
Väätäinen et al. (2005) assessed how scheduled arrivals to an
existing CHP plant utilizing peat and forest biomass could cut
queuing times and improve logistics. Agent-based simulation
(ABS) is a relatively novel method in the field, providing more
flexibility in the design of a simulation model than DES (Becker
et al. 2006). For example, the vehicles in a transportation system
can be assigned unique properties, and they can communicate
with each other in the system when they are represented by
agents in ABS (Becker et al. 2006). The agents in the model are
capable of making decisions by themselves, and depending on
the current situation, other agents can also be involved in this
decision-making process (Borshchev & Filippov 2004; Anylogic
2015). A few studies have found this method to be applicable to
biomass supply systems (Karttunen et al. 2013; Jäppinen et al.
2015; Krishnan 2016). A slight disadvantage of ABS is its lower
runtime performance compared to that of DES, particularly
when the case under study requires the ABS model to contain
an enormous number of interacting agents (Becker et al. 2006).
This can usually be tackled by improving the design of the model
(e.g. changing the level of abstraction) or by increasing the
computing capacity, which is nowadays relatively inexpensive.
While this study focused only on a subsystem of biomass procurement, i.e. power plant reception facilities, the computing
load was not assumed to hinder the use of ABS. Instead, the
interactive properties of the ABS method were considered essential in a system where interactions between truck drivers, for
example establishing arrangements to enter operation, are common in real life.
The majority of the previous studies utilizing a simulation
approach (e.g. Becker et al. 2006; Mahmoudi et al. 2009;
Asikainen 2010; Mobini et al. 2011; Karttunen et al. 2012,
2013; Zhang et al. 2012; Zamora-Cristales et al. 2013; Eriksson
et al. 2014; Jäppinen et al. 2015; Windisch et al. 2015;

Eriksson 2016; Krishnan 2016) focus on the whole supply
system, presenting the plant reception facilities as a generalized element within the system. In this study, the reception
area of the plant was described more precisely, assigning
individual properties to the elements inside the plant yard.
The purpose of this was to evaluate how different time consumption parameters at a biomass feedstock reception site
affect the performance of the fuel delivery system and to
discuss the impact of the properties of the truck fleet on
performance. The case studied is a biomass power plant at
the design stage in the Helsinki metropolitan area, Finland
(2016, Personal communication, Helen Ltd.). In comparison
to studies focusing on existing power plants, the research
framework of this study is different, as there are usually
several ways of realizing the layout of reception facilities
(e.g. defining the locations of permanent buildings and the
number of measurement and unloading points) in an unbuilt
environment. As the plant and its fuel reception area are at
the planning phase and the transportation fleet properties
may change in the future (Venäläinen & Korpilahti 2015),
different scenarios, including the present and the possible
future transportation fleet properties, are also studied in this
paper.

Materials and methods
Case studied
The case area is a power plant yard that an energy company,
Helen Oy, is planning to construct in Helsinki (N 60°13′ 24′′,
E 25° 9′ 47′′) (2016, Personal communication, Helen Ltd.).
The plan includes a boiler with a 250 MW fuel capacity and
two 18,000 m3loose fuel storage facilities at the site. The plan
also has a reservation for two weighing stations and four
drive-through bays in the unloading building. Next to the
unloading building is an area in which trucks can wait their
turn to unload, if all unloading bays are in use. This waiting
area has capacity for five trucks.
The total project area is 5.8 ha, of which 0.8 ha would be
occupied by permanent buildings. The remaining 5 ha space
is assumed to be available for truck traffic, with a 0.2 ha area
dedicated to covered conveyor bridges on which trucks are
forbidden to stop. The total distance that the trucks travel at
the plant is estimated to be 665 meters. The planned layout of
the plant yard is show in Figure 1.
According to the plans, trucks will arrive in the fuel reception area through the northern gate and continue to the
weighing station. From there, the trucks will go on to an
unloading building on the west side. The trucks will drive
through the unloading building and return to the weighing
station, after which they will leave through the same gate that
they arrived from. Based on the plans, the trucks will use the
same weighing bridge both on arrival and departure. This
design eases the calibration of the weighing bridges but forces
the trucks to go to the same location for weighing. The
movements, including the estimated distances and the average speed of the trucks, are presented in Table 1.
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Figure 1. The layout of the planned fuel reception yard.

Table 1. Distances and average speeds of the layout.
Routing features
Gate ≫ Waiting (for weighing)
Waiting area ≫ Weighing scales 1
Waiting area ≫ Weighing scales 2
Weighing scales 1 ≫ Waiting (for unloading)
Weighing scales 2 ≫ Waiting (for unloading)
Waiting area ≫ Unloading point 1
Waiting area ≫ Unloading point 2
Unloading point 1 ≫ Waiting (for weighing)
Unloading point 2 ≫ Waiting (for weighing)
Waiting area ≫ Weighing scales 1
Waiting area ≫ Weighing scales 2
Weighing scales 1 ≫ Gate
Weighing scales 2 ≫ Gate

Distance [m]
100
40
40
130
130
130
130
85
85
40
40
140
140

Speed [km/h]
10
5
5
10
10
10
10
5
5
5
5
10
10

The sampling of the fuel is carried out either by the truck
driver after unloading the cargo or by an automatic system that
take samples from moving fuel stream (SFS-EN 2011a).
Automatic systems require their own operation systems,
which increase the initial costs of the plant reception area, but
they decrease the running costs by speeding up the vehicle flow
(SFS-EN 2011a). The effect of the automatic sampling is studied
by adjusting the unloading time. If sampling is manual, it is
assumed that the driver will take samples of the fuel by following the instructions given in standard SFS-EN 14,778 (SFS-EN
2011a) and prepare the sample in accordance with the instructions given in standard SFS-EN 14,780 (SFS-EN 2011b). The
time required to take a sample is estimated to be 10 min.
Description of the model
The simulation model was created with the Anylogic™ simulation software as an agent-based model, and the description
follows the ODD (Overview, Design concepts, Details) protocol for describing individual- and agent-based models
(Grimm et al. 2006, 2010).

Purpose
The model allows for the study of the effects that different power
plant yard layouts have on the flow of vehicles in a fuel reception
area. The model simulates the movement and operations of the
vehicles at the power plant. The characteristics of the operations
can be set by the model user and the location where these operations will take place can be adjusted via the dynamic layout. With
these settings, the user can study how the flow of vehicles behaves
with different plant demand loads.
Entities, state variables and scales
The fuel reception model focuses on the movement of vehicles. The agent associated with a vehicle is called a truck
agent. Truck agents move inside the main agent, which also
hosts storage and weighing station agents. The model also has
fuel entity agents, which each represent one cubic meter of
loose fuel. A number of these can be carried by the truck
agent, based on values set by the user.
The type parameter determines the vehicle type, which in
turn determines the capacity parameter, the presentation of
the agent and the effects on logical decisions, which are made
during fuel delivery.
The truck agents move within a network that consists of
points and paths. Different operations take place at these
points. The weighing station agent is located at one point,
and the user can determine whether one or two weighing
stations are used, with these agents having their own points.
There are also points for waiting before operations and
unloading. There are two unloading points, in which any
number of bays may be located. In each bay only one truck
agent can be unloaded at a time.
Truck agents interact with the agents at points in the
network and with each other to select the best locations to
go to and to determine which queuing point an agent belongs
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to. Truck agents cannot overtake other truck agents by driving past them, but faster unloading may change the order of
the agents. In order to prevent confusion, all truck agents are
assigned their own ID number.
The network within which the trucks move is shown in
Figure 2. The distance to the next point and the travel time
are shown next to the path. These values create the layout of
the fuel reception area. The model presentation does not scale
to the values the user sets. The speed of truck agents is
determined for every path by these values.
The storage agent cannot be seen within the network, as it
does not have a visual presentation and its location does not
affect the logic of the models. This is based on the assumption
that the fuel is transported from the unloading area to the
storage facility by conveyors. The storage facility has a capacity that determines how many fuel entity agents it can hold.
At the storage agent there is a sink that destroys fuel entity
agents based on the utilization rate and the fuel power of the
plant.
Process overview and scheduling
Truck agents are created at frequencies predefined by the
user. The truck agent receives information about its vehicle
type when created, using the setType function, which sets the
proportions that the user has assigned with random number
generator.
After the truck agent receives its vehicle type information,
it sets its properties based on its vehicle type. These properties
include capacity, unloading time and visual presentation.
After its creation, the truck agent calls the amount of fuel
entity agents it can hold based on its capacity, and picks them
up. When loaded, the truck agent enters the network and
starts to move from point to point. Truck agents’ movements
can be followed on the visual representation as colored circles. There is a limit to how many truck agents can be present
in some parts of the network.
After entering the plant, the truck agent moves to a waiting area prior to weighing, if there is room for an agent. The
waiting area for weighing is located inside the weighing station agent and the truck agents choose the weighing station
agent with fewest truck agents inside. The truck agent will
remember the weighing station agent it visited during arrival,
as it will need to visit the same weighing station agent when
leaving. The truck will move to the weighing bridge when it
becomes free, and there can only be one vehicle in the
weighing bridge area at a time.

Figure 2. The layout of the fuel reception yard in the model.

After the weighing station, the truck agent moves on to
wait for an unloading bay to become free. The truck agent
will enter the unloading area if there is a suitable bay available
for it. In the unloading area, fuel entity agents are removed
from the truck agent, which will be delayed based on the
unloading speed and the capacity of the agent.
After unloading, the truck goes to the same weighing station
agent it visited at arrival. The weighing process is the same as
on arrival. Afterwards, the truck agent leaves the network and
is destroyed. A simplified visual presentation of the process
from the point of view of the truck is shown in Figure 3.
Design concepts
The main purpose of the model is to gain a better understanding of how power plant truck traffic behaves during high
traffic periods. The design is straightforward and includes the
following steps:
● Simulating operations that the truck goes through during the reception of fuel
● Creating a path for the trucks and measuring trucks
performance
● Fulfill plant demand by arriving trucks.
The main assumptions and boundaries of the model are:
● Only time and operations inside the yard are taken account
● All trucks are fully loaded and fuel quality is constant
● All trucks’ speeds are equal and their turning radii do
not limit movements
● All of the drivers perform at the same level, meaning
that delays are vehicle type specific
● There is no human or other movement in the yard
hindering truck movements.
The arrival of truck agents can be distributed exponentially
by a random number generator. Exponential distribution is
frequently used to represent randomly occurring events
(Anylogic 2015). Due to the stochasticity, it is possibile that
the daily number of trucks arriving will diverge from the value
set by the user. The problem of having too few truck agents
arriving is resolved by multiplying the arrival rate by 1.2,
directing arrivals more start of the shift. This leads to having
too many trucks arriving, which can be solved by having a
counter that counts the number of trucks arriving and setting
the rate to zero when a predetermined number of daily arrivals
is reached. If a truck has already been inserted into the model,
it will finish its delivery even if the work shift has ended.
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Figure 3. Simplified presentation of the model process. The rectangles are actions performed by the truck agent and the diamonds are statements for moving to the
next phase. Transparent rectangles represent the agent boundaries, and the triangles show the movements of the fuel entity agent.

The model records the times at which truck agents arrive
at locations and how long it takes for the truck agents to
perform each operation. These values are saved to the dataset
and when the model has finished running, this dataset is
exported to a spreadsheet. In addition, the number of trucks
in the waiting locations is recorded and exported. To see if
the desired amount of fuel is arriving, the storage situation is
recorded and this data is also exported to a spreadsheet.
Initialization
Before starting to run the model, the user sets the initial
values in a spreadsheet. These values are imported at the
start of the model. Before the model is started, the user selects
how many weighing stations and what work shift are to be
used in the simulation via the model window.
Based on the imported initial values, the storage agent
creates fuel entity agents to fill the storage facilities to the
initial level, and the model starts running. The start time is set
to 0:00:00 on 1 January 2015 and the end time is set to 0:00:00
on 30 January 2015. The model’s time unit is set to minutes
and the fixed time step is 0.001 minutes.
Input data
As previously mentioned, the input data is imported from a
spreadsheet, in which the user can set values for the plant and
the reception area. These values include the number of truck
agents allowed in different areas, the monthly fuel usage of
the power plant – based on fuel power and utilization, the
distances and the speed that the truck agents drive at along
paths in the network, and how many trucks arrive daily.
The tables in which the arrival rates of the vehicles are set
show the hourly arrival rate for each work shift. They also include
a monthly estimation of the supply and demand of the power
plant to help the user to set the balance scenario in the model.
Table 2 presents the input values for yard properties. These
include the storage capacity, the number of unloading bays in
different areas, the number of trucks allowed in different
areas, and properties of the paths within the network. The
average speed of a truck agent for each path can be set and

Table 2. Input table for yard properties and measuring and reception properties.
Yard properties
Measuring and reception
Storage capacity of the plant, m3 18,000 Weighing time (in), min
Number of storage silos
2
Weighing time (out), min
Initial filling degree for each silo 50% Bays at unloading point 1
Max. vehicles in waiting area
5
Bays at unloading point 2
before weighing
Max. vehicle count allowed at
20
plant
Max. vehicles in waiting area
5
before unloading

3
3
4
0

this value should take account of the accelerating and decelerating of the truck agent.
Submodels
To make sure that stochasticity does not play too big a role, a
sensitivity analysis experiment was added to the model. This
experiment runs the model eight times and records the results
for each run. In sensitivity analysis mode, a visual presentation of the simulation run is not available.
Model set-up for the case studied
The model is set to correspond to the current case by defining
the input values in the input file. The work shift used for this
study has trucks arriving at the reception from 6 am to 10 pm
every day. A 3-minute weighing time was estimated for the
simulation, using the parameters reported by Ranta et al.
(2014). This includes the truck driver walking to a monitor
and inputting information about the delivery. The weighing
station can measure the weight of the truck and the trailer at
the same time. For incoming trucks, there are four spots in
which to wait for their turn at the weighing station. The
capacity of the waiting area for departing trucks is unlimited.
The four planned unloading bays in the fuel reception area
are included in the model. These bays are assumed to be
identical and located in unloading point 1. The conveyor
that moves the fuel from the bay to the storage facility is
assumed to be scaled to prevent a bottleneck situation with
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the incoming fuel flow. The time that the unloading takes
depends on the unloading method and the configuration of
the unloading area. Different methods for unloading include
side tipping, back tipping, and moving floor set-ups (AngusHankin et al. 1995). Depending on the unloading area, the
trailer and the tractor can be unloaded without being
detached. Some unloading areas require the truck to be
reversed into the area. In this design, it is assumed that the
trucks can drive through the unloading area and the full
trailer trucks can be unloaded without the need to detach
the trailer.
The unloading rate of 310 m3loose/h that was used in the
simulation, with 17.3% variation, was determined using studies by Väätäinen et. al. (2005) and Ranta et. al. (2014). In
Väätäinen et. al. (2005), an unloading rate of 300 m3loose/h
was used for the rear unloading trucks, and Ranta et. al.
(2014) concluded an average unloading rate of 310 m3loose/h
with a 54 m3loose/h standard deviation.
At the beginning of each simulation run, the storage facilities is assumed to be half-filled, in order to avoid emptying or
overfilling of the storage facilities during the simulation run.
The simulation period used in the model was January, and
the plant was therefore assumed to be running at full capacity.
This means that the plant uses 6000 MWh of fuel per day and
180 GWh of fuel in 30 days. The fuel that the plant is designed
to use is woody biomass with a moisture content of 30–40%.
Based on these properties, the energy density of the fuel was set
to be 0.8 MWh/m3loose (Alakangas et al. 2016).
The model includes a visualization of the simulation.
Figure 4 shows the process of converting the plant layout
draft to the model visualization. In the visualized output it
is possible to verify that the truck movements and functions
are working as designed. Debugging is used to ensure that the
parameters impact the correct variables. Debugging runs are
carried out with simple setups, e.g. only one truck inside the
model, to simplify the process of finding incorrect parameters
or faulty logic in the model. The model was developed and

usage carried out with input from an expert in the field to
ensure model functions.
The features focused on are automatic sampling and the
number of weighing stations. The effect of the automatic
sampling is studied based on the unloading time. Automatic
sampling is assumed to have no effect on the operation of
trucks and will not add any delay to the unloading. If the
sampling is carried out by the driver, it is assumed that it will
take 10 min. During manual sampling, the plant has only one
weighing station.
The effect of the second weighing station is studied by first
running the model with only one weighing station, and then
repeating the run with two weighing stations. The time
required for weighing is assumed to be the same at both
weighing bridges. The sampling is assumed to be automatic
when studying the effect of the weighing station. The time
that the trucks spend at the site and in waiting areas is
recorded and the effect of the different set-ups evaluated.
Transport fleet
Biomass comminution was assumed to be prohibited in the
plant yard and, therefore, all arriving trucks were the same
kind of chip trucks with fixed containers, as presented in
Figure 5. Four different truck types were included in the
model, and they were classified according to their volumetric
capacity. Truck type classification was based on three scenarios for the development of a truck fleet for comminuted
biomass transportation in Finland. Scenario 1 represented
the current situation in terms of real-world truck type distribution, based on a survey conducted by Venäläinen and
Poikela (2016), and Scenario 2 represented the ongoing shift
towards higher transport capacity trucks (Venäläinen &
Poikela 2016). Scenario 3 includes high capacity transportation (HCT) trucks with a capacity of 180 m3loose. This scenario was used as it can result in a 10% cost saving compared
to scenario 1 (Venäläinen & Poikela 2016). There are HCT
trucks currently under demonstration on the Finnish road

Figure 4. The layout of the planned fuel reception yard and its corresponding representation in the simulation model.
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Results

Figure 5. Container of the type used in the model.

network with temporary operating permits (Venäläinen &
Korpilahti 2015). The maximum permitted total weight of a
HCT vehicle is 104 tonnes (Venäläinen & Korpilahti 2015).
With the capacities and truck type proportions selected,
the fuel supply will not meet the demand exactly, and conditions whereby supply is greater than demand will lead to a
surplus of fuel. The surplus was minimized, leading to scenario 1 having a calculated surplus of ~2000 m3loose. The
calculated surplus for scenario 2 and scenario 3 was ~3000
m3loose. Truck capacities and their proportions of the number
of arrivals in each scenario are shown in Table 3.
Due to the stochastic nature of the trucks’ arrivals and type
selection, the exact number of daily arrivals of different types
is not constant. The effect of this is studied though sensitivity
analyses by setting sampling to automatic and having only
one weighing station.
Table 3. Trucks capacities and their proportions of the number of arrival in
different scenarios.

Type 1
Type 2
Type 3
Type 4
Total number of
trucks

Scenario 1

Scenario 2

Scenario 3

Capacity [lm3]

Proportion
[%]

Proportion
[%]

Proportion
[%]

140
145
150
180
-

49
31
20
0
53

40
35
25
0
52

10
35
35
20
48

A sensitivity analysis shows that distribution of the vehicle
types arriving differs from the set value. There was a unit
difference of approximately 2% between runs. It is important
that this stochastic result remains the same as in the input file.
Due to this, the results were rejected if the proportions
diverged from the input values by more than 1% unit.
The set distribution of the vehicles arriving led to vehicles
arriving randomly between 6 am and 10 pm. With all scenarios, the average daily arrival density of the trucks was between
three and four trucks per hour from 6 am to 5 pm. After 5 pm
the number of trucks arriving decreased gradually, until it
reached 0 after 10 pm. The distribution of the trucks arriving
was as intended and stochastically acceptable.
The number of arrivals per vehicle type, the sum and the
average time that trucks spent at the plant, and the sum of
trucks waiting to unload for the results considered acceptable
for all scenarios and different facility set-ups are shown in
Table 4.
The difference in the total number of truck arrivals
between scenarios is due to the capacity of the trucks.
Scenario 3 has 150 trucks fewer than scenario 1 and 120
trucks fewer than scenario 2. A lower number of trucks affects
the total unloading time. Even when the unloading time per
truck is set higher in scenario 3, due to the trucks’ larger
capacity, the sum of total unloading times for 30 days is
shorter, due to the lower number of trucks. With manual
sampling, the sum of total unloading times for scenario 3 is
49 hours less than scenario 1 and 35 hours less than scenario
2. With automatic sampling, the effect is less drastic, but the
sum of total unloading times in scenario 3 is still over
24 hours less than scenario 1 and over 13 hours less than
scenario 2.
Longer unloading times led to trucks remaining in unloading bays for longer, which then affected the waiting times, as
can be seen in Figure 6. With manual sampling, where the
unloading time was higher, all waiting times were higher. The
higher capacity of the trucks and a second weighing station
alleviated this problem but in this case the truck flow is still
the worst by some way. With automatic sampling, the maximum waiting time before unloading was around 30 min, and
with manual sampling, it increased to almost 1 hour in all
scenarios.
For all the scenarios with automatic sampling, having two
weighing stations decreased all waiting times at the weighing

Table 4. Results for all scenarios and different facility set-ups.
Trucks arrivals

S1,
S1,
S1,
S2,
S2,
S2,
S3,
S3,
S3,

1-W,
2-W,
1-W,
1-W,
2-W,
1-W,
1-W,
2-W,
1-W,

AS
AS
MS
AS
AS
MS
AS
AS
MS

Type
1

Type
2

Type
3

Type
4

Total

Sum of total time at the plant
[h]

Average time�� at the plant
[min]

Sum of time spent waiting to unload
[h]

783
770
792
614
626
622
139
146
131

497
495
488
543
537
552
497
506
498

310
325
310
403
397
386
517
503
515

0
0
0
0
0
0
287
285
296

1590
1590
1590
1560
1560
1560
1440
1440
1440

1118.4
1080.3
1455.7
1084.8
1054.6
1400.1
1046.0
1004.8
1334.2

42.2
40.8
54.9
41.7
40.6
53.9
43.6
41.9
55.6

25.7
37.1
103.6
16.1
26.1
76.5
21.7
18.6
64.7

S, Truck proportion scenario; 1-W, one weigh station; 2-W, two weigh stations; AS, automatic sampling; MS, manual sampling.
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Figure 6. The total time that trucks spent in different waiting areas. S, Truck proportion scenario; 1-W, one weighing station; 2-W, two weighing stations;
AS, automatic sampling; MS, manual sampling.

Minimum

Figure 7. Total time that trucks spent at the plant. The sum of the total times is presented in hours (left axis). The average, minimum, and maximum are presented
in minutes (right axis). S, Truck proportion scenario; 1-W, one weighing station; 2-W, two weighing stations; AS, automatic sampling; MS, manual sampling.

station, but in scenarios 1 and 2 there was an increase in the
waiting times for unloading. The effect was small, but overall
for the 30 days that the trucks were at the plant, a second
weighing station saved over 30 hours in every scenario. A
second weighing station lowered the average time spent at the
site by over one minute per truck when automatic sampling
was used.
The average waiting time for weighing on arrival was over
a minute with one weighing station. With two weighing
stations, this decreased to 15 seconds. The same effect was
noticed for outgoing trucks but the difference was not so
dramatic. With one weighing station, the average waiting
time was around 1 minute and with two around 25 seconds.
The sum of the total times that trucks spend at the plant is
presented in Figure 7 with average, minimum, and maximum
times. With manual sampling, the total time that the trucks
spent at the site was over 300 hours more than with automatic
sampling. This is much more noticeable in terms of truck flow
and several instances can be seen where all spaces in the unloading waiting area were filled. The waiting area was fully occupied
15 times in scenario 1 and three times in scenarios 2 and 3.

Discussion
Automatic sampling is usually used in the power plant
reception area and the simulation results indicate that the
10-min increase that manual sampling adds to the unloading
time harms truck flow significantly. This indicates that planning the unloading areas to ensure faster unloading times is
a step worth taking. In this study, a 10-min time increase
was used to represent sampling time, however, the unloading time can be decreased by designing unloading areas to
be easily accessible (e.g. drive through concept, having gradual turns) and ensuring unloading devices have higher
unloading rates. One way to increase unloading capacity is
increasing the number of the unloading bays or modifying
the layout of the yard. Studies using discrete-event simulation have shown the possibility to increase unload capacity
at sugarcane mill by introducing new setting at the yard
(Iannoni & Morabito 2006; Bocanegra-Herrera & Vidal
2016). Having greater unloading capacity moves the stress
to the weighing station. In this study, a second weighing
station only alleviates truck flow issues to a minor extent,
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but this could become more significant if unloading capacity
were higher.
In scenarios with higher capacity trucks, the total time at
the plant is decreased. This indicates that it is better to have
fewer trucks spending a higher amount of time at the plant. A
study analyzing HCT at intermodal road-rail transport
reports that high-capacity trucks bring cost-savings by
improving efficiency (Ye et al. 2014). The higher efficiency
of HCT was also found in this case study. At weighing and
sampling bigger amount of the fuel was processed in one
measurement, consuming same amount of time than other
truck types.
In this study, truck arrivals were set to be stochastic, and in
a study by Väätäinen et. al. (2005) it was concluded that
scheduling the arrivals of the trucks is a very effective way
to reduce queuing times. However, this is not always possible
for power plants, due to high fuel requirements and levels of
traffic in urban areas. One way to make truck arrivals more
scheduled is to have a storage yard near the power plant, i.e. a
feed-in terminal (Virkkunen et al. 2015).
This study focused on improving the utilization rate of the
truck fleet by studying logistical challenges in power plant
reception areas. To intensify the usage of existing truck transport, more studies need to be undertaken to research ways to
optimize truck flow at supply points and other points in the
chain where there is a high density of transport vehicles.
Other transport types (e.g. train) may be used to alleviate
the density of trucks across the supply chain, leading to less
truck-based congestion on roads and at supply and demand
sites (Mahmudi & Flynn 2006).
The results of this study indicate that the flow of trucks in
power plant yards can be made smoother by adding a second
weighing station or implementing automatic sampling, but
this study did not take account of the investment costs
required to achieve this. These costs should be compared to
the benefits of having trucks spend less time in the plant yard.
It is worth noting that the model as it is does not take into
account fuel quality changes, which are important during
value chain optimization (Shabani et al. 2013). These shortcomings of the model could be considered in future models.
Other possible research subjects that should be taken into
account in future models and studies include the effect of
having a terminal close by, options for other forms of transportation, and what is utilization of used machinery.
This agent-based model shows how the dynamic nature of
the fuel supply affects plant reception areas. A delay in one
place has a knock-on effect, possibly leading to major delays
in the supply of fuel. The model was specifically designed for
this study case, but it could also be used for other reception
concepts. This study focused on maximum fuel consumption
over a 30-day period, to see how high traffic in reception
areas affects plant yard logistics, but the model has the capacity to be adapted to study annual fuel stock changes, the
effect of a malfunction at unloading, different layout concepts
and many other problems. All the analyses can be carried out
on fuel reception areas at the design phase or for existing fuel
reception areas. It can be concluded that agent-based modeling can be broadly utilized for studies of fuel reception areas
at power plants.
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In conclusion, this study shows that fuel reception area
operations alone only cause small delays for individual deliveries, but when scaled up to dozens of deliveries this may
disrupt the logistics of the fuel reception area. The truck flow
can be eased by adding a second weighing station, but a more
effective way is to speed up the unloading procedure. This
study demonstrates that agent-based modelling can be utilized as a study method in fuel reception areas where all
elements affect each other due to the dynamic nature of the
logistics.
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DYNAMIC SIMULATION OF BIOENERGY
FACILITY LOCATIONS WITH LARGE
GEOGRAPHICAL DATASETS - A CASE
STUDY IN EUROPEAN REGION
Mika AALTO1 Olli-Jussi KORPINEN1 Tapio RANTA1
Abstract: An agent-based simulation model was developed to account for
the dynamic features of biomass feedstock logistics, including the large
variation of supply and demand over time. The feedstock availability data is
based on a geographical information system (GIS) analysis that covers 37
countries in Europe. The results may be used to optimize demand sites
properties and compare the feasibility of different demand site locations. Out
of eight locations, three were found have low fuel acquiring costs and other
five could use long distance transportation to mitigate low supply of local
biomass. Dynamic simulations flexibility makes it possible to integrate the
model with a large database. The agent-based model with the large database
from GIS provides a cost-efficient method to study and compare the
geographical properties with a temporal factor of logistics, and it can be
utilized as a tool for decision making of forest-based bioenergy facilities.
Keywords: forest biomass, agent-based, simulation, logistics, optimization.
1. Introduction
The targets of reducing the use of fossil
energy sources and replacing them with
renewable energy sources have increased
interest in new forest-based bioenergy and
biorefining facilities. Before the facilities
are built, analysis of feedstock availability
and estimation of costs are carried out.
There are many static analysis approaches
(e.g. [5], [17]) that can be used for
optimizing the location of the installation
but, however, they usually exclude the
dynamic elements of supply, demand, and
logistics.
1

With dynamic simulation, a temporal
factor of the demand-supply system can be
included in the study. Agent-based
simulation is a dynamic simulation method
and it has been used for supply chain
studies previously [8], [9] and [11].
Another reason to choose dynamic
simulation is the flexible model design [3].
A disadvantage is the lower runtime
performance that can be neglected to some
extent by the model design or by
increasing the computing capacity, which
is nowadays relatively cheap. Due to
complicated nature of the dynamic
simulation, development and usage of the
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model requires an expert. The knowledge
need of the model can be lowered by
making the model easy to use, but the user
has to have the ability to verify values that
are used in the simulation.
Previous studies done with dynamic
simulation approach have usually been
location specific and only using local
feedstock availability data. Location of the
demand point in the model presented in this
paper is user-defined showing how large
database produced by GIS can be utilized
with dynamic simulation study method
allowing making comparisons between
multiple locations.
The S2Biom project resulted in preparing
a large database containing estimates of
forest biomass availability in Europe [7],
[8]. The database includes also estimated
roadside costs for the available feedstock.
The datasets cover EU28, Western Balkan
Countries, Moldova, Turkey, and Ukraine.
During the designing phase of a new
biomass utilization point, availability of the
feedstock has to be counted but also
logistics of acquiring the raw material have
to be taken into account because logistics
have a high impact on the operation costs of
a biomass plant [13]. This factor can be
included in a dynamic simulation model by
using routing information that is, for
example, provided by OpenStreetMap
(OSM) [7].
This paper presents a dynamic
simulation model that is developed by
authors to solve the supply-demand
problem. The model is based on a previous
model that has been used for simulating
agricultural feedstock logistics in India [8].
The same model concept is used for
agricultural feedstock analysis [1].
The model has been modified to analyse
forest-based bioenergy supply-demand
problem and is still developed to count
other feedstock types with needed
operations. The model uses spreadsheet
software for importing input values and

exporting the results for further analyses.
Used feedstock data include primary
forest fuels and forest residues that can be
used for heat or power generation or refined
to advanced biofuels. Supply chains of
these materials have many models and there
have been studies to improve the formers
[1], [14] and [15]. Previous studies have
excluded long-distance transportation and
have not been sensitive enough to the
stochastic supply delays [14]. These factors
can be taken into account in the presented
agent-based model.
2. Material and Methods
Feedstock availability information used
in this paper have been reported by the
S2Biom project [4], [18] and this paper
focus is on presenting a method to use this
data by a dynamic simulation model that
uses the agent-based modelling method.
2.1. Data Preparation
Data provided by S2Biom is spatially
distributed corresponding to NUTS3
regions. The database includes an
assessment for seven categories of
lignocellulosic biomass feedstocks. This
study focused on “Wood production and
primary residues from forests” [18]. The
availability has been estimated for years
2012, 2020 and 2030.
The data include also different levels of
harvest potentials: Technical, Base, High
as well as eight different user-defined
potentials. The dataset projected for the
Base potential in 2020 was chosen for this
study, and the data was reprocessed into
two datasets: “Production from forests”
and “Primary residues from forests”.
The roadside costs were average
weighted based on the availability of the
biomass. Roadside costs include harvesting
and forwarding feedstock to the roadside
but exclude the contract costs.
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The first reprocessed dataset, “Primary
forest biomass”, is production from the
forest that includes stem and crown
biomass from felling and thinning. The
second dataset is primary residues from the
forest and it is called “forest residues”.
This dataset includes logging residues
from felling and thinning. The database
includes also corresponding data for
stumps, but it was excluded from the study
due to different transportation and
handling operations requirements.
For the simulation model, feedstock
availability data had to be allocated to
geographic supply points. This was done
by creating a 5 × 5 km grid and using the
centres of the grid cells as points of supply.
The value of one point was the value of the
respective NUTS3 region, divided by the
total count of the grid points inside the
region. Accordingly, all points inside the
NUTS3 region got the roadside cost value
of the region.
The computing power needed for the
model running is relative to the amount
of data imported to the model. To avoid
unnecessary use of computing power,
data from only one country per
simulation run was used. Also, a
maximum procurement radius was
determined, lowering the number of
points needed for the calculation process.
Procurement radius was also used to
determine the final proportions of
biomass types. If the user-set portion of
primary forest biomass from demand
could not be fulfilled by the primary
forest biomass, then the remaining
demand was fulfilled by the available
residues. If the share of residues could
not be met, then the share was shifted to
reserve fuel. Note that if residues could
not be fulfilled and there are primary
forest fuels available, the share wasn’t
shifted to primary forest fuels.

3

2.2. Description of the Simulation Model
The main purpose of the model was to
produce location-specific data about
feedstock logistics in different areas with
multiple options for the location of
utilization.
Agent-based modelling uses entities called
agents to interact with each other and to
create the simulation [12]. In the model, all
agents are located in the Main-agent that
includes the GIS-environment. There are:
one demand point agent and multiple supply
point agents set in this GIS-environment
with agents called trucks that have the
capacity to transport biomass with the later
described as agent-called fuel entity.
Supply points accumulate fuel entities
and call trucks to transport fuel entities to
the demand point. The needed handling
operations are performed at demand point
on the fuel entities before they are used.
An agent can carry information giving the
possibility to have all costs of acquiring
biomass carried by the fuel entity and add
costs based on operations and fuel
properties at the moment when the costs
occur.
Input values are entered into the model
through a spreadsheet file. There are two
types of input values: values that are
universal for all locations and locationspecific values. Universal values include
biomass properties and costs of the
logistics operations. Location-specific
values are coordinates of the utilization
site, its annual demand (tonnes per year)
and maximum procurement radius. These
values are given in one row in the
spreadsheet file.
The model imports the first row of the
values to the model and runs a simulation.
At the end of the simulation, the results are
exported and the simulation run is repeated
ten times with the same values so that the
impact of stochastic events in the system
can be discovered. Thereafter, new values
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are imported from the next row of the input
file and the process is reiterated.
Simulation is ended after running the last
row of the input file.
The simulation run starts by placing a
demand point in the system according to
the coordinates given in input file. The
acquisition of the biomass availability data
from the right country is also based on the
coordinates. The supply points inside the
procurement radius are sorted out
according to their proximity to the demand
point and the biomass accumulation is
calculated starting from the closest supply
point. The proximity is calculated as the
distance along the road network. The
accumulation is terminated when the
annual feedstock demand or the maximum
procurement radius is met.
Feedstock availability data does not
include other properties than the biomass
amount (tonnes). The user of the model
determines the energy content of one tonne
of biomass, density of biomass before
comminution and density of biomass after
comminution. These values are universal
for all simulation runs. The biomass
properties are used to batch biomass to fuel
entities agents.
Unlike the initial values imported from
the spreadsheet file, truck fleet properties
are given through the graphic user
interface (GUI) of the model. These values
are also universal, and they include the
number and payloads of trucks. Payload
determines how many fuel entities one
truck can carry and the number of trucks
determines how many truck agents can
perform transportation simultaneously.
Trucks are set to operate between 8 AM
and 5 PM on weekdays. In the morning
trucks are sent from the demand point to
retrieve a biomass load from the supply
point if there is biomass available. Random
supply point is selected using feedstock
availability as weighing factor. This means
that point’s probability to be selected is

point’s supply amount divided by supply
points’ total availability in the system.
Trucks move to the supply point based
on routing information (shortest route) and
loads feedstock. Loading and slower speed
of the forest road are considered to delay
the truck for two hours at the supply point.
After loading, truck returns to the demand
point.
There is also a possibility to store
feedstock at a buffer terminal next to the
demand point. The user of the model
defines the supply chain cases where
trucks deliver their loads to the terminal
instead of the demand point. When the
truck has unloaded at a demand point or a
terminal, the truck checks if there is more
biomass at the supply point to retrieve. The
truck operates also after 5 PM, but the trip
has to begin latest at 5 PM.
Feedstock is comminuted at arrival to the
demand point. The costs of comminution,
purchasing and transportation are recorded
and feedstock is stored in the storage. The
amount of feedstock in the storage is
recorded.
At the demand point, fuel is consumed
every hour and the hourly consumption is
based on monthly demand. If the storage
goes below a defined level, more feedstock
is called from the terminal. If there are no
feedstock to fulfil the demand, reserve fuel
is used. Reserve fuel’s transportation or
storing are not included in the model. Only
energy content and price of reserve fuel is
taken into account.
If the feedstock is transported to the
terminal, it is comminuted to be ready for
the use on short notice. When the demand
point calls feedstock from the terminal,
terminal trucks will transport fuel entities
to the demand point for use. All costs of
the terminal operations are included in the
feedstock costs. Also, the annual cost of
using the terminal is included in the result
data if the terminal is used in the
simulation.
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The user may include transportation by
other means than trucks (e.g. trains and
vessels) in the input file. These deliveries
are described in the system only as arrivals
to the demand point or to the terminal. The
properties of the arrivals by these means
are set by defining the amount and biomass
type that one delivery contains. The arrival
frequency is set on a monthly basis. There
may be as many transportation types as
required.
The model keeps track on how much
each feedstock type is used. Also, costs of
feedstock procurement and reserve fuel use
are recorded. These values are exported to
an output spreadsheet file for further
analysis.
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Biomass properties and costs of
operations selected for this study are
presented in Table 2. Values of fuel
properties are estimations from fuels used
in
Finland
[2].
Estimations
for
comminution costs are from Virkkunen
et.al. [16] and cost of the transportation is
estimated from the study of Korpilahti
[10]. Transport capacity for primary forest
materials was estimated to 30 m3 loose and
for residues to 20 m3 loose. In the model,
there were 30 trucks for primary fuels and
10 for residues.

3. Case Study
Eight locations where the International
Symposium on Forestry Mechanization
(FORMEC) meeting has been held were
chosen for the case study (Fig. 1).
In these locations, a biomass demand of
100000 tons was applied (Table 1). It was
assumed that these demand points could
represent combined heat and power CHP
plants. From the total biomass demand
80% was targeted at primary forest
biomass and 20% of residues.

Fig. 1. Locations of the demand points

Input values of demand points
id

Latitude

Longitude

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

45.37
47.92
45.06
48.60
48.04
48.31
52.27
45.58

11.54
14.10
15.18
8.54
6.84
14.67
20.80
25.45

Proce. radius
[km]
150
150
150
150
150
150
150
150

Table 1
Annual demand
[tons]
100 000
100 000
100 000
100 000
100 000
100 000
100 000
100 000
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Fuel properties and costs estimations [2], [6] and [12]

Fuel
type
Primary
Residue

Energy
content
of raw
material
[MWh/ton]
3,2
3,2

Table 2

Truck
transport
cost
[€/ton/km]

Comminution
cost [€/ton]

Unloading
costs
[€/ton]

Density
before
comminution
[ton/m3-loose]

Density after
comminution
[ton/m3-loose]

0,16
0,20

4,64
4,32

1,40
4,00

0,3
0,3

0,15
0,30

Forest biomass harvests vary over time
and this was taken into account by using
roundwood removal statistics from Finland
[19] as seasonal supply distribution.
Demand distribution was estimated to be
highest during winter and lowest in the
summer. This estimation was based on
Finnish energy statistics [20]. For July,
where maintenance of boilers usually takes
place, demand was set to 0. Demand and
supply distribution is presented in Fig 2.
Reserve fuel was assumed to be wood
pellets with an energy content of 5
MWh/ton and with price 130 €/ton (Nordic
Pellet Index PIX 18 Apr 2017).

4.1. Results of Round 1
In three cases, less than 50% (i.e. less
than 160 GWh/a) of the energy demand
(320 GWh/a) was fulfilled by the biomass
deliveries (Fig. 3). These locations have
limited procurement area due to the
proximity to shoreline (Fig. 1).

Fig. 3. Distribution of feedstock use in
Round 1

Fig. 2. Supply and demand distributions
4. Results and Revaluation
The case study was carried out in two
simulation rounds. The results of the first
round were used to estimate a better
configuration of the demand points and
simulation was run again with new values.

The highest biomass shares were at
demand points 2 and 6, which are both
located in Austria. The third highest share
was recorded at demand point 8, located in
Romania. These locations have also the
lowest average costs of feedstock supply
(Fig. 4).
Due to the high price of the reserve fuel,
locations with a low biomass shares had
high costs. With current scenario needed
storage for highest biomass share locations
are over 60000 m3 loose.
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4.3. Results and Conclusions of Round 2
Long-distance deliveries improved the
use of biomass at locations where local
supply had only a small share in fulfilling
the demand in Round 1. However, there
were still demand points where the use of
reserve fuel remained high, such as
locations 3 and 4 (Fig. 5).

Fig. 4. Average supply costs of biomass
feedstock in Round 1
4.2. Readjustment of Initial Data for
Round 2
Based on the results of Round 1 it was
assumed that supplementary deliveries by
rail or waterway would benefit certain
demand points in fulfilling the demand. It
was also considered that this system would
require a buffer terminal. The demand
point was set a maximum biomass storage
of 5000 m3 loose. The storage of the
terminal was unlimited.
Terminal fixed costs were set to 0 €/a
and terminal trucks capacity was assumed
to be 80 m3 loose. There were three
terminal trucks available and the cost of
one trip was set to 3.00 €/ton.
Two long-distance vehicles, representing
either train or vessel, were scheduled to
arrive at all demand points. Both delivered
primary forest biomass. The first transport
type arrived four times every month and
carried 500 tons of uncomminuted
biomass. The second transport type arrived
five times per month in high-demand
season (October - March), carrying 1000
tons of uncomminuted biomass. Both
transport types were defined to unload at
the terminal. The price of the biomass
arriving by these means was set to
50 €/ton.

Fig. 5. Distribution of feedstock use in
Round 2
In cases where local biomass supply
mostly fulfilled the demand in Round 1,
the local supply decreased. In these cases,
also the average procurement costs
increased from the results of Round 1
(Fig. 6). In cases where most of the
demand was fulfilled with reserve fuel in
Round 1, the costs decreased. Decrease
resulted from shifting use of expensive
reserve fuel to long distance deliveries.

Fig. 6. Average supply costs of biomass
feedstock in Round 1
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Long-distance delivery price at the gate was
slightly higher than that of local biomass but
much lower than reserved fuel. In this study,
the costs were crude assumptions and in the
reality price would depend on many factors.
Terminal increased the cost of the supply
chain but provided the possibility to have
only 5000 m3 loose storage at demand site.
The highest local biomass supply to demand
points 2, 6 and 8 resulted in the highest
utilization of the terminal. In those cases,
82% of the delivered feedstock, including the
long-distance deliveries, was supplied
through the buffer terminal. In locations with
the lowest usage of biomass, the terminal
was only used for unloading long distance
deliveries.
5. Discussion
The results of the case study indicate that
geographical factors have a significant
impact on the logistical arrangements in
different places. Rural areas and especially
coastlines near the demand points affect
greatly how much feedstock is available in
the surroundings. If local biomass supply
cannot fulfil demand, long distance
deliveries may be used to support the
biomass supply. The feasibility of long
distance transportation method is also
case-specific. With good availability of
local biomass, long distance deliveries may
increase the cost of feedstock supply.
Using results from the Round 1,
justifications to initial settings were made.
It can be seen that all eight point that were
studied have a potential for forest biomass
demand points, but in some locations, the
actual energy demand in real life would be
lower than that of other locations due to
climatic factors. Also, locations 3 and 4
should rely on long distance transportation,
which could be feasible due to onshore for
supply. These locations were close to
coastline so it is a possibility to have
marine transportations to the demand site.

To fulfil a high demand, a storage area is
needed. Depending on local land costs and
possibilities to have the storing area at
demand point, a terminal may be used. The
terminal will increase costs but it also
provides the possibility to have a small
storing area at demand site with high usage
of local biomass. In the case study,
infrastructure costs were not considered. A
terminal with fixed costs would naturally
increase total costs of supply.
Many initial values in the case study
were taken from Finnish literature, while
the demand points were located mainly in
Central Europe. Only roadside cost and
feedstock availability were based on
spatially analyzed data [4]. The quality of
result data could be improved by
complementing the initial values with local
data about e.g. vehicle properties and
variation of feedstock supply and demand.
In the model, demand point is only
receiving and using biomass based on
demand. With more complicated systems,
like multipurpose use of biomass and
delivery of refined production, model
needs to be modified. This will lead to
more case specific models developed that
need more specific data.
Dynamic simulation requirements of
computing power and experts to use the
model can be mitigated by the model
design. Combined with a flexible design of
dynamic simulation model, large databases
can be utilized in future studies.
6. Conclusions
Dynamic simulation can be used to
support decision making about the location
of a new demand point using biomass as its
feedstock. It gives versatile results and
initial values may be easily variated.
Because the locations are not optimized in
the model it is recommended to use
another method for location optimization
prior to the simulation study.

M. AALTO et al.: Dynamic Simulation of Bioenergy Facility Locations

Simulation gives the option to study
many different scenarios fast and costefficiently. Possibility to adjust initial
values based on previous results provides a
way to easily optimize settings. With
dynamic simulation combined with a large
database, supply-demand problems can be
studied using temporal and spatial effects,
giving a unique tool for decision makers to
use.
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Feedstock availability and moisture content data processing for multi-year simulation of
forest biomass in energy production
Highlights:
A method to allocate forest biomass availability for a multi-year simulation model was
developed;
The possibility to take into account the quality change of feedstock by moisture estimations was
studied;
A method to estimate weather data for moisture estimation equations with fewer parameters was
presented;
Abstract
Simulation and modeling have become more commonly used for forest biomass studies.
Dynamic simulation models have been used to study the supply chain of forest biomass, with
numerous different model. A multi-year model needs biomass availability data that is scattered
spatially and temporally with an annual variation. This could be done by using enterprise data,
but in some cases, this data cannot be acquired. Forest inventory data may be used to estimate
forest biomass availability, but data must be processed in the correct form for the purpose of the
model. A method for preparing forest inventory data for a multi-year simulation model using
feedstock theoretical availability was developed. Methods for quality changes during roadside
storage are also presented, including a possible parameter estimation to lowering the amount of
data needed. Methods were tested case-by-case using the Biomass-Atlas and weather data from
the Mikkeli weather station. A data processing method for biomass allocation produced a
reasonable number of stands and feedstock amounts having a realistic annual supply with
variation for the demand point. Estimations for moisture content changes using local weather
data were found possible with moisture content estimation equations, but as estimations lower
the accuracy of the results, it is recommended to avoid unnecessary estimations. The data
preparations method presented may be used to generate a supply of forest biomass to the
simulation model with reasonable accuracy using easily acquirable data. The prepared data needs
to be validated and verified after preparation to ensure the correct behaviour of the model.
Keywords: Forest resources; Simulation; Forestry; Bioenergy; Geographic information system;
Data analysis

1. Introduction
Forest biomass usage has high potential to lower fossil fuel usage and be a big contributor for
energy supply (Demirbas et al. 2009; Wasajja and Chowdhury 2017). To have a high contribution
for the energy supply system, the forest biomass supply must be secured for multiple years as the
lifetime of power plants is long. The long-term availability of forest biomass is a concern, but
through proper management, the long-term availability may be ensured in cases where higher
demands are needed (Nabuurs et al. 2007).
The forest biomass supply chain may be studied with dynamic simulation if the available supply
of the forest biomass is known. One way to get a supply of forest biomass is to use enterprise
data as was done in a study by Windisch et al. (2015). This allows empirical data to use different
scenarios. As enterprise data is not always available, the supply may be estimated by using
databases (e.g LUKE 2018a; Datta et al. 2017), but this data must be processed for the
simulation study to represent values that are as close to real life for the model’s needs. It is also
good to note that the spatial analysis of the forest inventory may include errors (Islam et al. 2012;
Holopainen et al. 2010) and validation of the data is required.
The forest biomass chain is a complex system including many activities (Rentizelas et al, 2009).
The main activities of forest biomass generally pertain to harvesting, forest transportation,
roadside storage, processing, transporting and conversion operations. Processing may be done in
the early state, as roadside chipping, or after transporting, as chipping at the end user, or between
transport operations, as chipping at the terminal. The interactions of machines and random events
in the supply chain may cause delays (Asikainen 1995), leading to activities at the start of the
chain affecting other activities. These issues make simulation studies widely used (Eriksson et al.
2014b; Väätäinen et al. 2005; Mobini et al. 2011; Aalto et al. 2018; Windisch et al. 2015; Ziesak
et al. 2004).
To dynamically model a realistic forest biomass supply, feedstock must be scattered temporally
and spatially. Using multiple years for the simulation time requires varying values instead of
similar values for every year. Mobini et al. (2011) use the shelf-life model that was developed by
MacDonald et al. (2007) and estimates volumes, areas and yield of the stands at the start of the
simulation year. Mobini et al. (2011) also uses weather conditions, but only for the delay to the

operations. This method allows changes to the supply volumes, but the locations of the stands do
not change. Using forest inventory data to generate supply using statistics to stochastically
distribute data spatially and temporally allows a more realistic spatial allocation. Spatial
allocation of the supply affects the transportation costs, which have a high effect on the total
costs of biomass (Allen et al. 1998a).
When stands are harvested, energy biomass is gathered, and it is normally left in the stand to dry.
After that, the biomass is forwarded to the roadside for further transportation to the demand site.
In energy usage, dry biomass is preferred as the moisture content affect the energy density of the
biomass (Alakangas et al. 2016).
A modeling of the drying at the roadside storage is an easier option compared to the frequent
manual sampling and measuring. Fixed drying functions have been developed (Sikanen et al.
2013), but they do not consider local weather. Measuring would give more accurate results, but
simulation models cannot make measurements in multi-year supply forecast simulations, making
an estimation of the drying a better option. The effect of moisture content may be studied by
using different moisture levels of biomass (Kanzian et al. 2016; Eriksson et al. 2014a), but this
results in more simulation runs which increases the computational load of the model
significantly. That may be impractical because multi-year simulations already call for increased
computing power.
Drying speed is highly affected by weather (Routa et al. 2015a). Important parameters are
evaporation, precipitation, humidity, temperature, solar radiation and wind conditions (Routa et
al. 2015a). As simulation models usually study the future effect, weather cannot be known.
Long-term weather predictions could be used or past data may be used to develop an annual
cycle that does not change significantly. Changes between years may be considered by
stochastically selecting different years data to simulate weather.
The aim of the study was to develop a new data processing method to allocate biomass
availability annually with spatial and temporal variation by using a forest inventory database.
This allocation methods allows for a multi-year simulation without knowledge of the real forest
stand locations and feedstock amounts. As the quality of biomass changes during storage and
moisture content is the most important quality parameter (Alakangas et al. 2016), a possibility to

use moisture estimation equations in the simulation model was studied. As these moisture
estimation equations need a great amount of initial values and some are hard to come by, a
possibility to use different estimations are investigated. Although using estimations increases the
assumptions and decreases the validity of the model, these make it possible to develop a model
with quality estimations and without numerous or impossible measurements.
2. Material and methods
To generate a forest biomass supply network that takes into account a temporal and spatial
variation of supply locations and drying of the feedstock, the Geographical Information System
(GIS) was used to generate a supply point grid that covers a predetermined supply area. The
required parameters for drying models were estimated by using local weather data. The method
may be used with fewer values, using more estimation, but this leads to less accurate results, thus
making the simulation model less valid.
2.1 Feedstock availability data
The data preparation presented in this paper was done with data offered by Biomass-Atlas
(LUKE 2018a), but any forest inventory -based estimates about theoretical availability may be
used. The data was processed by having availability allocated in the centroids of the supply point
grid of the supply area. The grid dimensions depend on the availability of data, the size of the
supply area and the purpose of the simulation model. In this study, a 2km x 2km grid was used
and the supply area was set to 120 km. A total of 3883 stand locations were generated with an
annual supply of 78 500 m3 of small diameter trees as whole trees and delimbed trees.
A number of the stands in the model should be selected resulting in the realistic amount of
points, meaning that an annual number of stands should be less than the number of the centroids
in the supply grid. With too large a number of points, this would lead to an amount of the
biomass being too low in one point, and too small a number generates amounts that are too high
per point. A good number of annual generated stands is affected by the density of the grid and
how big is the supply area. If all availability of the database is used, the number of annual stands
can be determined by dividing the total availability with the estimated average amount of
feedstock in one stand. If availability is modified, number of stands may be determined by Eq. 1.

N sp

nsp =

V
i =1

sp ,i

(Equation 1)

Vspavg

The sum of the feedstock volume (Unit depends what units are used in the database, case study
uses m3) at one stand (Vsp) for the overall total number of stands (Nsp), is divided by the region’s
statistical average (or estimation) volume of the feedstock (Unit same as Vsp term) at one stand
(Vsp,avg) giving a number of the stands that should be used in the model (nsp). nsp needs to be
lower than Nsp.
Because only nsp stands are created annually, the total amount of supply is reduced and this
should be taken into account by increasing the available supply of one point. The amount of
increase is a ratio of all stands and selected stands (Eq.2).

Vmsp ,i =

N sp
nsp

Vsp ,i

(Equation 2)

Vmsp,i is the feedstock amount at a stand in the model, while Vsp,i is the feedstock amount from the
database. With this increase, the annual supply should remain close to the statistical value
acquired from the database. As stands are stochastically selected, some variation will occur in the
total amount of the supply and, as the location of the supply changes, the total transport distances
vary annually.
Feedstock data is static data and having annual dynamics is included, so the harvesting times of
stands need to be included into the data. For this, statistical data may be used to stochastically
schedule harvesting. In the study case, Finland statistics are used (LUKE 2018b). A monthly
proportion of harvesting is used as the probability of harvesting happening at the particular
month (Eq. 3).

P( M i ) = H i

(Equation 3)

P(Mi) is the probability of harvesting at month i and Hi is a statistical proportion of harvesting at
month i. This allocates the month of the harvest to a regional statistic value, but there can be
stand-specific limitations for the harvesting. Certain stands can be harvested only in the winter

when the ground is frozen. Other stands, usually on harder ground, can be harvested in the
summer, but not in the thawing period. If stands have hard ground and they are near the road, it
could be harvested anytime. Harvesting limitations can be taken account to allocate a probability
of harvesting months of the stands with weather conditions to other months by location-specific
factors. The day of the harvesting can be reasonably assumed to be uniformly distributed. This
assumption does leave out the lower working amount of the weekends.
To test method, a supply area of 120 km and an estimation of 200 harvested stands annually, the
harvested stands were allocated. As one set of 200 points represents a one year supply, 30
repetitions were constructed to see the variation between years. The transportation distance was
estimated by the road network generated with GIS. The average distance was determined by road
between selected stands to the demand point, located in the middle of the supply area, and
comparing this to the average distance between all stands to the demand point.
2.2 Drying models
There are different drying estimation models for forest biomass developed (Routa et al. 2015b;
Liang et al. 1996; Gigler et al. 2000; Erber et al. 2012; Murphy et al. 2012; Kim and Murphy
2013; Heiskanen et al. 2014). Routa et al. (2015b) validated a model for stem wood at roadside
storage. The model uses a coefficient for evaporation (in mm) and precipitation (in mm)
difference and adds a constant to get the daily moisture change (Eq. 4). The coefficient and
constant are based on storage and wood type and these need to be estimated as case specific.

DMC = Coef (evaporation − precipitation) + const

(Equation 4)

Heiskanen et al. (2014) developed a model that estimates moisture content by having coefficients
for evaporation and precipitation. Moisture content at time i is calculated based on Eq. 5.
wi +1 = wi + aP / ( wi − weq + b) + cE ( wi − weq )

(Equation 5)

Moisture content at time i+1 (wi+1) is estimated by adding the affected drying to moisture
content at time i (wi). Drying is estimated with the effect of precipitation and evaporation.
Affecting precipitation (P, in mm) is estimated by the difference between moisture content and
equilibrium moisture content (weq), as this difference is scaled by how much wood may take

moisture. There is constant b added to the divisor. The result of the division is scaled with
coefficient a. The evaporation (E, in mm) estimation is also scaled with a difference of moisture
and the equilibrium moisture content. Evaporation is multiplied by this and a coefficient, c. The
coefficients a, b and c are storage and wood type specific and need to be estimated for all cases.
As one can see, there are common variables in the moisture prediction models as all forecast the
same phenomena (Awadalla et al. 2004; Liang et al. 1996; Plumb et al. 1985). Drying estimation
equations use precipitation values that are often measured as meteorological data, but
evaporation measurements are rarer. Evaporation may be estimated with Penman-Monteith
equation (Eq. 6) (Monteith 1981; Allen et al. 1998b), if there is no measured data available.

E =

( Rn − G ) +  a c p
 +  (1 +

es − ea
ra

rs
)
ra

(Equation 6)

Eq. 6 uses net irradiance (Rn, in W m-2), ground heat flux (G, in W m-2), dry air density (ρa , in
kg m-3), specific heat capacity of air (cp, in J kg-1 K-1), the vapour pressure deficit of the air (es-ea,
in Pa), the rate of change of saturation specific humidity with air temperature (Δ, in Pa K-1), the
psychrometric constant (γ, in Pa K-1), surface and aerodynamic resistances (rs and ra, in s m-1) to
calculate the energy rate of water evaporation (E, in g s-1m-2) multiplied with latent heat of
vaporization (λ, in J g-1). Due to the complications and needs of several parameters, this equation
has been simplified many different ways (Linacre 1977; Salama et al. 2015; Gallego-Elvira et al.
2012). Linacre (1977) simplified Eq. 6 to form of Eq. 7.

E0 =

700Tm / (100 − A) + 15(T − Td )
80 − T

(Equation 7)

Eq. 7 uses elevation (Tm = T + 0.006h, h is the elevation (m) (Linacre 1977)), mean temperature
(T, in °C), latitude (A, in degrees) and mean dew-point (Td, in °C) to get evaporation rate (E0, in
mm day-1). Most of these parameters are easily acquired from local weather station data. If the
mean dew-point cannot be acquired, it may be estimated base on Eq. 8 (Linacre 1977).
T − Td = 0.0023h + 0.37T + 0.53R + 0.35Rann − 10.9 C

(Equation 8)

This includes R as a daily range of temperature and Rann as the difference between mean
temperatures of the coldest and hottest months (values in °C). These values are easy to acquire
from weather data.
Eq. 7 gives net evaporation at the lake that must be scaled to represent evaporation from onground biomass. To do this, the factor can be assigned to scale evaporation to the right. This
factor is the equivalent Pan coefficient (Ep) that is used to convert measured evaporation from
pan to evaporation from crops (Allen et al. 1998b). As roadside storages are near the forest and
evaporation is from a wood surface, an estimation of 0.5 for Ep is reasonable.
To test the validity of the evaporation estimations, Eq. 7 with Pan coefficient 0.5 and polynomial
fit for cumulative evaporation developed by Heiskanen et al. (2014) (Eq. 9, later called as VTT
equation) were compared with year 2011 measured data from weather station (SYKE 2011)
located at Mikkeli.

E = 0.0476 x5 −1.5947 x4 + 17.865x3 − 73.301x2 + 126.47 x − 70.151 (Equation 9)
Fit uses x as the numerical value of month (January = 1, February =2...). The coefficient of
determination R2 = 0.9993. Eq. 9 fit has been compared with weather data from Mikkeli during
the years 1991-2005 and from Havumäki for the year 2012 by Heiskanen et al. (2014). For
investigating moisture estimate equations, they are compared with each other using weather data
acquired from the Mikkeli weather station and the same initial moisture content.
3. Results
As previously stated, for the testing method 200 harvesting stands were selected to be the annual
number of stands for a 120 km supply area. These are used to test the feedstock allocation and,
for drying, estimations are tested by comparing them with measured values. As drying equations
use weather data, the effect of using estimations for these values was also tested.
3.1 Feedstock allocation
Results from the stand allocation indicate the number of stands generated, distributed between
months (Fig. 1). The statistical average (Line at Fig. 1) is little higher than the modeled number

of stands. This is due to some stands having an availability of zero.

Figure 1. Number of stands created per month in 30 repetitions (Line: Statistical average).
The amount of available feedstock varied between repetitions (Fig. 2). The average of the
variation was -1.45 %, showing a need to compensate for the zero availability error mentioned
above. The highest available amount of the feedstock was 11%, higher than the statistical
average. The lowest availability was 22%, lower than the statistical amount.

Figure 2. Deviation of simulated biomass harvest volumes per simulation repetitions from the
annual average of the total stand population.

The distance from the selected stands to the demand point varied between different years
(Fig. 3). The average of all repetitions was 0.85% less than the average of all possible stands to
demand point routes.

Figure 3. Deviation of simulated transport distances per simulation repetitions from the total of
all stand to demand point transport routes.
3.2 Weather data validation
Precipitation was taken from Mikkeli weather data and factors of the drying models (Eq.4 and
Eq. 5) are from literature and assumed to be corresponding. Evaporation was estimated by using
Eq. 7 with a Pan coefficient and needs to be validated. The values were estimated with weather
data from the weather station at Mikkeli (FMI 2011) and measurements for the year 2011 were
taken. The elevation was set to 1 meter and the latitude to N60°.
The monthly evaporation rates are presented at Fig. 4. It can be noted that measurements have
not been done during the cold months as the values are zero between December to April. Eq. 9
gives a continuous line. This may not be true as weather is not always continual and changes
from the annual average occur often, as happens with the evaporation estimation by Eq. 7 in
which July gets an unusually high value. The same effect can be seen from measured data. Eq. 7,
which also gives negative values during cold months, but this value should be zero as the
temperature is below zero and the evaporation may be assumed to be zero.

Figure 4. Estimated evaporations and measured evaporation from the Mikkeli weather station.
Using weather data from 2011 and estimating the moisture content for two years of forest
biomass that have initial moisture content 45% with Eq. 4 using Coef = 0.062 and Const = 0.039
provides a corresponding uncovered pine stem storage (Raitila et al. 2015). Same estimation was
done to Eq. 5 with constants a = 0.0008, b = 5 and c = 0.002 corresponding to the delimbed pine
stem storage (Raitila et al. 2015). It can be seen that both methods produce similar results for the
first year (Fig. 5). During winter, Eq. 4 is not valid (Routa et al. 2015b) and the moisture content
is estimated to stay constant which leads to a small error. Routa et al. (2015b) suggest a 5%-unit
increase for the winter time, which would correct the error. For longer periods, the error
increases as there is no limit to how dry the forest biomass may get. With Eq. 5, the equilibrium
moisture terms slows down the drying and prevents the moisture content from dropping under
the equilibrium moisture value.

Figure 5. Moisture content estimations with Eq. 4 and Eq. 5 using 2011 weather data from
Mikkeli weather station and starting moisture 45%.
4. Discussion
The method produced forest biomass availability with an annual variation. The lowest
availability, produced by the method, was 22% lower than the statistical amount. This was a high
difference but possible in real life, although uncommon. This effect was enhanced by having zero
availability points and eliminating this would lead to better results. A number of zero availability
points in dataset may be taken account by adding a factor to the Eq. 2 if a proportion of zero
availability supply points is known. A better option is to eliminate zero points beforehand.
Allocating points in the grid and selecting random points annually did produce a variance in the
transport distance. This indicates the allocation of points to be stochastic and suited for multiyear simulations. Having a stand allocated to the centroids of the grid is only one possible
allocation method of the locations. If the real stand locations of the supply area are known, these
locations can be used instead of the centroid of the grid. This is possible by using a forest
information resource that includes the locations of the stands or if the enterprise has locations of
stands that are in their supply area. Having real locations of the stand gives more realistic
roadside locations and, if the information includes the area of the stand, it may be used as a
factor to allocate initial supply amounts from the forest inventory. The process to increase the

availability of one stand would stay the same.
Moisture estimation equations show the difference between each other. The Eq. 4 seems better
suited for shorter storage times as longer storing would lead to even negative moisture contents
and that is not possible. Eq. 4 also shows more variation on a daily scale that is beneficial for the
simulation of short storing times. If the storing time is assumed to be years, Eq. 5 would be better
for these cases as the daily changes are not as relevant. As this study does not have real storage to
compare results, the validity of the models cannot be proven. Although, Raitila et al. (2015)
compared both moisture content estimations with measured validation results from three
validation storages and found both estimation methods rendering good results with a variation of
0.4 to 3.2%-unit for Eq. 4 and 0.2 to 2.8%-unit for Eq. 5. In both cases, the used constants and
coefficients affect the results greatly and getting corresponding values for the simulation
situation may be challenging.
A monthly number of harvested stands and amount of the available feedstock was possible to
generate by the preprocessing method described in this paper. Lowering the number of stands
toward a more realistic amount allows for multi-year studies that use biomass availability
database data as initial values. Forest operations may be included by modeling with machinery
productivity. If this is done, it is important to have the stands’ feedstock amounts correspond to
real life stands. The method must use regional data and, depending on the data, some adjustment
needs to be done, but the allocation of the stands and available feedstock may be done with
reasonable accuracy by the presented method.
As the simulation model imitates real life operations, it is good to use real-life data like measured
or enterprise operative data, but these data cannot always be acquired and, if the simulation is a
theoretical situation, this data does not exist. This forces an estimate of the data and this should
be done using statistically valid data and should process the data for the simulation model as
closely as possible to the real-life equivalent. For forest biomass, the supply needs to scatter
temporally and spatially with the correct availability of harvesting stands. The data preparation
method presented allocates the harvested stands to the supply area producing a valid supply
network that includes a variation of the feedstock amount and locations of the points.
The allocation of the supply points by using a method including stochastically elements allows

the representation of a real life annual variation of the harvested forest stands. Having the
possibility to conduct a study for multiple years enables the inclusion of long-time planning,
yearly variations of feedstock and annual transport cost variations in the study. Taking into
account the uncertainly of feedstock availability and demand requirements, for example by
storage terminal, requires multiple years as big storage levels have annual changes. Sahoo and
Mani (2015) conducted a multi-year biomass supply chain study using Miscanthus crop as
feedstock. The annual feedstock availability was changed between years with static values and
the locations were keep the same. This was possible as the crop biomass supply locations do not
change as dramatically as the forest biomass.
Eriksson et al. (2017) use random locations inside the circle to generate forest stands around
demand location. Although this gives variable transportation distance, it does not take local
variables to account like the amount of the feedstock at the location or harvesting time
allocations due to weather variables. In addition, limiting factors for supply areas are not taken
into account (e.g. water bodies or urban areas).
As the moisture content of the feedstock affects the amount of the energy stored, the moisture
content change should be taken into account. There are different possible methods, but these may
increase the computational power requirements or do not take account local weather variations.
Windisch et al. (2015) used drying curves that are less demanding for computational power than
estimation equations but do not consider local weather variations.
Using weather station data and equations to estimate moisture content, the effect of weather can
be accounted for by a quality change of the forest biomass. These results can be acquired with a
different amount of the available data by using equations to estimate values that are less often
measured or are complicated to calculate. The accuracy of the results and the model will be
lowered with estimations and it is recommended to avoid unnecessary estimations. The used
estimations should be validated and verified case-specifically as the level of abstraction and the
purpose of the simulation model affects the importance of the data preparation.
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